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PREFACE.

In this work, the general principles of Grammar

are printed in large, and the illustrations and excep-

tions in small type. The former are intended to be

committed to memory ; and in commencing to teach

grammar to young classes, it will be advisable for

the pupils to learn only that portion which is printed

in large type. In a second course, or with an ad-

vanced class, both the rules and notes must be

studied, and the exercises corrected and copied into

a book prepared for the purpose.

•Those who are already acquainted with Gram-

mar will observe that this work differs from others

'Of the same kind, on the degrees of comparison,

—

the pronouns,—and the form of the verb, which it

is believed are here given in a more simple and

correct manner.

Ample directions to teachers will be found under

€ach Section ; but it is expected that in Grammar,
as in every other branch of education, the pupils

^oqld be made to understand what they learn.
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EIGLISH aHAMMAE.

INTRODUCTION.

Mankind communicate their thoughts by spoken

and written language*

The elements of spoken languaire are articulate

sounds.

The elements of written language are characters

or letters, which represent articulate soimds.

Letters are formed into syllables^ syllables into

words, and words iato setitences.

Grammar is that science which teaches the pro-

per use of letters, syllables, words, and sentences ;

ir which treats of the principles and rules ofspoken

ind written language.

The ohject of English Grammar is to teach those

who upe the English language to express their

thoughts correctly either in speaking or writing.



8 ENGLISH GRAMMAR*

DIVISIONS OF GRAMMAR.

English Grammar is divided into four parts

;

namelj, Orthographyj Etymology^ Syntax^ and

Prosody*

Orthography treats of letters, and of the mode of

combining ^em into syllables and words.

Etymology treats of the various classes of words^

and of the changes which they undergo.

Syntax treats of the connexion and arrangement

of words in sentences.

Prosody treats of the proper manner of

speaking and reading, and of the different kinds of

verse.

Part I.—ORTHOGRAPHY.

Orthography treats of letters^ and of the mode
of combining them into syllables and words.

LETTERS.

A letter is a mark or character used to represent

an articulate sound.

The English alphabet consists of twenty-six let- I
ters.

Letters are divided into vowels and conso*

nants.

A Vowel is a letter which makes a distinct sound
by itself. , . . >

A Consonant is a letter which cannot be distinctly

sounded without a vowel.



PART I.—-ORTHOGRAPHY. t

A, e, t, o, «, w, and y are vowela. ' '
'•

'

The remaining nineteen letters are consonants.

The union of two vowela in one sound is called

a Diphikong.

\\ hen both vowels are heard, it is called Vi proper

Diphthong
j|
as, ou in sound.

When only one of the vowels is heard, it is called

an improper Diphthong ; dm^ oa in boat.

The union of three vowels in one sound is called

a Triphthong ; as, iew in view, ,. .^

An the vowels, many of the diphthongs, and several of

the consokiahts, have more than one sound. Thus, the

vowel a has four sounds, as in fate, faty far, fall ; the
' ' diphthong ea has four aii in bfar, heai t, heat, breast ; and
' ' tl^ consonant c has tv^a, as in cily, call,

., , , On the other hand, many ofthe sounds are represented

by several letters. Thus, e, as in 771c, is represeiited by tte,

ay, ea, ee, ei, eo, ey, i, ia, ie, oe,oi, and y ; as in the words

, C(Bsar,quay, hear, see, neither,people,key,pique, caviare,

relieve, foetus, turkois, and duty ; and the sound of k, as

in kill, is represented by c, ch, q, and gh, as in the words

>., corn, character^ quoit, und hough, . i , .^
,

An accurate knowledge of the sounds of the vowels,

diphthongs, triphthongs, and consonants, is only to be
acquired by a careful attention to orthoepy, as it is to be
found in pronouncing dictionaries of established reputa-

^ tion, and as it b practised by persons of education and
taste.

SYLLABLES AND WORDS.

A Syllable is a single sound, represented by one
or more letters ; as, a, an, ant.

In every syllable there Tiust be at least one vowel.

A 2



10 ENGLUB GRAMMAIU

The number of syllables in a word is always equaT to

the number of distinct sounds which it contains. Thus,
the word strength contains one distinct sound or sylla-

ble ; cru-^l contains two distinct sounds or syllables ;

in-ven-tion contains three ; cori'Ve-ni-encef four 3 ver-tth

til'i'ty, five ; transub'Stan-ti-a-tionf six.

A ^or(f consists of one syllable, or a combination

of syllables.

A word of one syllable is called a Monosyllable,

as, just ; a word of two syllables, a Dissyllable^ as,

jus-tice ; a word of three syllables, a Trisyllable^

ns^jus-ti-fy ; a word of four or more syllables, a

Poysyllable^ ?is, jus-ti-fy-ing ; jus-ti-fi-ca-tion.

In representing words by characters, two sorts of let-

ters arc employed ; namely, Capitals and small Letters*

Words should begin with capitals in the following

situations :—

The first word of every sentence—the first word o*

every line of poetry—the first word of a quotation in a.

direct form—the names of the Supreme Being—all pro-

per names, adjectives derived from proper names, and
common nouns personified-^the names of the days of the

week, and of the months of the year-—any very important
word, as, the Revolution, thfrUnion—the pronoun /, and
the interjection 0.

A certain degree of uniformity prevails in the spelling

of many classes of words ; but the exceptions and ano-

malies are so numerous, that in orthography as in or-^

thoepy, perfect accuracy is only to be attained by at-

tending to the best authorities.

'5

iriTVi'Vi'l



PART I.—ORTHOORIPHT. 11

^uaT to
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EXERCISES.

LETTERS.

What Is a letter 1 How many letters are there in the Eng-
lish alphabet % How are letters divided % What is a vowel %

"What is a consonant % How many vowels are there % How
many consonants are there % What is a diphthong % What is

a proper diphthong '{ What is an improper diphthong % What
ia a triphthong '{

Point out the vowels, consonants, proper and improper diph-

thongs, and tnphthongs, in thefollowing words

:

—
Boy, many, what, rail, toil, round, against, road, moun-

tain, royal, draught, ground, hautboy, clay, decoy, wheie,

poisonous, young, appear, beauty, vein, nymph, review, buy,

height, yeoman, bean, pigeon, which, does, sign, prey, mil-

lion, adieu, broad, avoirdupois, poor, town, purlieu, know-
ledge, whatever, brought, tune, lieutenant, myrrh, free, aisla^

p'uest, youth

SYLLABLES AND WORDS.

What is a syllable ? Is any particular number of letters

necessary to form a syllable 1 How do you find out how many
syllables there are in a word 1 Is any particular number oT
syllables necessary to form a word 1 What is a word of one
syllable called 1 a word of two syllables 1 of three syllables ?

offour or more syllables 1 How many sorts of letters arte em-
ployed in representing words by characters 1 1n what situa-

tions should words begin with capitals 1

Divide thefollowing words into syllables

:

—
Compound, misconduct, progress, relate, michaelmas, pa»

raplirase, business, cauliflower, dungeon, parliament, moun-
tainous, leopard, marriage, nutritious, pursuivant, reservoir,

abbreviation, victual, harangue, licentiousness, neighbour,

crescent, mag;ician, peaceable, reunion, impenetrability,

odious, passionate, symptom, elIicaciou8,prcscicnce, acquaint-

ance, divisibility, handkerchief, synagogiio, purvejor, unani-
mity, synonymous*

/'>?*Vi't '

'
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Contct th% erroj's in the use of capital letters wi the

follovnng sentences ;—

When socrates was Building himself a House at athens»

being asked by one that observed the littleness of the Desigm
Why a man dj eminent would not ha^e an abode more suit*

able to his dignity: '''i shall think Myself sufficiently

Accommodated,'' replied he, *' If i shall sec that narrow Ha*>

bitation filled with real friends." ; -iii ;; , i :

still pressing on, beyond tornea's lake, •*
= ;

and hecla flaming through a waste of snow,

and farthest greenland, to the pole itself,

where, failing gradual, life at length goes out,

the muse expands her solitary flight.
'

remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow,

or by the Lazy scheld, or Wandering po

;

or onward wl^re the rude carinthian boor
'

against the houseless Stranger shuts the door 5

'

or where Campania's Plain forsaken lies,
'

a weary waste Expanding to the skies
;

'

where'er i roam, whatever Ucalms to see,

my Heart untravelled, fondly turns to thee.

anne, queen of great britain and Ireland, ascended the

Throne on the 8th of march, 1701 ; and Died on the int of

august, 1714. her Reign was rendered Remarkable by the

Victories of the duke of marlborough on the continent of

europe, and the union Between cngland and Scotland.

"these are Thy Glorious Works, parent of Good ! . , ,

almighty. Thine this universal frame

!

, ,

,

the St. george Arrived at kingstown From liver-Pool on
tuesday evening at Eight o'clock, and will Sail at six O'clodic

on Thursday morning.

k 8jn monarch of all i Survey.

my right there is none to Dispute

;

from the Centre all round to the sea,

i am Lord of the Fowl and the Brute.

solitude ! Where are the charms,

that Sages have seen in thy Face,

better Dwell in the midst of alarms, ; ^
than reign in UiIg Horrible Place.



PART* li.-^ETTMOLOGT. 13

hear the words of solbmon, the Wise King of Israel : *' fear

god» And keep his Cothmaridhients ; For this is the ivhole

Duty ofMan."

remember, o My Friends, the laws, the rights,

<jie Generous Plan of power. DeliVered down
from age to age by your Renoi ned Forefathers

!

. V ;, !et Them never Perish in your Hands,
but piously Transmit them to Your children.

i *V>../.!r^

'i r

>y,

. i

1 i

\: i

Y ' Part II.-ETYMOLOGY.

': Etymology treats of the various classes of
words, or parts of speech, and ofthe changes which
they undergo.

PARTS OF SPEECH.

V There are nine classes of words, or parts of

speech ; namely, Article, J^oun, Mjective, Pro

noun, Verb, Mverb, Prepcsiiion, Conjunction,

and Interjection

I. An Article is a word placed before a noun to

limit its signification ; as, •d tree, an .ipple, the

garden.

II. A JVowit is the name of a person, place, or

thing ; as, John, London, book,

III. An Adjective is a word which qualifies a

noun 5 as, A slueet apple ; a large garden ; a new
book. ^,,vt .-.J •. ..,,..,;. ,.,, . .

, ; .

IV. A Pronoun is a word used m placei of a
noun ; as John was in the garden, he says that t^

iB full of trees, which are covered with fruit, ty

A



u ENGLISH QRAMMAR.

- V. A Verb is a word which affirms, or which

asks a question ; as James strike* the table : do you

hear the noise ?

VI. An Mverb is a word which qualifies a verb,

an adjective, or another adverb ; as. He writes we// ;

she is remarkably diligent ; they read very correctly.

VII. A Preposition connects words, and shows

the relation between them ; as. We travelled/rowi

Spain through France towards Italy.

VIII. A Conjunction joins words and sentences

together ; as, My father and mother are come, but

I have not seen them.

IX. An Interjection is a word used to express

sudden emotion ; as, Ah ! there he comes ; Alas !

what shall I do I*

Directions to Teachers.—Every word in the English

language belongs to one or other of these nine parts of speech.

The best way to distinguish one part of speech from another

is to attend to its signification, and consider whether it is a
name, or a word used instead of a name—^whether it expresses

quality in a noun, a verb, or another word of quality—whether
it makes an assertion or asks a question—or whether it joins

other words together, or points out relation between them.

—

The following directions will also assist in finding out to

what classes the principal words in a sentence belong

:

Nouns admit before them words expressing quality : thus,

we can say, a black horse, a sour orange, a loud noise ; but

we cannnot say, a black did, a sour covered, a loud very.

Nouns also answer to questions beginning with who and what

:

thus, Who struck the table ? What rfi5 James strike 7 The
irords James, table, which form the answers to these questions,

are nouni.

Adjectives admit nouns after them : thus, we cannot say, a

An
limit i

in

all

on
cu

The
Ao

it does
r

ap]

noi

oth

good exi

boy, an
answer 1

sort of %

and swei

Verbs
thus, we
we cann

Adver
question

he read \

words V
** Adverbs

jectives,

a good b
a good b

Prepoi

their adr

we can i

•ay, and
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r which
: do you

^fsy%f\j>,/\r^ >v»^^yw ^ .

I.—Article.

An Article is a word placed oefors a noun to

limit its signification.

A noun without an article before it is to be understood
in an unlimited sense : thus, rnan is nicMrtal, means that

all men are mortal. A man, limits the signification to

OM man ; the man, limits the signification to some parti-

cular man.

There are two articles, a or aw, and the,

A or an in called the indefinite article, because

it does not point out any particular person or thing.

Thus, a tree, aa apple, may signify any tree, any
apple.

When the indefinite article is to be placed before a
noun, a or an is employed according as the one or the

other can be more readily formed by the organs of speech.

e English

of speech,

n another

ler it is a
expresses

—whether
er it joins

I them.

—

^% out to

ng:
ty : thus,

otse; but

^ud very.

md what

:

ike 1 The
questions,

not say, a

good excellent, an excellent happy ; but we can say a good
boy, an excellent scholar, a happy parent. Adjectives also

answer to questions beginning with what sort of: thus. What
sort of garden is it ? What sort of apples are these ? Large
and sweet, the answers to these questions, are adjectives.

Verbs make sense with the pronouns, J, thou, he, or we :

thus, we can say, I sit, thou standest, he walks, we run; but
we cannot say, / chair, thou still, he slowly^ we down.

Adverbs, when joined to verbs or adjectives, answer to the

questions how ? how much ? when ? or where ?—thus, how does
he read ? When will she be here i Well, soon, or any other
words which will answer to these questions, are adverbs.
Adverbs, though they are used to express quality, like ad*
jectives, do not make sense with nouns : thus, we cannot say,

a good boy diligently, a wise man pi-udently ,* but we can say,

a good boy learns dUigently, a wise man acts prudently.

Prepositions may be distinguished from conjunctions by
their admitting after them the words me, iif, him, them; thus,

we can say, to me, by us, from him, in them ; but we cannot
*a.y,and me, or us, \jfhim, though them.



16 KNGLISII GRAMMAR.
, -V \^^^>^\^ yy\^ V" >^'\^\> o #-W<^V/^*^ '!/

,y:

and is more pleasing to the ear Ti^hcn pronounced: albn^

;
withthe >vord which follows. Therefore a is used before

words beginning with a consonant* the sounds of nr and

y, and the long sound of u ; as tf bock, a word, a youth,

many a one, a eunuch^ a unit, ^n is used before words
' - beginning with a vowel, silent A, and k sounded when

the accent is on the second syllable ; as, an arrr^y, an^
"'- hour, an historian.

The is called the definite article, because it points

out some particular person or thing.

:.:
' ' Thus, the garden refers to some particular garden asr

distinguished from all others.

II.

—

Noun.
•v-

A Noun is the name of a person^ place, or thing

Thus, the words, Jdhn, Londm, hook, are called nouns,.

because John is the name cf a person, Lcmdon the name
of a place, and book the name of a thing or object.

Nouns are divided into Proper and Comm&n.
Proper Noun» or names can be applied to indivi^

duals only.

Common Nouns or names can be applied to a
whole kind or species. <; * . '.>k

. ,
Proper Nouns distinguish iruTlfiduals frcm the rest of

the same species. Common Nouns can be applied to

each individual of a species, but do not distinguish one
individual from another. Thus, John is called a proper
noun, becauv^e, though there are niaiiy perscn* cf that
name, they do not form a kind cr species by Ihemsclfes ;.

the word is used to distinguish one man cr bc>y from an-

other : London is called a proper noun, because it distin-

guishes the city which bears that name from every other

city : book is called a common noun, because it db^s not

§
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distinguish one thing of the kind from another^ but can
be applied to any object of the same species. *

Proper nouns, ivhen applied to individuals only, do not
require an article before them to limit their signification.

But when a number cf individuals resemble each ether,

the name ofone of them is sometimes used to express their

common character, and then admits of being limited like

a common noun. Thus, a great orator is called a
Cicero ; an eminent poet, a Homer or a Virgil. Proper

nouns also become common, when they are applied to

two or more indviduals collectively; as. The twelve

Casars,

Nouns are inflected by J^umberj Gender, and
Case*

Nouns are inflected, or changed in their form, hy
Number^ Gender, and Case, to express their various

relations to the Uiings which they represent, and to

other words in the same sentence.

Number is that inflection of the noun by which w»
indicate whether it represents one, or more than one.

(render is that inflection by which we signify whether

the noun is the name cf a male, a female, or something

, which has no distinction of sex.

Case is that inflection cf the noun which denotes the

state of the person, place, or thing represented, as the

sul}Ject of SR affirmation or a question, the owner or

possessor of something mentioned, or the object of an
action or a relation.

Thus, in the example, "James tore the leaves of
Mary's book," the distinction between book, which re-

presents only one object, and leaves which represents

two or more objects of the same kind, is called Number ;

the distinction of sex between James, a male, Mary, a
female, and leaves and book, things which are neither

male nor female, is called Gender ; and the distinction

(Estate between James, the perspn who tore, or the sub-

ject of the affirmation, Mary, the owner cf the book,

leaves, the objects torn, and book, the object related to

leaves, as the whole of which they wer-; a part, is called

Cote.
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NUMBER*

There are two Numbers, the Singular ancf

jPlural,

The Singular number expresses one of a kind j

as, A book, 3. pen.

The Plural number expresses more than one j

as, Books, pens.

When a noun in the singular number has a plural sig-^

nification, that is^ signifies more than one, it is called u
collective noun *, asj People, flock.

The plural is generally formed by adding s or es

to the singular ; as, Hand, hands, glovcy gloves
;

^oXf hox^es.

Nouns generally form the plnral by adding the letter

8 to the singular, when the $ readily combines in sound
with the last letter cr syllable.

When the letter i does not readily combine in sound
; -with the last letter or syllable of the singular, the plural
'

'i is formed by adding es.

Thus, nouns ending in x, ck soft, ih, and m, form the

plural by adding es ; as. Fox, foxes ; church, churches /
jSsA, fishes: glass, glasses.

The following are the principal irregularities witb
respect to number.

Nouns ending in ch hard, and in o preceded by a
Towel, form the plural by adding s ; as Monarrhf
monarchy } folio, folios. Nouns ending in o preceded

by a consonant, take es ; as. Hero, hercev*; ; except

canto, grotto, junto, portico, quarto, solo, tyro, which
add s only.

Nouns ending in y preceded by a consonant, change

y into ies ; as Duty, duties. In like manner, the word
alkali has alkalies in the plural, fiut nouns ending in

y preceded by a vowel, and proper names used as ccm-^

mon nouns, follow the general rule ) as. Day, day 9

;

Henry, Henrys.

Nouns ending inforfs change /cr ft into vss ; as.
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Calf.'enlvei; kr.'ife, knives ; except Inief, chief, ftef, griefs

Mandktrchief } hoof, proof, reproof, roof; dwarf, tcarf,

whavf; gulf, turf; fife, strife , safe ; which are regular.

Nouns ending in ff are also regular ; as, Mx^ff, muffi

;

except stajf, which has stares.

A ^ew nouns take the termination en ; as, ox, oxeti

;

child, children ; man, men^ with its compound woman,
vivnten ; footman, tooimen, &c.
Some nouns vary the plural to express a difference of

:meaning ; as Brother, brothers, [sons of tDe same parent,]

brethren, [members of the same profession ;] die, dies,

[stamps for coining,] dice, [small cubes used in games ;]

genius, geniuses, [persons of great talent,] genii, [spirits ;j

index, indexes, [tables of contents;] indices, [signs in Alge-

bra ;] pea, peas, [single seeds,] pease, [seeds in a mass ;]

Jienn^, pennies, [coins,] pence, [value of coins in computa-
tion.]

Nouns which hare been adopted from foreign languages

-without change, sometimes retain their original plurals ;

thus::

—

Animaculum
Antithesis

Apex
Appendix •

Arcanum
Automaton
Axis
Bandit }
Banditto ^
Basis

Beau
Calx
Cherub
Criterion

Crisis

Datum
Desideratum
Dilettante

Effluvium

Ellipsis

Erratum

Animalcula
Antitheses

Apices

Appendices
Arcana
Automata
Axes

Banditti

Bases
Beaux
Calces

Cherubim
Criteria

Crises

Data
Desideraim

Dilettanti /

effluvia

Ellipses

J£rratu
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Focus Foci
Genus ' Genera
Hypothesis

Ingis-fatuus

Hypotheses
Ignes-fatui

Lamina Laminoe
Magus
Medium

Magi
Media

Memorandum Memoranda
Metamorphosis
Monsieur

Metamorphoses '

Messieurs

Phenomenon ' Phenomena
Radius Radii

Seraph
Stimulus

Seraphim
Stimuli*

Stratum Strata

Thesis Theses
Vertex Vertices

Virtuoso Virtuosi

Vortex Vortices

The following nouns cannot be classed under any general

rule, in the formation cf the plural number : Foot, feet ;

f^oo*e, geese; louse, Ike; mouse, miee ; tooth, teeth.

Some nouns have the singular and plural alike ; as. Deer,

sheep, swiney s(tlmon, S[C»

Many nouns have no plural : these are chiefly proper

names, and names of virtues and vices, arts and sciences,

metals, grain, &c. ; as, England, Dublin; vnsdom, good-

n€s«, pHde, sloth ; poetry, viusk, arithmetic ; gold, silver,

iron ; wheat, barley ; hemp, pitch, milk, bread, i^c»

Some nouns want the sin«;u1ar number; as. Bellows,

scissors, tongs, ashes, lungs, riches^ bouels, vitals, morals,

nuptials, breeches, drawers, kalends, nones, idea, thanks,

oats, victuals, politics, mechanics, statistics, optics, mathema-
tics, antipodes, minutia:, Sfc,

Among this class of words are to be reckoned lettern,

signifying literature, e^d manners, in the eensc cC behaviour.

Amends, mecms, odds, are either singular or plural. Nevfs

is generally used as singular ; likewise alms and g^Uov:^
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GENDER.

There are llireo Genders, tlie MaacuUne, the

Feminine y and the J^enter.

Properly speaking, there are only two genders, the

masculine and the feminine , corresponding to the two
sexes ; but as many nouns belong to neither sex, these

are classed together, and denominated neuUVy that is, ct*

neither gender.

The names of males are masculine ; as, JVfc/w,

husbands father.

The names of females ^sefeminine ; as. Woman,
wife^ mother.

The names of things, which are neither male nor

female, are neuter ; a^, Houscy field, river.

When a noun may be applied either to a male or a fe-

male, it is said to be of common gender ; as, Parent,

child, friend.

There are three ways of distinguishing tlte masculine

from the feminine :

—

I. By a different termination ; as—

.

Duchess
Electress

Empress
Executrix
Fornicatrix

Giantess

Governess
Heiress

Ueritrix

Heroine
Hostess

Huntress
Jewess
Lass
LandgrfLTiae

t^ioness

fly proper ^ Abbot Abbess Duke
sciences, -M Actor Actress Elector

om, good' M Administrator Administratrix Emperor
Idi silver, m Adulterer Adulteress Executor

-• -m Ambassador Ambassadress Fornicator

'^ Arbiter Arbitress Giant
Bellows, S Author Authoress Governor

s, morahy ;M Baron Baroness Heir
2, thanks, MM Benefactor Benefactress Heritor

mathemu" 9 Chanter Chantress Hero
^ ^9^^l

Conductor Conductress Host
Count Countess Hunter

ed letters, 9 Czar Czarina Jew
bekaviow, H| Dauphin Dauphiness Lad
al. Ntw % Deacon Deaconess Landgrave
^Ucw*, 1 Director Directrix Lion
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Margravo Marg-avine Searoster Scamstres* fI
Marquis Marchijness Shepherd Shephcrdes*

.,

Mayor Mayoress Songster Songstre^!»
1

r

A
Patroa Patroness Sorcerer ,, Sorceres*

Peer Peeress Sultan Sultuna

Poet Poetess Testator Testatrix iiubje

Priest • Priestess Tiger Tigress A
Prince Princess Traitor Traitress

Prior Prioress Tutor Tutoress
press

APropbet Prophetess Viscount Viscountes* d

Protector Protectress end c

2. By a different wcrd ; as-— ,'• pres»

Beau Belle Horse Mdi'i

Boar Sow Husband V/ife p
Boy Girl King Queen ^ ^ U
Bridegroom Bride Lord Lady | oi

Brother Sister Man Woman 1 w
Buck Doe Master Mistrest | C(

Bull Covr Monk JNua 1 til

Bullock Heifer Miller Spawner i w
Cock Hen Nephew N icce ^ 1 P'
Colt Filly Ram Ewe ? CI

Dog Bitch Sir Madam tl

Drake » Duck Sloven Slut or slattern ^ ^
Earl Countess Son Daughter io

Father Mother Stag Hind
Gaffer X Gammer Uncle Aunt 1 Th
(lander Goose Widower Widow . ;1 alwa}

1 Th
Gentleman Lady Wizard Witch . V
Hart Roe ;' ^- a

3. By prefixing a ncMiny an adjective, or a pronoun j as—
Man-servant
Cock-sparrow
Male-child

He-goat

Maid-servant
Hen-sparrow
Female-child

She-soat
ti>

CASE. :' • ..'"''- ;^

There are three Cases, the J^omii^aiivtj tlio

Posi9S$iv€y2LrA\)M Objeciivs. j ,t

with

King

ot

w
ac

aa

Th
aposti
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C*l The three cases ure ezpressiTO of the three states of
" ' relation to other words, in one or other of ivhid.' the

name of every person, place, or thing must be placed.

A noun is the nominative case when it is the

.subject of an affirmation or a question.

A noun is in the possessive case when it ex-

presses ownership or possession.

A noun is in the objecttve case when it is the

end or object of an action, or of some relation ex-

pressed by a proposition.

Thus, in the example, '' Jdkm took Robert's knife, and
put it into the pocket of William's coat " two affirma-

tions are made by the verhs took and puU The subject

of these affirmations, or the person who took and put,
' waif John, whose name is, therefore, in the nominative

case. The object or end ofJohn's action in taking, was
the knife ; the object pointed out by the proposition into,

was thepocA:^/; and the object pointed out by the pro-

position of, was coat; the words knife, pocket, and
coat, are therefore in the objective case. The owner of

the knife was BoPert, and thb owner of the coat was
« William; hence the words Roberta and William't are

in the potisessivc cfise.

The nominative and the objective of noyns are

lalways alike. -: '

The possessive fiingular is formed by adding s^

with an apostrophe before it, to the nominative ; as,

King, king^s.

When the nominative singular ends in s, «s, e«, or any
other letter or syllable which will not combine in sound
with s, the possessive is sometimes formed by merely
adding the apostrophe; as Moses' rod, for righteousness*

sake ; for co/iscience' sake.

The possessive plural is formed by adding an

apostrophe to the nominative
i

as, Kings, kings*.
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p'V

Whci> the nominative plural does not end in s, the

possessive is formed by adding s, with an apostrophe ; as,

Men, men^8.

Nouns are tlms declined :

—

Singular, Plural. Singular. Plural.

Nonu Father Fathers Nam. Child Children

Fdss. Father's Fathers' Poss. Child's Children's

Obj. Father Fathers Obj. Child Children

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural.

Nom. Lady Ladies Noin.. Lass Lasses

Poss. Lady's Ladies' Poss. Lass' Lasses'

Obj. Lady Ladies 06;. Lass Lasses*

•Directions to Teachers.^—To find cut tlie number
and gender of nouns, it is only necessary to attend to their

signification, and to the modes m ivhich these Inflecticns are

made in different sorts of words, as explained iu the preced-

ing rules. The following directions will assist in distinguish-

ing the cases. The nominative case answers to a question

beginning with who or what, and the word which'makes the

affirmation ; as, Who took RoberVs knife ? John, a word
which was shown in the explanation of the case to be in the

nominative. The possessive case answers to a question

beginning with V)hose aud the wc^d fcllowing the noun, thi

case of which is to be found out ; as, Whose knife did John
take? Whose pocket did he put it into? Robertas, Wil-

liam^Sf which are both in tlie possessive. The objective case

answers to a question beguming with whom or tchat, and
ending with the word which makes the affirmation or pcint*

out the relation ; as, What did John take ? A knife. What
dii he put it into ? A pocket. What did he put it into the

pocket of? A coat: the words which answer to all these

questions arc in the objective.

Sentences like the preceding may be parsed in Ihe fcllov,

log manner :

—

John, a proper noun, singular number, mascH-
line gender, ^md nominative case ; took, a verb ; Robert's, a

proper noun, singiUar number,- masculine gender, and pos-

sessive case; knife, a common noun, singular number,
neuter gender, and objective case ; and, a conjunction ; put,

a verb j it, a pronoun ; into, a preposition ; the, the definite

trticle: pocket, t common noun, singular number, neuter

, »«* »*
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EXERCISES.
PARTS OF SPEECH.

How many classes of words are there 1 To what class do all

names belong? What words limit the signification ofnames t

What words are used instead of names 1 What words ex-
press quality? What words qualify nouns? What are
words which affirm, or ask questions, called 1 What words
quality affirmations and other words expressive of quality t

What words are used to connect other words ? What words
both connect other words, and point out the relation which
one thing bears to another 1 What words are used to ex-
press sudden emotion 'i

Say to what clots each of the following words hlongt .*—

Ireland, come, an apple, by, diligent, we, also ! write, not,

a garden, quite, walk, good, and, plant, oh ! green, very, run,

but, winter, make, long, hush ! fruitful, silver, read, or, the

"iTcr, h^ppy, build, quickly, sit, large, house, nor, well, it,

George, school, she, with, aha ! strike, Cork, I, ride, at, pen,

9weeuy, them, new, him, earth, ah ! learn, you.

ARTICLE.

What is an article ? How is a word which no article

before it be understood ? What dees a signify. 1 How

gender, and objective case ; of a prepostion ; Willinm'^s, a

proper noun, singular number, masculine gender, and pos-

sessive case ; coatf a common noun, singular number, neuter

gender, and objective case.

On each of the words, questions like the fcllowing may be

put, to teach the ready application of the precedinp; rules.

Why is John called a proper noun 1 Mhy is it lhuX to li; in

the singular number? masculine gtnder'^ and ncminative

case ? \Vhy is Robertas said lo be in the possessive ciisc ?

Why is knift called a common noun I Why is it said to be

in the neuter gender 1 and objective case ? What is the

plural (^ knife ? How donouns in/ and /e form the plural

number ? \Vhy is the called the definite article i &c., &iC»

A S

. . *••* »*
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dops fiiP. limit, the signification of a noun *? How many arti-

vIm are tliorc 1 W hat is a or an called ? and why 1 When
to be placed before a noun 'i and when ant Whatought a

is ihe called i und why 1

P/rtcc Articles before the following words ;—
Man, sun, fields, apple, hour, grammar, husband^ pensy

union, stone, herb, infant, river, historian, wood, army,
eunuch, clouds, garden, orange, youth, honour, schola,r, wish
hope, university, writer, ewe, planets.

Correct the following errors ;•—

An river, a apple, a ornament, an good scholar, an youth^

a humble man, oji history, a hour, an ewe, a owl, an wolf,

an union, an prince ; a empty purse, an humorous story, an
useful work, a obedient son, an sweet pear, an green field, a
industrious man, a amiable woman, a harmonious sound^ an
cheerful temper, an winding stream, a open countenance,

an severe winter, an mild spring, an Warm summer, a abun-
A ant harvest.

NOUN.
What is a noun ? How many sorts of nouns are there 1

What sort of a noun is John ? and why is it so called % What
sort of a noun is book ? and why is it so called 1 When do
Proper nouns become Common *? How are nouns inflected 1

For what purpose are nouns inflected 1 What is Number 1

(render % Case 1 How many numbers are there 1 What
is a collective noun 1 How is the plural formed 1 W^hen do
nouns form the plural by adding es ? What terminations or

final letters require es after them in the formation cf the plural

number 1 How do nouns ending iri o, y, and / or /e, form
the plural 1 How many Gemiers are there 1 When is a

noun said to be of the common gender 'i What are the three

ways of distinguishing the masculine from the feminine I

How many Cases are there 1 What do the cases express 1

What cases in nouns are always alike '\ How is the Posses-

sive ca.-c -formed in the singular and in the plural number 2

When is the {possessive singular formed in the same way as

the possessive plural '? and the possessive plural as the pcs-
flcdsive singular % /
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Distinguish Proper nounsfrom Common in the following

:

—
Dublin, city, time, nation, Patrick, Iiope, dog, honour,

friend, Limerick, table, kindness, portion, peasantry, Italy,

fleet, stream, happiness, London, boy, America, debt, people,

Thomas, Henry, mountain, hat, multitude, party, Caiisar,

regiment^ Bristol^ virtue, continent, grammar.

In what number are—
Field, plants, beast, rams, globes, cloud, virtue, vices, sun,

blackness, box, leaves, quartos, alkali, inches, duty, assets,

wish, heros, tetrarchs, money, righteousness, knives, Icotmuri,

child, peas, axed^ cherub, phenomena, crisis, genus, data,

eflluvia, stratum, theses, teeth, salmon, sheep, whiteness,

folly, morals, spectacles, antipodes, tongs, riches, opiict<,

annals, victuals, bread, milk, iron, mathematics, brats,

amende, ncws^ alms, people, multitude %

Foiin the Plural of-^

Flower, watch, junto, staff, woman, bandit, erratum,

goose, index, magus, seraph, brother, hoof, grotto, tax, gar-

den, orange, miss, city, bay, gulf, monarch, tree, loaf,

mouse, automaton, hypothesis, penny, die, bush, deer, muH*,

lady, radius, potato, ox, genus, criterion.

Correct thefollowing errors

:

—
Good scholares are always attentive to their studys, and to

the instructiones of their teacheres. The huntsmans killed

two fox. 1 saw a husbandmen ploughhig, with six oxes.

You can see ten churchs from the top of the hill : it is a pros-

pect which even monarchs might admire. Hannibal was one

of the greatest heros of ancient tims. We are only tyroes in

grammar. The innkeeper borrowed two dozens of knifes

and forkes ; and he not only took great care of them, but

returned them in a few dales ; both of which are proofes that

he was deserving of the favour. That old man has two stall's,

one in each hand : how ridiculous these ladys would ap])ear

if each of them had two muffes. Obedient childes are anxious

to please their parentes. These young mans are great j^euii

;

tliey are brethren, being sones of the same father. That is

a gocd crop of oat, but the wheats in the next field is not so

gocd. 1 will « ivc you two golds for three silvers. Thomas is
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t

,1

well skilled in mechanic : he has invented a new kind of

bellow. Lend me your scissor to cut this threadt David
was a man of excellent moral, and pleasing manner, and
well acquainted with letter.

What 18 the gender of-^

King, duck, shepherd, beauty, heart, flock, wotnan, widow-
er, boy, companion, lady, uncle, Mary, virtue, master, bride,

husband,witncss, aunt, head, parent, wisdom, Charles, prince,

empress, Belfast, cousin, nun \

What is the feminine of—
Hero, nephew, lord, stag, abbot, marquis, hart, duke,

sultan, host, ram, brother, milter, testator, male-ehild, giant,

wizard, executor, beau, monk, bullock. Viscount, margrave,

earl, director, he-goat, sloven, buck '!

In what case is each of thefollowing nonns :—
'A man's hand ; mend the pen *, Jolin writes ; the king's

crown ; in the field ; ladies' gloves ; children's toys ; strike

the table ; from Cork to Limerick ^ Charles' hat ; the giris

road the boy's books ; lend a slate and pencil ; Caesar was a

scholar and a warrior ; the ways of wisdcm are ways cf
pleasantjicss ; man's happiness does not consist in the abun-
dance of his possessions ', the scholar's improvement is the

master's object 'i

Correct thefollowing errors :—
Jame's sister was Roberts' husband. My unck is my

gfreatest benefactress. The duke is a distinguished hevoinc.

That young lady is the marqui's nephew, and is about to be
married to the ambassadors' daughter : she is a count in her
own right. Henries' daughter was much grieved at her
rhilds death. My brothers wifes mother arrived last night.

A mothers tenderness* and a fathers' care are natures gifts*

for mans advantiige. AVisdcms precepts' form the good
mans interest and happiness.

Parse the following sentences, sfativg the number
j g^der,

and rase of each ofihenounn

:

—
A duke, a marquis, an earl, and a viscount, were present

at the review. The king and the beggar, the prince and the

peasant, are liable to the misfortunes cf life. Many men are
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deceived by false appearances. James and I are rivals ; but
we do not cease to be friends. Charles Tvas a man of linow-

ledge^ learning, politeness, and religion.

The' unwearied sun, from day to day,
' Does his Creator's power display,

And publishes to every land,

The work of an Almighty hand.

Peevishness and passion often produce from trifles the most
serious mischiefs. Truth and candour possess a powerful

charm : they bespeak universal favour. Learnhig does not

grow up in the mind of its own accord ; it is the frlilt of

long cultivation, and the acquisition of labour and care.

III.

—

Adjective.

An Adjective is a word which qualifies a noun.

Adjectives qualify nouns by ascribhig to the cbjccts of

which they are the names, some property or other cir-

cumstance which distinguishes them from seme other

objects of the same kind. Thus, in the example a sweH
apple, apple is the name of an object, find sweet deicribes

a distinctive quality of that object ; hence the word ttweet

is an adjective. In like manner, in the example, a
large garden, a new book, the words large and neiv arc

adjectives, because they express circumstances concern-

ing'the garden and the book referred to, which distin-

guish them from somo other gardens and books.

Adjectives have three forms; the Positivcy i\\Q

Comparative, and the Superlative.

An adjective ia in the positive form when it does

not express comparison ; as, A rich man.
An adjective is in the comparative form, when

it expresses comparison between two, or between

one and a number taken collectively ; as, John is

B 3

'•
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ricAt^r than James ; ho is richer ih^n all the men
in London.

An adjective is in the superlative Corm, when it

expresses comparison between one and a number
of individuals taken sep^irately ; as, John is the

richest man in London. ;' - v- fl,ii- i^'55.

Adjectives expressiye of properties or circumstances

which cannot be increased, have only the positive form

;

as, A circular road ; the chief end ; extretiM measures.

The positive id used to denote the existence of some
quality in an object without comparing it directly with

any other object ; but in adjectives of dimension, and
some others, comparison is implied, though it is not ex-

pressed ; thus, we say of a walking-stick, compared with

a twig that it is thick—compared with a tree that it is

small. The comparative not only expresses comparison

between two, or between one and a number taken col-

lectively, but denotes that a greater or less degree of the

quality exists in the one than in the other. In like

manner the superlative not only expresses comparison

between one and a number of individuals taken separ-

ately, but denotes the greatest or least degree of the

quality in the object with which each of the others is

compared. Thus, we ^ay of an apple, it is iweet; com-
paring it with another apple, we say it is sweeter, mean-
ing that it possesses a greater degree of the quality of

sweetness ; comparing it with each apple in a number,
we say it is the sweetest, meaning that of all the apples

referred to, it possesses the quality of sweetness in the

greatest degree. Because the difiTerent forms of the ad-

jective thus express different degrees of quality, they

are generally called the Degrees of Comparison.

The comparative is formed by adding er to the

positive ; as. Great, greater ; small, smaller.

When the positive ends in c, the letter r only is added ;

as, Large, larger.

The superlative is formed by ad'Jing est to the

positive ; as, Great
^
greatest ; small) smaller/.
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It

)er

[he

Ices

When the positi?e ends ifi e, the letters st only arc

added as, Large, largest

When the positive ends in y preceded by a cons: nant,

the y is changed into i before er and est ; as, Happy,
happie?', happiest

When the positive ends in a single consonant, preceded
by a single vowel, the consonant is doubled before er

and est ; as. Hot, hoiter, hoXtcst,

The comparative is also formed by prefixing more
to the positive ; and the superlative, by prefixing

most \ as, Useful, more useful, moat useful. ,

.

Adjectives of one syllable, and dissyllables ending in j^

and e usually form the comparative and superlative by
adding er and est, or r and st. All other adjectives of

two syllables, and adjectives of more than two syllables,

usually for. II the comparative and superlative by prefix-

ing more and most,

A few adjectives form the superlative by adding most

to the positive or comparative, as, Fwe, iottmost \ upper
uppermost.

The syllable ish is sometimes added to the positive to

lessen its signification ; as. Blacky blackM. When the

positive ends in e, the e is omitted before tsh; as. While,

whitM.
The signification of the positive is also lessened by

prefixing the adverbs less ar.d least ; as. Useful, less

useful, least useful.

The adverb very is often prefixed to the positive to in-

crease its signification, by expressing a degree of quality

somewhat less than the greatest or superlative degree

;

as. Wise, very wise.

The (bllowing adjectives are irregular in the formation

<^ the comparative and superlative :

—

Fore

v.'orse

farther

former

T/orst

farthest

( foremost

^ first
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Gaod

Hind

In

Late

Littlo

Low

Many)
Much^

Near

Old

Out

•}

Up
1 » ,

,'
;

better

. hinder

inner

( later

\ latter

less

lower

more

nearer

nether

( older

( elder

outer

under

upper

best

,
1' < hindmost

(hlndermost
r...<.r i inmost

. \ innermost
• I . \ latest

^last

least

5 lowest
' (lowermoKt

most

5 necLfest

( next

nethermost

\, /,
J
oldest

'.., (eldest

V outermost

j

' ( utmost
undermost

^ uppermost

\ upmost *

-s

r

Directions to Teachers.—It has been already ex-

plained that Adjectiyes may be distinguished from the other

parts of speech by their making sense with a noun, or by their

answering a question in reference to the noun, beginning with

the words, What sort of. Thus, we can say, a sweet apple ;

but we cannot say, a sweet large, a sweet it, or a sweet learn.

Or, if we ask, What sort of apple is it ? the word sweet,

which answers the question, is shown to be an adjective.

Whether an adjective has any other form than the Positive

can only be ascertained by considering whether its significa-

tion can be increased or diminished ; and whether it is regular

or irregular, or in what manner the Comparative and Super-

lative are formed, must be learned by attending carefully to

tlie preceding rules and examples. When an adjective is in

the comparative or superlative, it should be asked, why it is

so ; thus. Why is richer put in the comparative form 1 Be-
cause a comparison is made, first, between John and James,

and then between John and all the men in London taken

together. Why is richest put in ^le superlative form 1 Be-
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EXERCISES.
ADJECTIVE,

What is an adjective *{ How do adjectives qualify nouns 1

How many forms liave adjectives 1 When is an adjective in

the Positive form 1 in the Comparative 1 in the Superlative Y

What adjectives have only the positive form 1 What is the

use of the positive 1 What adjectives imply comparison in;

the positive form ? What is the use of the comparative t

of the superlative ? What are the positive, comparative, and
superlative generally called 'I and why 1 How is the com-'

parative formed 'i How is the superlative formed % How are

the comparative and superlative formed, when the positive

endf in e ? when the positive ends in y preceded by a con-

cause a comparison is made between John and each man in

London taken separately.

Sentences containing the Article, Noun, and Adjective,

may be parsed as follows, the explanation being drawn from
the pupil by such questions as. Why is it called an adjective 1

Why are the comparative and superlative formed by adding r

and st, Sic. 8cc. ^ wise man; fin amiahU woman; the last

day, A^ the indefinite article, limiting the signification cf

man ; wise, an adjective in the positive form, qualifying intlu,

comparative wiser, superlative wisest, formed by adding r
and St to the positive ; wian, a noun, singular number, mas-
culine gender, and nominative case ; an, the indefinite arti-

cle, written an because the next word begins with a vowel

;

amiable, an adjective, in the positive form, comparative wiore

amiable, superalative most amiable, so formed because the

positive is a word o4* four syllables, to which it would be in-

convenient to add r and it ; woman, a noun, singular num-
ber, feminine gender, and nominative case, possessive

wom^n^s, plural women, possessive women's ; the, the de-

finite article, limiting the signification of day ; last, an ad-

jective in the superlative form, qualifying day, irregular in

the formation cf the comparative and superative. Inter &r

latter, latest or last, later and latest being generally applied to

time, latter and last to number and order ; day, a noun,

singular number, neuter gender, and nominative cose, form-

ing the plural by adding «, because the final y ia preceded
by a vowel.

'

I
I I

5

r if

< I
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sonant '? when Iho positive ends in a single consonajtt, pn-
ceded by a single vowel H Is there any other way of forming

the comparative and superlative 1 What adjectives generally

form the comparative and superlative by adding er and est,

or r and st ? What adjectives always form the comparative
and superlative by more and most ? How do a few adjectives

form the superlative % How is the signification of the posi-

tive sometimes lessened 1 What adverbs are sometimes
placed before the positive to lessen its signification ? What
adverb is often prefixed to the positive to express a degree of

qnality somewhat less than the superlative 1 What are these

jidjectives palled which do not form their comparative and
superlative by the preceding rules i

What are the comparative arid superlative of—
Bright, diligent, thin, noble, bad, pretty, fearful, bcaVe,

warm, active, worthy, cold, large, industrious, afi*able, wise,

obedient, gloomy, able, sad, little, strong, near, dutiful,serene,

big, good, careless, late, fruitful 1

In whatform are the adjectives—
Mildest, better, high, more, uttermost, happiest, worthless,

least, whiter, lowermost, worse, cruel, eldest, gentle, magni-

ficent, best, many, less, gayest, peaceful, virtuous, sweetest,

evil, inmost, happier, miserable, temperate, useful 1

Correct thefollowing eirors :—
He expects to see more happyer days. You have got the

lesser share. Alexander the Great is a most historical per-

sonage. It is the duty and privilege of man to worship the

Supremest Being. Autumn is the interestingest season of

the year. Tuesday was more cold than Monday. This

summer is hoter than the latest. Robert is more taller than

William. Solomon was the wiseest man ; Methuselah was
the eldest. Jane is livelyer than Mary. This is the beauti-

fiilest flower I ever saw. My hat is littler than yours, but

his is the littlest of the three. Patrick is the negligentest

boy in the class. She was reduced to the extremcst poverty.

Parse the following sentences:—
A i^ood boy ; the tallest girl ; an upright man ; a lofly tree ;

sjileudid talents; fair weather ; the best neighbour; Ihe far-

nicr's hospitable mansijn j man's chief end ; Uie knighls (

f
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the round table,; relentnr.ss war ; a fruitful field ; Edward is

a most agreeable companion. A profligate life leads to a
miserable death. The smooth stream, the jscrene atmosphere,

the mild zephyr, are the emblems of a gentle temper, and a
peaceful life : among the suiu of strife, all is loud and tem-
pestuous. ,

,

happy is the man, who hears

Instruction's warning voice,

,
And who celestial wisdom makes '

',;. His early, only choice.

Multitudes, in the most obscure stations, arc not less eager

in their petty broils, nor less tormented by their passions,

than if princely honours were the prize for which they contend.

IV,

—

Pronoun.

A Pronoun is a word used in place of a noun.

Thus, in the sentence, John was in the garden : he

says that it isfutl of trees^ which are covered with fruit,
he, is used in place of John^ it, in place of garden, and
which, in place of trees, to prevent the repetition of these

nouns.

There are three kinds of pronouns : Personal

y

Relative, and Demonstrative. f

PERSONAL PRONOUNS. ;

Personal Pronouns are so called because they

are used instead of the names of persons, places,

and things.

The personal pronouns are /, tlwu^ he^ she, and

it.

J, which is U3ed when a person speaks of himself, is

called the pronoun of the j^rs^ person. -

I7iou or you, used in speaking to another, is called

the pronoun of the second person.

jie, she, it, used in speaking of a person or thing, arc

called the jj^ronoun of the third person*

1
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Personal pronouns have number, gender, and

rase.
j

Thejr are thue declined :—
riRST P^RS. MASC. OR FEM. SECOND PERS. MASC.OB Y'SM*

Sing. Plur,

Nom, I. Nom, We

Ohj, Me. 06/. Us.

THIRD PERSON l^TASC.

Sing. Plur,

JHfom. He Nom. They

n XT' r» ^ Their or
P08S. His POSS.

J
^j^^.^3

06;. Him 06;. Them

Sing. Plur,

( Thine (

Poas < ^^y Post <
^°"''

^°***
i Your ^''*''

i Yours
' Yours V

THIRD PERSON FEM.
Sing. Plur.

Nom' She iVom. They

n S Her orn < Their or
^^*^-

J Hers
^^**

i Theirs

06;'. Her 06j. Thtm
THIRD PERSON NEUTER.

Sing. Plur.

Nom. It Nom. They
Po$s. Its Pos». Their or Theirs

06j. It
. 06j. Them.

In addressing pcrscns you is used both in the singular

and the plural : thou is seldom used except in address-

ing the Deity.

It may be used not only in place of the name of an
object, but instead of a clause of a sentence ; as, To>

learn his lessons well is the scholar's duty ; or, It is the

scholar's duty to learn his lessons well. In such ex-

pressions as, It rainSf it freezes, it docs not stand £)r

either a noun or a clause of a sentence, but is used to

point out the effect of some cause not speeifiad.

The possessives my, thy^ her, our, your, their, nm
used when the name of the person or thing possessed is

mentioned immediately after them ; as, My book, yonr
pen, her slate :

—

mine, thine, hers, ours, yours, thnm
are used when the name of the person or thing ^>sesscdl
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;^ is mentioitod in a previous purl cf the sentence, or is only

undcrstocd j as, The bock in mine ; the pen is youn ;

Whose is the slate 1 hers,
%

. _ _ , <

The word oum is somtimcs added to the pcssessivcs

my, miae, thine, his, her, its, ouvy your, their, to render

them more emphatic ; as, Jt if your own fault.

, , Self, in the plural nelves, is also added to the possessive

. case ot* pronouns cf the first and second pcrscos, ai:d to

the objective of pronouns ofthe third person ; as, Myself
ourselves ; himself, themselves. These are sometimes

called Reciprocal Pronouns, because, when used uftcr

verbs, they denote that the agent and the object cf the

' action are the same ; as, They injure themselves.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

Relative Pronouns are so caUed, because tliey

relate to some word or clause going before ; as, The
boy who deserves the prize shall g«t it ; he has

always behaved well, which gives me great satisfac-

tion.

In these examples the pronouns who, which, are not

only used in place of other words, but who refers imme-
diately to boy, and which to the circumstance cf his

having always behaved well.

The word or clause to which a relative pronoun

refers, is called the ^^ntecedent.

The relative pronouns are who, which, that, juhat.

Who is applied to persons only ; as, The man
who was here j the woman who spoke to him.

Which is applied to the lower animals and things

without life ; as, The horse which I sold ; the letter

which I wrote.

That is applied to both person and things ; as,

C

V
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The friend f/iat helps ; the bird that sings 5 the

knife that cuts.

What includes both the antecedent aiid the rer

lative ; as, I did w/wt he desired me? that is, I did

that which he desired me.

Because what includes both the antecedent and thp

relative, it is sometimes called a Compound Pronoun.
For the same reason, whoever and whatever may be con-

sidered compound prcnoutis, as in the examples, Who-
ever said so was mistaken, that is, The per-^on who said

so was mistaken ; Whatever you do, do quickly, that is

That which you do, do quickly.

Relative pronouns have the singular and pi ilral

alike.

Who "is either masculine or feminine ; which

^

that, are masculine, feminine, or neuter ; uhaL
as a relative pronoun, is always neuter.

That, what, are not varied by case. Who and

which are thus declined :

—

Sing, and Plur. Sing, and Plur,

Norn. Who Koni, Which
Poss, Whose Pvss. Whose
Obj. Whom Ohj, Which

Who<f which, and whitj when ]used to ask ques-

tions, are called the In^erfOirative Pronouns.

In asking questions, who refers to persens, which to

persons or things out of some definite number, ifAw^ t)

persons or things indefinitely : as, W7i0 said 9')'\ Which
of you said so ? What person said sj? Which botk
shall I take 1 W^hat house is that '{

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.
|>

Demonstrative Pronovns are so called, beca\ise

they point out particularly the persons or object to

which they refer.
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The demonstrative pronouns are this and ihai ;

?n ^he plural these and those.

This aqd these are apolied to persons or things near at

hand, or last named ; that and those to persons or things

ata distance in time or place ; as This earth, these trees ;

thai sky, those stars ; The Bank of Ireland and the Cus-
tom-house, are two of the most magnificent buildings in

Dublin : this is on the north side cf the river, and that

on the south side.*

* Directions to Teachers.—The nouns fcr which the

personal and relative pronouns are used, may easily be found

out by putting questions beginning with who and what ; thus.

Who says that it is full of trees ? John. What is full of
trees ? the garden. What are covered withfruit ? the trees.

Care must be taken not to confound that as a relative pro-

noun with that as a demonstrative, and that used as a conjunc-

tion. When it is a relative pronoun, its place may be sup-

'plied by who or which ; when a demonstrative pronoun, its

jplace may be supplied by the definite article the; when
.neither who, which, nor theam be used in its place, it is a

,<;onjunction.

Sentences conta ning pronouns may be parsed as fi^llows

:

I recommend these boys to your care, J hope you will find
them diligent. 7, a personal pronoun, first person, singular

number, common gender, and nominative case; recommend^

a verb ; these, a demonstrative pronoun, pointing out boys, in

the plural number, singular this ; boys, a noun, plural num-
ber, moflculine gender, and objective case ; to, a prepctiitlon

;

your, a personal pronoun, second person, singular nunibcr,

common gender, and possessive case, nominative thou, cr you,

posfessive, thine, thy, your or yours, objective thee, or you ;

care, a noun, singular i uiMber, neuter gender, and objective

<-ase ', I, a personal pronoun, first person, plural we ; l:ope, a

verb
;
you, a personal pronoun, second person, sinjxular num-

ber, common gender, and nominative case ; will, a verb

;

find, a verb ; them, a personal pronoun, third pcrsrn, plurr)

number, masculine gender, and objective case, u«cd in plnr*

of boys, nominative singular he, nominative plural they ; dili'

gent, an adjective qualifying boys, in the positive form, ccm-
|)aralive more diligent, superlative most diligent.

•fcj

l.?V%;' It!

m
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EXERCISES.
PRONOUN.

What is a pronoun 1 How many kinds of pronouns are

there ? Why are personal pronouns so called 1 What are the

personal pronouns 1 tvhat is the pronoun of the first person t

of the second 'i What are the pronouns of the third person 1

What pronoun is used in both the singular and the plural 1

W'^hen is thou used ? Is it used only in place of a noun 't

What does it point out in the expressions, it rains ; itfreezes ?

When are the possessives my, thy, her, &c., used '{ and when
mine, thine, hers, &c. 'i What word is sometimes added to

render the possessive more emphatic 1 W^hat are the Reci-

procal pronouns ? To what cases are self, selves added t

Why are they called reciprocal pronouns 1

Why are Relative pronouns so called 1 What is a word or

clause called, to which a relative pronoun refers % What are

the relative pronouns *? To what is who applied 1 which ?

and that ? Why is what called a compound pronoim 1 W^hat

other words may be considered compound pronouns '/ W hat

are always alike in relative pronouns ? What are the gen-
ders of the relative pronouns ? What relative pronouns are

varied by case*? What are tlie interrogative pronouns?
How are they applied %

Why are Demonstrative pronouns so called *? what are the

demonstrative pronouns 1 How are they applied 1

What kind ofpronoun is—
Mine, these, we, them, thou, hers, that, my, this, our,

whom, his, thy, he, it, those, who, us, their, me, ours, whose,
liim, thine, your, they, her, its, ye, I, she, self, which 1

What are the person, number, gendt*>; and case of-
Our, her, him, tliem, you, us, mine, thee, what, those,

whom, this, their, which, it, she, you, who, theirs, these, I

thy, that, she, your, selves I

Correct the following errors .
— ^

This book is my. Is that yours pen i Give me hers slate.

It was him own fault. Let them do it theyselves. Come thou-

eelf. I which teach. You which learn. The books whom
we read. Do what which you are told. What's cnife is this.

Do you see this ^wo hats ? those belongs to John, and these

to William.
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Pan^ the followijig ientences :—
I shrill hear your lesson ^vhen you can say It. He may

mend his own pen. Can she go by herself "il Is that knife

of yours sharp '{ Whose pencil is this t Do unto others^ as

you wish that they should do unto you. Such errors as these

are sure to be detected. Write such a letter as ivill please

your father and mother. As far as happiness is to be found
on earth; we must look for it, not in the world, or the things

of the world ; but within ourselves, in our temper, aiid in our

lieart.

V.

—

Ver^j.

A Verb is a word which affirms, commands, or

asks a question.

Thus, the words John the table, contain no assertion :

but when the word strikes is introduced, something is

affirmed, which is either true or not true : hence striken

is a verb, that is, it is the word which gives meaning to

the sentence. Sometimes the verb, or asserting word, is

omitted ; thus, in the example, did you hear the voice i

yes, the adverb which answers the question, makes an

affirmation in reply, but the verb / did is understood.

The simple form of the verb without inflection, is, in

. this Grammar, called the root of the verb ; thus Love is

the root of the verb to Love.

A verb is said to be transitive when the action passes

from the subject of it to some other object, and intransi-

tive when the action remains with the subject, thus ; I
love him : love is transitive, because the action love

passes from the subject J to the object him. Whereas,
I walk, I sit, I run, are intransitive, because the actions

walking, sitUng running, remain with the subject /.

Many verbs may be used cither transitively or intransi-

tively ; thus. Jam tm'ftng, may be regarded as intransi-

tive, having no reference to any thing written, but Iam
vyriting a letter is transitive, the action passing to the

object letter. So, I walk, is intransitive, but Iwalk a
horse, is transitive.

Verbs are inflected bv J^umber^ Person^ Tense,

ami Mood,

m
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Verbs h'lve two numbers^ like ncuiis and pronouns, to

express wiietfier the athrmation, &c., is made of one, or

morfe than one ; as, he learns, they learn.

Verbs have three pi'.rsoTis, like the personal pronouns,

to denote whether the affirmation, &,c., is made of the

person who speaks, the person who is spoken to, or the

person or thing spoken of; a», I /earrt, thou learneai, he,

she, 01" it kariis.

Verbs have two Simple Tenses, (he Present and
the Past,

The tenses ol the verb denote the time of the action or

state of being ; as, I write, ihut is, I am engaged in the

act of writing at tlie present time ; I wrote, that is, I was
engaged in the act of writing at some past time.

Verbs have four simple Moods, Infinitive^ Indi-

cativey Conditional and Imperative.

The mocds or modes of the verb denote the manner iii

which it is used ; as for affirming, commanding, &c.
Thus, when the sense of the verb is expressed without

reference to time or person, or when it is used as a noun,
it is put in the Infinitive Mood, the sign of which is

the preposition to with the root of the principal verb, as.

To love, To have loved. When the verb is used to ex-

press a simple affirmation, whether present, past, or

future, it is put in the Indicative Mood ; as / write, I
wrote, I will write. When the verb is used to express

a condition, it is put in the Conditional Mood ; as, 1/ I

wriip, Although I write. When the verb is used to

express a command or entreaty, it is put in the Impera-
tive '^ ^^ Write thou.

Verbs have two Participle^ the Jtctive and the

Passive.

Verbs have two verbals, the one usually called the

Infinitive, the other, the Participles. The infinitive ex-

presses the sense of 'he verb in a substantive form, the

participles, in an adjective form ; as. To rise early it

\Jt healthful. Jin early rising mnn. The newl
if
vixen sun.

The
tive,

Risi

ful,
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h or

tlie

the

he.

V.,.

,/%»"V^ "'•-^j^-^'"

The participle in ing, frequently is used as a substan-

tive, and thus it is equivalent tq another infinite; e.g.

. Rising early is healthful^ and To rise early is health-

fulj are equivalent. ^ .

Verbs are Regular, Irregular, or Defective,

A vast majority cf the verbs of the language form their

passive participle like their simple past tense ; namely,

by adding ed or d to the root of the verb, and are called

regular; as

—

Present, Past^ . Pafisive Padiciple,

Love Loved Loved
Learn Learned Learned

Verbs are considered irregular, when they form their

passive participle in any other way than as above ; ajs

—

Present; Past* Pasaive Participle.

Begin Began Begun
Write Wrote Written

Some verbs are defective, by wanting one or more of

these parts j as

—

Present. Past. Passive Participle.

Can Could (Wanting)
May Might ( " )

The following is a list of the Irregular and Defective Verbs
now in use.

Past. ,Present,

Abide
Am
Arise

Awake
Bake
Bear, to bring j

Bear, to cany
Beat
Become
Begin

Behold

Passive Participle.

abode abode
was been
arose arisen

awoke or awaked awaked
baked baked or baken
borie or bare born

bore or bare borne

beat beat or beaten

became become
began begun
beheld beheld or bchoh
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Pretent

Bend
Bereate
Beseech
Bid
Bind
Bite

Bleed
Blow
Break,

Breed
Bring
Build

Burst
Buy
Cast
Catch
Chide
Choose
Cleave, ta adhere

Cleave, to split

Cling

Clothe

Come
Cost

Crow
Creep
Cut
Dare, to venture

Deal
Dig
Do
Draw
Drink
Drive
Dwell
Eat
Fall

Feed
Feel

Fight

Past, i

bent or bended
bereft or bereaved
be««ought

bade or bid

bound
bit

bled

blew
broke or brake
bred

brought
* built or builded

burst

bought

cast

caught or atched

chid or chode
chose

clave or cleaved

clove, clave^or cleft

clung

clothed or clad

came
cost

crew or crowed
crept

cut

durst or dared

dealt or dealed

dug or digged

did

drew
urank
drove

dwelt or dwelled

ate

fell

fed

felt

fought

Paative ParHcipk,

bent oi' bended
bereft or bereaved
besought

bid or bidden

bound
bitten or bit

bled

blown
broken

bred

brought

built or builded

burst

bought
cast

caught or catched
chidden or chid

chosen

cleaved

cloven or cleft

clung

clothed or clad

como
cost

crowed
crept

cut

dared

dealt or dealed

dug or digged
done
drawn
drunk
driven

dwdt or dwelled
eaten

fallen

fed

felt

fought *::::' rV*
>i-.:m'Xf'x'

i'tf"
yjU|*Hi*-'y*****'**^'" ^•.*5->*i. .^ ti^^i V*
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1,

Present. Past Passive Participle.

Find foutid founi

Flee fled fled

Fling flung flun;

Fly flew flowi

Forbear forbore or forbare forbo ne

Forget forgot forgot en or forgot

Forsake forsook forsaken

Freeze froze frozen

Get got or ga't got or "
'

Gild gilt or gilded gilt or gilded

Gird! girt or girded girt or girded ,

Give gave given

Go went . gone

Grave graved graven w* graved
Grind ground ground

Grow grew grown
Hang hung or hanged hunsr or hanged*
Have had had"'

Hear heard heard

Heave heaved or hove heaved or hoven
Help helped helped or holpen

Hew hewed hewn or hewed
Hide hid hidden or hid

Hit hit hit

Hold held held or holden

Hurt hurt hurt

Keep kept kept

Kneel knelt knelt

Knit knit or knitted kni,. or knitted

Know ,. knew known
Lade laded laden
Lay laid laid

Lead
,

led
v**Mt5*''

Leave _ „„•-'IK*-. «.*,'^*®'T"-^="r"'* „:"*^*-:.- left ^^.i^>^'*^'""^

Lend • lent lent

Let let let

Lie, to lie down lay ^ lain or lien ,-. -

* Hanged in the sense of '' killed by hanging." Such is

tlie correct present use.

C2

^M'-'^
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Passive Participle.

Lift lifted or lift lifted or lift

Light lighted or lit lighted or lit

Load londcd loadcn or loaded

Lose lost lost

Make made made
Medrt meant oi' meaned meant or meaned
Meet met met
Mow mowed mown or mowed
Pay paid paid '

Put put put

Quit quit or quitted quit

Read read read

Rend rent rent

Rid rid rid

Ride rode ridden or rode

Ring. rang or rung rung
Rise' rose risen

Rive • rived riven

Run ran run

Saw sawed sawn Or sawed
Say- said said

See saw seen

Seek sought sought

.Seethe seethed or sod sodden
Sell sold sold

Send sent sent

Set set set

Shake shock shaken
Shape shaped shaped or shapen

Shave shaved shaved or shaven
Shear sheared or shofe shorn

Shed shed shed

Shine shone or shined shone 0)- shined

Shew shewed t;hewn

Show showed shown
Shoe shod

shot

shod
Shoot shot

Shrink shrank or &liruiik shrunk
Shred shred shred

Shut shut - " „.shut ^^„,_
""'*

.falVTr'*»f*'w»^ "

••*''.;

:.-t0*»
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?ing
Sink
Sit

Slaj

Sleep'

Slide

Sling

Slink

Slit

Smite
Sow
Speak
Speed
Spend
Spill

Spin
Spit

SpUt
Spread
Spring

Stand

_ Steal

^Ttick
Sting

Stink

Stride

Strike

String

Strive

Strew or

Strow
Swear
Sweat
Sweep
Swell
Swim
Swing

1

Poit,

•ang or sung
sank or sunk
sat

slew

slept

slid I

t

slung

slunk

slit or slittod

smote

sowed
spoke Of spake

sped

spent

spilt or spilled

spun or span
spit or spat

split or splitted

spread

sprang or sprung

stood

^tole

stuck

stung

stank or stiink

strode or strid

struck

strung

strove

strewed or )

strowed \
swore or aware
sweat
swept
swelled

swam or swum
swung

Pasnve Particijtk*

sung
sunk
sat or sitten

slain

slept

slidden

slung
slunk

!

alitor slitted

smitten

sown oj* sowed*
spoken
sped

spent

spilt or spilled

spun
spit or spitten

split or splitted

spread

sprung

stood

stolen

stuck

stung

stunk

stridden

struck or stricken

strung

striven

1 ) strewed
•"<"'" *|.trowed

sworn
sweat ,

,

sw^t
swelled or swollen

swum
swung

• Sowed,
thread.

an incorrect use arising from *'$ewed** with
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Preseni, Past, Passive Participle^

Take took taken
Teach taught taught

Tear tore or tare torn

Tell told told

Think thought thought >
:

Thrive throve or thriven thriven

Throw threw thrown
Thrust thrust thrust

Tread trod ortrode trodden

Wax waxed waxed or waxen
Wear wore worn
Weave wove woven
Weep wept wept ^ [

Win won won
Wnd wound 09* winded wound
Work wrought or worked wrought or worked
Wring >vning or wrii^d wrung or wringed
Write > wrote pr writ written wwrit
Writhe writhed writhen or writhed

The Defective Verbs are as folbws

:

—

Present Past. Passive Paiiiciple*

Can could .,

Forege foregone

May might
Must must
Ought ought '\

Quoth quoth

Shall should

Will would
Wis ivist ;

Wit or wot wot

V"erbs may also be divided into Principal and

Auxiliary,
'

A principal verb is that without which a sentence or

clause contains no affirmation. An auxiliary is a verb
joined to the root of participles of a principal verb, to

express time and manner with greater precision than

can be done by the tenses and moods in their simple
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form. Thus, the sentence, J am writing an exercise ;
when I shall have finished it, I shall read it to the class,

has no meaning without the principal verbs writing,
finished, read ; but the meaning is rendered more de-
finite, especially with regard to time, by the auxiliary
verbs am, have, shalL

The Auxiliary Verbs are, be^ doy have^ shall^

vnll^ may^ can, lety must.

Conjugation of a Regular Verb.

Root* Love.
BADICAL FARTS*

Past,

Loved

V INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

Singular.

1 I love 1

2 Thou lovest* 2
3 He, she, or it loves or loveth 3

Present Indicative,

Lovo
Passive Participle,

Iiovetl

Plural,

We love

Ye or you love

They love f

* The second person singular, is in use, chiefly in addres-

868*10 the Deity. In addressing individuals, the second per-

son plural, is used. Some grammarians have, on this ac-

count, represented such a phrase as. You love, as singular, be-

cause it may be addressed to an individual. But it seems to

be merely a form adopted to avoid the abruptness of a direct

address, as Italians are accustomed to address superiors in the

third person.

f In both the tenses ofthe indicative mood, the first person

singular is the same with all the three persons plural. It

will not, therefore, be necessary to repeat the tlvee persons

of the plural. This observation is universal in all verbs

regular and irregular, with the sole exception of the verb to

be, which has the first person singular present, 1 am ,* and in

the plural, we, ye or you, and th^y Ofre, Also the past tense,

first person singular, / was ; plural, we, ye or yow, or they

were. Even in this verb all the persons plural are alike.

In the pastrtense of the indicative, the first and third persons

singular, are always alike, and ttius always the same with

i
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Pcut Ttnse

Singular. Plural,

1. I luved 1. We loved^&€.
2. Thou lovedst

CONDITIONAL MOOD.^
Present 2'ense.

Singular. Plural.

L If 1 love, &c. 1. If we love, &c.

the plural. It will therefore be unnecessary to give the third

person singular of the past tense.

In the conditional mood, all the persons singular and plural

are alike, as //" I love } If thou love ;Ifhe love ;Jfwe love ;

If ye or you love ; If they love. Past, If Iloved; If thou

loved ; If he loved ; If we loved ,* If ye or you limed ; Ifthey
loved. The only exception to this, is, that the second persuii

singular, past tense, conditional mood of the verb Be, may be
either If thou were, or If thou wert. We sometimes indeed

find the second person as in the indicative : If thou lovest

;

Ifthou lovedat : but in these cases the indicative is usied* to

express a condition usually for a purpose to be afterwards

explained. It will therefore be necessary to give only tlie

first person of the conditional mood in either tense.

* This mood is called in many Grammars, the subjunc-

tive mood, meaning, that it is subjoined to the indicative mood.
But the name conditional mood, intimates the purpose for

which it is subjoined to the indicative, namely, to express a
condition upon which the indicative plirase depends.

Let it be particularly remarked that this mood is used not

to express an assertion depending upon a condition, but the

condition itself. Much confusion has arisen from confound-

ing these two thi igs which are essentially distinct. Thus,
in the sentence Imay write if tchobse. The first clause is an
indicative phrase, I may write, i. e. I am at liberty to write,

which is altogether unaffected by the clause that follows ;

the second clause is the expression of a condition upon which,

not my liberty to write, depends, but, my actual writing.

Again, in the sentence / might vrriie if I chose. The first

clause still expresses an indicative assertion, implying, that

I am at liberty to write. And the latter cls^use still ex-^

presses a condition upon which, not my liberty to write, but

my actual writing, depends. But tlie employment of the
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Past Tense.

Singular, ^ Plural.

1 It' I loved, &c. 1 li' we loved, &c
iivir'ERATivi; mood.

Singular. Plural.

2 Love thou 2 Love ye or you.

. .
INFINITIVE MOOD.

To Love.

PARTICIPLES.
Active, Loving Passive, Loved or being loved.

IRREGULAR VERBS.
Theae have their compound moods and tenses formed

precisely as the regular verbsy only substituting the irre-

gular form of the past tense and passive participle for

Ihe regular form in ed or 'd, as-^

I write. I am writing. I wrote. I did write. I

have written. Ir shall write* 1 shall have written, &c.

—- — k - '— '. — - » - — I I m .mm, m • •• — -

tpast tense instead of the present of the verb ma^, is in-

leaded to convey the idea that my writing depends upon a
condition which is not fulfille'l ; and the past tense of the

conditional mood of the verb choose being used, implies, that

I do not choose, and therefore, will not write. The first

clause, therefore, I might ivritef is an indicative assertion

referring to a condition to be afterwards mentioned, and
which condition it further implies is not fulfilled. The se-

cond clause. If I chose, is the expression of the condition

itself in a form which indicates that it is not fulfilled. The
.use of the past tenses of the verbs may, can, vnll, and shalty

^\^l\ be more fully explained in treating of these auxiliaries.

*Although these two tenses of the conditional mood are in

form present and past tenses, and therefore are so denomi-

Ji.ated, yet they do not usually express time, but are employed

to intimate the state of the condition expressed by them.

The present of the conditional leaves it doubtful whether the

condition expressed by it be fulfilled or not. The past tense

of the conditional, implies, that the condition is not fulfilled.

Thus, If 1 love, I'iaves it doubtful whether I love or not. If
I loved, implies, t);iat I do not love.

fi

«;i

k

''in

«
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These are the simple moods and tenses uf the verb

;

but most of the modifications of the English verb^ in

regard to time and mood, are carried on by means of
anxiliary verbs, 'ivhich, combined with the principal verb

in various ways, form a vast variety of coinpound moods
and tenses, to which various names are given in most
Grammars. Instead, however, ofburdening the memory
with a number of technical names, the explanations for

the formation of such compound tenses and moods, will

be given under each auxiliary. And it is recommended
to Uie teacher, instead of requiring a technical name for

these compound moods and tenses, merely to require ^he

Eupil to bring together the principal verb and its auxi-

aries forming these moods and tenses, to state which
part of each verb is employed, and the effect of the whole
mood and tense. Thus, in parsing the sentence I nhall,

by two o^clock, have written my tetter; let the pupil be
directed to say, shall have written, a compound tense of

the verb write, formed by the passive participle of the

verb writey with the present of the indicative of tiie aux-
iliary shall, and the root of the auxiliary have ; tlie whole
expressing future time and the action completed previous

to some time expressed or implied. The time expressed

or implied is two o^clock.

Auxiliary verbs are distinguished from other verbs by
their not requiring the sign of the infinitive mood, 7b,
after them, as verbs not auxiliary do, when they are

combined with other verbs. Thus, we must say, / love

to read ; showing that the verb love, is not an auxiliary,

but a principal verb, governing another in the infinitive

mood. But we say, / vnll read ; thus indicating that

the verb will, is an auxiliary connecting the idea of
reading mth future time.

AUXILIARY VERBS.

I

o

3

Present.

Am

TO 'BE.*

RADICAL FARTS

Past.

Was
Passive Participle,

Been
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INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

fiingular. Plural.

1 I am I We arc, &.c.

2 Thou art

3 He, &c. is

Past Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1 I was 1 We were, 8ic.

2 Thou wast
3 He, &c. was

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Present Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1 If I be, &c. 1 Ifwebu, &c
Past Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1 If I were, &c. 1 If we were, &c.
2 If thou were oi' wert

Singular.

2 Be thou

IMPERATIVS MOOD.
Plural.

2 Be ye or you.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

To Be.

PARTICIPLES.
.Active. Passive.

Being Been
Uses of this Auxiliary.

1.—^This nuxiliary is joined to the active participle of

the principal verb, to form a class of present and past

tenses, implying more definite time than the simple

present and past tenses cf the principal verb. Thus, /
am writing, more distinctly conveys the idea that I am
engaged in writing at the present moment, than the

simple present tense, / write ; and vras uintingf refers

to some particular time past at which I was engaged in

writing, while the simple past tense, / wrote, indicates

• This verb is frequently called Ihc Substantive verb.

i

M

m
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no more than that the act of writing took place at sonte

former time. Thus, [was vyi'itia^ uhcn he arrived, im-

plies^ that at the very time he arrived I was in the act

of writing. Whereas, / turote when he dn-ived, itn\i\ics

no more than that the writing was about the time uf his

arrival or rather subsequently to it.

II.—This auxiliary is added to ihe passive partiitiiple

( f a principal verb to form a passive voice to that verb

in ail its own moods and tenses, thus :

—

INDICATIVE riOOD.

Present Tense,

Plural,

i We ate loved

Plurau,

We were lovcdy &c.

Singulm\
1 I am loved

2 Thou art love

3 He is loved

Past TcriK,

Singula^',

1 I ivas loved

2 Thou wast loved

3 He was loved.

COlfDITIONAL ilOOb.

Present Tense.
,

'>

' Singular, Plural,

1 If I be loved, &c. 1 If we be loved, &c.

Past TenJie,

Singular, PluraL
1 If I were loved 1 If we were loved

2 If thou wert loved

IMPERATI'VE MOOD.
Sinsmlar, Phtral,

1 Be thou loved 1 Be ye or you loved.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
To be loved.

PARTICIPLE.
Being loved.

li.—This auxiliary is combined with the auxiliary

have and the principal verb, as, / have been loving • t
have been loved ; and also with other auxiliaries added

tc the verb have, as, / may have been loving ; I might
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have been loving; I shall have been, ^c, for purposes

which will be explained under that auxiliary.

IV.—This auxiliary is sometime used with the infini-

tive mood of a principal verb, to express a future tense

connected with the idea of obligation, as, I am to vn'.te;

signifying, I am expected or appointed to write. Such
phrases, therefore, may be regarded as elliptical, and
construed as one verb governing another in the infini-

tive mood.

V.—This auxiliary is used with the active participle of

the verb go, and the infinitive of a principal verb, and

also with the preposition about and the infinitive of a

principal verb, to express an immediate future ; as, I an
going to write, I am about to write*

TO DO.*

RADICAL PARTS, v

Present, Past, Passive^Participle,

Do Did Done

lii 1 A r-iVE MOOD.
present Tefnse,

Singular. Plural,

1 I do 1 We do, &c.
2 Thou dost

3 He, &c. does or doth

Past Tense,
\

Singular, Plural.

1 I did 1 We did, &c-
2 Thou didst

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Present Tense,

Singular, Plurai.

1 If I do, &c. 1 If we do, &c.
Present Tense,

Singular, Plural.

1 If I did, &c. 1 If we did, &c.

• This verb is frequently used as a principal verb in the

sense of acting, working, &c., as, / do well ; he does gaud

;

they did wrong : i. e. I act well ; he performs or works good }

they adcd wrong.

If

•1

;i
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lingular,

2 Do thou

IMF£BATIVB MOOD.
Plurah

$ Do ye or you

IXriNITlVB MOODw

To Do.

PARTICIPLES.
^ctiv9. Passive,

Doing Done w being dene.

Uses of this Jluxiliary,

I.—It \B used ^vith the root of the principal verb in its

Tarious moods and tenses for the purpose of expressing

the some meaning with the simple tenses of the princi-

pal verb more emphatically^ as, J do love, I did love,

have the same meaning with the simple tenses, I love,

and I lovedy but more emphatically expressed.

II.—Its chief use is to express negative assertions in

familiar conversation, as, / do not love, I did not love ;

the forms, / love not, I loved not, being seldom heard,

except in poetry or deolamation.

III.—It is sometimes used to save the repetition of
the priijcipal verb, especially in answering questions, as.

Do you love 1 I do. [i. e. I do love. J Did you love 1

I did. [i. e. I did love.]

TO HAVE
RADICAL PARTS.

Present, Past. i•'asstve Partic

Have Had Had
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

Singular* Plural.

1 I have
'

1 We have &c.
2 Thou hast

3 He, &c. has o>hath
Past Tense.

Binguiar, Plural.

1 I had 1 \\q had, &c
2 Thou hadqt.
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CONDITIONAL MOOD,

Present Tense,

Singular.

1 If I have, &c^

Past Tense,

Singular.
,

1 irihad,&c.

IMPEBAT'VB MOOD.

Plural
1 li* wc have, &c.

Plural,

1 If we had, &c.

Singula/,

Have thou
Plural,

2 Have ye or you.

INFINITIVE MOOD
To Have.

PARTICIPLES.

Active,

Having
Passive,

Had or beinj: had.*

t7scs of this Auxiliary,

I.—The present tense of this auxiliary is used with
the passive partici})le ofthe principal verb, to signify that,

the act expressed by the principal verb is completed and
consequently perfectly past, as, I have writteny I hnwe
toiled, I have loved ; intimating, that the ructs, WTiting,

toiling, and loving, are complete and past,
f

The com-
pound tense formed by the present of this auxiliary, in

therefore called the perfect or preterit tense.

* The latter form is scarcely ever, if at all, used.

t The verb Have, is used to express the completion of the

act expressed by the principal verb. It intimates not merely

that the action is done, but the agent possesses it dene. It is

thus that it imparts an active signification to the passive

participle. I have written a letter, implies that I possess the

act of writing the letter completed. This form, therefore, re-

quires not only that the act be completed, but that it in some
sense continue to exist, and that there be an existing agent

to possess it. Thus, we cannot say, Columbus has discovered

America ; because Columbus no longer exists to possess that

action, nor can we say, The Duke of Wellington has taken

Badajos; because although the Duke of Wellington exists,

the act is gone, Badajos is no longer in his pcsacssicn. But

4
i
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n«—The past tense of this auxiliary, with the passive

participle ct the principal verb, is used to signify that

the action denoted by the principal verb was past at

some former time expressed or implied, as, Ihad written

ike Utter before you drrimd' The compound tense formed

in th. manner, is usually called in grammars, by the

very senselesd name, the Flu-perfect tense, that is, a

we can say, Parliament has passed the Poor-law Bill ; so

long as both Parliament exists to possess the act, and the act

itself still exists to be possessed. In regard to this tense,

authors, whose works are extant, are regarded as enjoying a

kind of continued existence in their works. Thus we can

Homer has described the character ofthe Greeks ; because tlie

paems are extant in which he did so, and he is supposed to

exist in his writings. Thus,although this tense implies ccmplct-

ed action, so far fr6m expreessing peifect past time, it iniplits

that the action is not perfectly past, but in some sense, that it,

as well as the agent, still exists. From this use of the passive

participle to express action, that participle has been very

generally treated, not as a passive participle, but as an active

participle, expressing complete or perfect time. But tliis is

manifestly erroneous, for in such phrases as, / urn loving^

and I am loved ; I have been loving, and I have been loved ;

X shall have been loving, and I shall have been loved ; tiic

first in each pair is active, and the second passive ; but the

only difference is in the participles, and the active and pas-

sive sense must be in the participles respectively, or it is no
where. The sole cause of the apparent anomaly of a passive

word, used to express activity, is, that the word have, with

which it is accompanied, conveys the idea that the subject of

the verb possesses the action done or completed,and that he was
the doer of it—that it was his act, and that therefore, although

the doing of it is over, the doer and the thing done still re^

main. There is an error prevalent in Ireland in the use cf

the auxiliaries have and do in the past tense. Did ought to

be used when the act is altogether past ; Have, when seme-
thing still remains of it, as explained above. Thus, did you
write to Mr* B. before he went away ? Have you written

to Mr. B. to day ? Did you call at the Bank on the

first day of last month ? Have you catted at the Marl- 1^-*^
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,cQntraction from the Latin 'plus quam, perfedum, the

mure than perfect tense ; as if an act done, could be mere
than perfectly done. If a name must be given to iij

the name, Prior perfect, that is, 'perfect or complete prior

to a given time, is much more -ippropriate and intelligible.

III.—The past tense of this anxiliary, is sometimes

used to express an act depending on acondition« ^hich
condition is not fulfilled, as, I had gone, if I had known
that I was expected. The meaning of which, is, I did

not kiiow that I was expected, and therefore did not gc,

but if I had kno%vn, I should have gene.

IV. —The past tense of the conditional is scmelimcs

used before its nominative, and without a ccndili'nui

conjunction to express a condition not fulfilled, as, I had
gone, had I been invited ) that is, Jf I had been invited .•

the meaning being precisely the same as in the former
example.

.^

v.—This auxiliary is used with the passive participle

of the verb To be, and the active participle of a principal

verb to express more definitely past and prior past time,

according to the use of the compound tense formed by
the auxiliary To Be, with the active participle of a priii-

cipal verb, as, Ihave been loving ; I had been loving.

VI.—This auxiliary is used in its different moods and
tenses with the passive participle of the auxiliary verb

To be, to form a perfect and prior perfect tense of the

passive voice, as, I have been loved ; Ihad been loved.

Did it rain during the night, the ground is quite dry ? IJas

it rained during the night, the ground is wet ? In Ireland ihe

first form with the auxiliary <iwi, is O'equently used for cither

of these purposes indiscriminately.

The use of the past tense of have, with the passive partici-

ple, is aiialogous to that of the pr,esent. J had written, as-

serts, that I possessed the act of writing, completed at some
past time referred to—and therefore implies, that / w as the

doer of it, that /had finished it at the time specified. We can

therefore use the past tense of have in cases in which we
could not use the present ; we say Columbus had discovered

Jimerica ; The Thukftpf Wellington had taken Badajos.

;i!
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VII.—This auxiliary is combined with the other

auxiliaries yet to be noticed, for the purpose of convey-
ing the idea oCperfect past said prior peifect past time,

as combined with the sense of these auxiliaries, as, Ituill

have loved ; I shall have laved ,* / may have loved ; /
can have loved ; / would have loved ,* / should have lov-

ed ; Imight have loved ,* / covXd have loved. It admits

also the same combination along with the passive parti-

ciple of the verb To he, and the active participle cf a
principal verb, as, I will have been loving ; / shall have

been loving ; I may have been. It/ving, ^c. Also, ^vith

the passive participle af the principal verb, as, / shu/l

have been loved : They might have been loved : He might
have been loved, SfC,

VIII.—This auxiliary is used with the infinitive mocd
of principal verbs, to express future time combined
witikthe idea of obligation, analogous to a similar use of

the auxiliary Be, already explained, as, / have to write ;

Ihad to write : signifying, I have it in charge to write : I

had it in charge to write, or was obliged to write. Such
phrases may also be construed as elliptical forms of one
verb governing another in the infinitive mocd.

WILL.
RADICAL PARTS.

Present, Will Past, Would
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

Singular. Plural,

1 I will 1 We will, &c.
2 Thou ivilt*

3 He will

Past Tense,

Singular. Plural.

1 I would 1 We would.

2 Thou wouldest or wouWst

Thou wilt. The second person may sometimes be ibund

thou wiliest, but then it is to be remembered that the verb is

in such cases no longer used as an auxiliary, but as a princi-

pal verb, signifying, to choose to be willing, and must be

followed by the sign of the infinitiv*; as, thou wiliest to i):ritc.
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Plural,

1 If we will, &c.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Preecnt Ihite,

Singular,

I If I will, he,

, Past Tense,
' Singular, Plural,

' 1 .If I wonld, &c.
^

1 If we would, &c.

I^OTE.—The imperative and infinitive moods of this

^exh, arc not used as auxiliaries to a principal verb, nor

;the participles active or passive.

Uses of this Auxiliary,

,

,

L—-It is used in the present tense with the root of a
principal verb, to express the idea of futurity, connected
with the principal verb, or m other words, to form a
f^ture tense for the principal verb. In the tirst person^

3ingiUar and plural, it signifies a purpose or intention
^

,
in Uie second and third persons, it merely prognoaticates^

as, I mil write ; We will write ; intimating the future

intention of writing. "Biou wilt write ; He mil write

;

Ye will write ; They will write ; expressing a mere in-

* Perhaps the best popular explanation of the goneral rule

may be expressed as under—

1.
I

Wc
>

You i

{ will, He ) shall,
^ The'y)

2.
I

We
>

You
)

J
shall. He > wi}l.

^ They)

The form 1, is used to express futurity dependent on the

will of the speaker, as, I mil pay. You, sltxdl pay, He shall

pay. The form 2 is used to express futurity not dependent en

the will of the speaker, as, Ishall die, Yvu will die, He will

die. •:,-_• '-
- - ,;v I -

. .

,' •
•

Originally it is likely that shall was always used (as it of-

ten is in our translation of the Bible and other old books,) to

express simple futurity 5 and vrill, to express futurity depen-

dent on the will, not of the speaker but of the person whether

;speaker or not. This last use is retailed where the will i^

emphatic, as, He wUl pay, although he is ^ot bound.

m

'1'';!

•31
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••••l^.a^ D
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timaticnof what in future will be done without neces-

sarily implying an intention in the doer> as, The clock

will strike,*

II.—The past tense is used with the root of the verb

for the purpose of forming a future tense referring to a

condition, which condition, it at the same time implies,

is not fulfilled ; as, Iwould write iflco^ld; He wiuld
write ifhe were au^carised. Both implying, that the

future writing depends on a condition^ which condition,

not being ful^Ued, the writing will not be done,

y The same distinction is to be observed in the use cf

the past tense, as the use qf the present in regard to the

employment of it with the di^erent person. In the first

Heraon^ would, implies a conditional purpose or intention.

In the second and third persons, it implies a conditional

prognostication, as, Iwouldwrite, if I could ; expressing

that my intention to write is prevented from being carried

into effect by my inability. The clock would stnke if
it were wound vp ; expressing a future event depending

on a contingency, which contingency not being supplied,

the event does not take place, but without implying any
purpose or intention.f

* It is improper, therefore, to say, I will be hurt if I fall ;

because, in the first person, will, expresses intention ; now
it is not the intention of any person to be hurt. But it is

proper to say, you will be hwt if you fall, or, he will be hurt

if he fall ^ because, in the second and third persons, will,

only foretells or intimates what will happen without implying

intention. It is also improper to ask a question in the first

person by this verb, as, WiU I write ; yAll we write; becaue,
it is asking what our own will or intention is, which we
ought to know better than those whom we ask ; but it is pro-

per to say. Will you write ; Will he or will they write ; for

that is asking what their intention is, or what is likely to hap-
pen without intention, as. Will the clock strike,

f It is improper, therefore, to use the expressions, I would
be afraid I would be hurt if Ifall ; becaui^, being afraid of

being hurt, is not the result of our own intention. But it is

proper to say, You would be afraid : He or they would be hurt

;

because, the second and third person wou!|d only express ^
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III.—^Thc past tense of this auxiliary is used to con-

vey the idea of a past future, i. e. a future which is now
past. For example, the phrases, I say that I mil lorite,

and, J sat(2 that I would unite^ run as it were parallel to

one another :' I would vrnte, having the same relation to

/ Baidt that I will write^ has to I say, that is, the rela-

tion of futurity.*

IV.—^This auxiliary is used in combination with the

root of the verb Be, and the active participle of a princi-

pal verb, to express a definite future time ; as, I will be

loving; Thou wilt be loving; i would be loving; He
would be lovingy Sec. y as, I will be waiting when you
&nne.

V.—It is also used with' the root of the verb Be, and
the passive participle of any pnncipal verb, to express

future time in the passive voice, as, I will be loved; He
mil be loved; t would be loved; He w&ald be loved:

as. The letter will be written when you call for it.

VI.—It is used in the present tense in combination

with the auxiliary Have, and the passive participle of a

principal verb, to express a prior future time, as, J will

kave loved ; Thou mlt have loved ; He uill have loved,hc,

I would kave loved; He would have loved; I will have

written my exei'cise before six o^clotk ; and in the past

tense, to express a completed conditional assertion, citlier

past or present, but not future, as, / would have written

future contingent event. It is also improper lo ask a ques-
^

tion with the past tense of this verb in the first person, as.

Would I be afraid ifIwent to sea; because, such a question

would be enquiring of another person respecting the state of

one's own mind. But it is proper to say, Would he be

afraid; Would the clock go if it were wound up,
* There is some delicacy required in the use ofsuch phrases

to avoid ambiguity. For example. He said yesterday that he

would write to-morrow; might mean, that his intention yes-

terday was to write either to-day or to-morrow. This may be

avoided by rehearsing the exact words, He said yesterday, I
will unite to-nkorrow ; which would fix the intention of

writing for to-day ; or by naming the day. He said yesterday

that he would write on Mimday, Tuesday, l^c.

D2
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yesterdafy; J£e would now have been heie. But although

»uch expressions asr, I U'ou/ef Aai»e written to-morrow,

may sometimesr ftc heard, yet they are harsh, and the

same sicnse Wduld be better expressed thus, li viat wy
intention to write to-morroW.

Vir.—This auxiliary is used in combination with tho

verb Have, and the verb Be, at the same time, and tv^itli

either the active or passive participle efthe prircipal

verb, forming prior perfect future tenses,- and conditibnal

perfect tenses in definite time in the active voice, and
also perfect future and perfect conditional tenses in the

passive voice, as, I wilt hdvt been loving ; I will have
been loved ; I would have been loving ; I wovld have
been loved; I will have been travelling tioo how t be-

fore you Kt oiU ; The glass would have been broken if
Ihad not caught it.

SHALL.

radical;PARTS.-

Present Indicate,

Shall :>

> I

t.-':>.-.
INDICATIVJE MOODk

Past.

Should

-i I

PattTfin^,
SmgwZan \.,.;.;jv,,;i:,.;^,,. Plurai. y

llshaU .. 1 We shall, &c.
2 Thou shalt * rsfc j;^ }>i H .?., , , .

3 He, &c. shall. i ,u

mat Past Titme,

Singular. Plural.

1 I should s'-^h '-'f ji ; 1 We should^ &e n^

2 Thou shouldst, &c

CONDITIONAL MOOD. •
"^

Present Terise.

Singular, Plural*

1 If I shally Sk. 1 If we shdl, kc.
Past Tense.

Singular. Plural, . ^*

1 If I should, Sic. 1 If we should, &c.

Imperative, Infinite, and' Participles wanting.

rjjj j^^^f^^
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kugh

the

This auxiliary is used for the same purposes and in

the same ibrms as the verb Will, with the exception
of the dircctbns respecting the use of it in the different

persons. The student, therefore, is referred to the obser-
vations made on the verb Will^ and requested to attend
carefully to the following^ additional remark.

This auxiliary is used like the auxiliary will, in the
present tense of the indicative, to express future time,

and in the past tense, assertion, referring to a condition

which is not fulfilled, as, / shall love ; I should love ; I
shall write if you wish ; I should take cold if I tvere to

go out.

But with the first person, this auxiliary, contrary to

the auxiliary Will, expresses in the present tense, mere
prediction or foretelling ; abd in the past tense, mere
contingency, without implying any purpose or intention.

With the second and third person, it expresses command
or intention in the person epeakinj; 3 thus / shall be

hurt ifIfall ; Thou shall not kiU. This auxiliary,

therefore, is used in the first person, singular or plural,

both in the present and past tenses, wherever the

auxiliary vMl cannot be used for the reasons given,—we
cannot say, / vnll be afraid, but I shall be afravl ; nor.

We will be hurt ifwe fall, but We shall be hurt ifwe fall.

The original meaning of this verb is, to Owe, and
when used emphatically in the past tense, it still retains

ehat meaning, as, I should have written, but I was pi-e-

vented : I should have listened, but I was inattentive.

In the last example the word should, pronounced em-
phatically, intimates that it was my duty to listen ; but,

/ should have listened, had I been present, the worcii

should being passed over lightly, mere intimates what
would have taken place had the condition ofmy being

present been fulfilled.

These two last auxiliaries, therefore. Will and i^jhall,

make up complete tenses of the same kind between

them, the one supplying the place of the other in those

cases where either tiie idea of intention on the one hand,

or obligation on the .other, would be improper. Thus,

when mere futurity,withoui reference to intention or obli-

gation, is to be cxprcssed,we have a future declined thus :

D3
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Singula\
1 I shall love

2 Thcwi wilt love

3 He will loTe

Plural,-

1 We shall love

2 Ye will love

3 They will love

But where the idea cf purpose, intention, or obligation

is to be conveyed, we must decline thus i—
Singular. ' ' Plural.-

1 I will love 1 We will love

2 Thou shalt love 2 Ye ar you shall love

3 He shall love 3 They shall love

And corresponding with this, the past forms :—

^

Singular.

1 I should love

2 Thou wouldst love-

3 He would love

Singular. .

1 I would love

2 Thou shouldst lov^

2 He should love

Plural.

1 We should love

2 Ye or you would love

3 They would love

Plural.

1 We would love
,,

2 Ye should' love

3 They shduld love

MAY.
RADICAL FARTS.

Present. Pasf.

May Might
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Plural.

1 Wemay,.&c.
Singular.

1 I may
2 Thou maycst
3 He may

Past Tense.

Singular.

1 I might
2 Thou mightest or mightst

PlnraU
1 We might, &£

3 He might
CONDITIONAL MOOD.

Present Tense,

Singular.

1 If I may, &c.

Plural,

1 If we may, &ic

.'t'V
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igation

love

Past Tense^ „, ,
'

Siiig^jiMt , PliiraL
llflmight, &c 1 If we might, &c.

Imperative, Infinitive, and Participles wanting.
'

'
' Uses ofthU Auxiliary,

I.—This auxiliary signifies to have liberty, and is used
with the root of the principal verb to express that mean-
la^, in the present tense, unconditioiuLlly \ in the past

.iMise, to express that the actual doing of what I assert

aave liberty to do, depends on a condition which is not

fulfilled, and therefore, what I have liberty to do, I do
not do ; as, Imay write, sig'nifies, 1 have liberty to write

;

I might write, signiiies, I have liberty *o write, but my
writing depends upon a condition which is not fuliilledjand

tiierefore, I do not write, as, I might write if I chose, im-

plying, that I do not choose, and therefore do not write.

II.—It is used to express mere contingency without

any reference to liberty, as, 7%e dock rnuy strike at the

nett hour; The clock might strike if it were woufid up,*

'^ In consequence of this verb expressing liberty or mere
cMitingency to do anything, and in consequence o£ the fur"

ther fact, that when an act is contingent or when*any one has

liberty to do it^ the actual doing of it usually depends on some
condition expressed or implied,- this auxiliary is frequently

represented as forming with the principal verb, a present and
past conditional mood. But this idea is erroneous ;.for when
1 say, I m^y write if I choose ; no condition is attached to

my liberty, which is positively asserted, the condition that

follows is attached not to my liberty to write, but to my actual

writing. The same it» true in the past tense, I might write

if I chose ,* the liberty is still asserted unconditionally ; but
there is implied, that not my liberty to write, but my actual

writing depends on a condition. This, however, is equally

true oi the past tenses of the auxiliaries of will, shall, can,

and have, as well as may, and there is a tendency to

this use of the past tenses of all verbs. Thus, we
sometimes hear such expressions as, Did I know, for, if
I knew, and, as we have seen, the constant use of the

past tense of the conditional mood, is to express, not past time,

but to point to a condition not fulfilled, as, If I knew his

Hi
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III.—This auxiliary is used with the root of the aux-
iliary Be, and the active participle of the principal verb,

to unite with the idea of liberty or contingency, a definite

time ; as, Jmay be loving ; I might be loving ; and also

with the root of the verb Be, and the passive participle

of the principal verb, to express liberty or contingency

passively, as, Imay be loved ; I might be loved,

IV.—It is combined with the present tense of the verb

Have, and the passive participle of the principal verb, to

form a compound tense, combining with the idea of

liberty or contingency, the idea of complete past time,

as, I may hai)e loved ; I might have Iviied,

V*—It is used in connexion with the two iauxiliariis,

Be and Have, Combined as above, to form com|>ouiid

tenses, uniting the ideas of liberty or contingency, ucti>e

or passive, with definite time and complete action, as, /
may have been loving; Imight have been loving ; I may
have been loved; I might have been loved.*

CAN.
RADICAL PARTS.

Present Jlnse, Past,

Can
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Could

Singular-

1 I can
2 Thou canst

3 He can

Present Tense,

Plural.

1 We can, 8ic.

address I would write to him ; the whole implying, net past

lime, but an unfulfilled condition, namely^^ I do not know his

address, and, therefore, wilt ndt writ^.

If any name, therefore, is to be given to the compound
mood formed by this auxiliary, it should be the Potential

mood, under which name it may be classed with the aux-

iliary, can.
* Might and may arc frequently confounded in Ireland.

This is to be met with in old English books, but never now
heard among educated people in England, e.g. ¥c will not

come unto me that ye might Imay'j have life.
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Singula}'.

1 I could

Past Tense,

,».i—
Plttral I

1 vVe could, &c.
2 Thou couldest or couldst

3 He could '•'•''"' ^;'.*i-' i'^'- .,. ..n m.

CONDITIONAL MOOD. '
'

.

J '
*

Present Tense.

SinguUk'.
. Plural.

1 fflcan, &c.
'

1 Ifwecan, &,c.

Past Tense. ':

Singular, Plural, J

1 If I could 1 If we could, &,c.

Imperative, Infuiitive, and Participles wanting.

Uses of this .Auxiliary,

1.—This verb originally signified to knoWf and etiU is

used in Scotland in that sense, differently spelled ken

;

but as the idea of knowing to do anything easily slides

into the idea ofbeing able to do it, the use of it as an
auxiliary is to express power or ability, as, I can write,

that is, UiTi able to write;, or as wc find it frequently

expressed, especially in Ireland^ I know how to write.

It is distinguished from the verb May^ in that thci verb

may, asserts liberty in opposition ii external restraint

:

the verb Can, asserts power in opposition to internal

inability, as / may c^o out to walkfor my work i3 done ;

lean lift a stone of 100 lbs. weight.

II.—The past tense of this auxiliary as in the case of

will, shall, and may, does not usually convey the idea

of past time, but of present or future time, implying tliat

the act expressed by the principal verb to which it is

attached, depends on a condition which is net fulfilled,

as, I could walk ten miles if I chose ; which sentence,

asserts my ability to walk ten miles unconditionally, but

Intimates that my actual walking ten miles depends en

my choice, and intimating further, that I do notrchoosc,

and, therefore, will net walk ten miles.

Sometiiaes, however, the past tense of could, db^s con-

vey the idea of p3wer or obligation at a former time, Ue
could read when he vm* three years old, that is, he was
able to read when he was at that ap;e.

''if
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III.

—

Can, is used in precisely the same combinations

with May, fur the purpose of forming compound tenses,.

combining the idea of power or obligation^- with the

various ideas which the other* auxiliaries are intended

to convey, as definite time, passiveness, complete action,

&c., Thus, / can leve ; I could lol>e ; I can be loving ; I
could be loving; J can be loved ; / could be loved ; 1 can
have loved ; Icoidd have loved ; lean have been loving ;.

J could have been loving; I can have been loved; I
could have been loved.

\
,LET.

RADXGAL PARTiS.

Prcsmt Indicative, : ; Past, Passive Particijpk,

Let Lei Let

nrOICATIVE MOOO.

l^rcscnt Tcitze,

Singular, > Phtrai,

1 I let 1 We let

2 Thou lette«t

3 He lets or letteth*

Past Ibite.

Sinptlar. Plural.

1 I let 1 Welet, Ste.

2 Thou lettest

3 Helet "

CONDfTIONAIr MOOD.;

Present Teiise,

Singular. Plural,

1 If I let, 8ic. } Ifwe let, &o.

Past Tense, Not used.

Infinitive. To let.

Imperative* Let Uiou, Let ye, &c.

rARTfClPLES.
.Active. Passive.

Letting Let.

Use:s of this JiuxiHary.

I.—Its principal use as an auxiliary is to form a first

and third person for the iinpurative mocd of (he principal

»'WV.'^-^"
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verb, as. Let me love; Let us lyoe; Let him love; Let
them love. It is obvious, however, that this is merely

the imperative in the second person, the address being

to some person understood. Let thou me lave ; that is,

permit thou me to love.

II.—It is used in combination with the other auxi-

liaries, / cfo Ze^ Aim i(;9't^£ ; /<£u2 /<>;/, ^c. ; J unZ/ /e^, 4rc.

;

/ shall let, Sfc. ; I may let, Sfc, ; J might let, SfC. ; 1 can
let, SfC, ; I could let, Sfc. ; I shall have let, £fc. ; I may
have let, £fc. ; J can have let, ^c. ; / am letting, SfC, ; I
was letting, £fc. ; I shall be leit%jhg, ^c. ; I should be

letting, Sfc*

MUST.
This auxiliary is indeclinable, and is used only iin the

present tense of the indicative and conditional moods, /
must, they must, pe must, Sf^. If I must, if they must,

if he must, if we must, Sfc*

It is not used in combination ^vith any auxiliary ex-

cept Be and ffavc. J must be loving ; 1 must have

loved ; Imust have jbeen loved or loving.

Its use is to express the idea of obligation or constraint,

as, Imust write; lam obliged to write; Imust be writ-

ing; It must be written; Imust have written ; Imust
have been wnting. In the latter two examples, must,

is used, to express a strong belief founded upon evi-

dence, as, ImVfSt have wriiten, else I could not have re-

ceived an answer. I must havs been vrriting wjjieu he

entered the room, for I did not observe him, enter

• In old language this verb is used in the very opposite

.sense of permit, namely, to hinder or prevent 5 as when
Pharaoh is stated, in the authorised ver9ion of the Bible, to

have said to Moses ^nd Aaron, JVherefqre do ye Moses and
Aarofii LET the peqple from their works, Exod. v. 14 ; that •

is, hinder or prevent the people from doing their work. /
unit work and who shall let it, Isaiah, xliii. 1 3 ; that is. who
shall hinder it. Again, I purposed to com£ to you b\tt was
LET hitherto, Rom. i. 13 ; i. e. was prevented hitherto.

Again, only he who now letteth unll let, 2 ^hess. ii. 7 ;

thai is, he \y.ho now hindcrelh will hindqr.
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EXERCISES.

VERB.*

What is a verb 1 How many kinds of verbs are there ?

When are verbs said to be transitive 'i and when intransitive ?

* Directions to Teachers.—A verb may be easily

distinguished from any other part of speech by its making sense

with a personal pronoun, and by the sentence being without

meaning when it is omitted. An active transitive verb is

to be distinguished from an active intransitive verb, by the

former admitting an objective case after it ; thus, we can

say, John strikes the table, but we cannot say, John sits the

table. It is to be observed, however, that verbs which are

generally intransitive, sometimes become transitive, by
taking after them let noun of similar signification ; as, To
run a race ; To sleep the sleep of death. The number and
person of the verb depend on the number and person of the

subject or nominative ; thus, if the nominative be in the

singular number and third person, the verb is also in the

singular number and third person. When tlie past tense

cannot be distinguished from the present, by the diffcrcn<;e

of termination, it is to be found out only by considering;

whether the affirmation is made of something that is gouiu; on

at the time, or of something which has already taken place.

The indicative, imperative, and infinitive nnoocls, can scarcely

be mistaken, if attention is paid to tiie preceding explan-

ations.

V/hether the present participle is used as a noun, aji adjepr

tive, or a verb, must be discovered by considering whether

it is the name of some proof or circumstance, whether it

qualifies ,a noun^ or whetner it expresses some act or condi-

tion in a state of progression. Care must be taken not. to

confound the passive participle with the past tense ; fis, /

done it, instead oildid it; I have wrote,, for I have vrntUn^

It is easy to distinguish beivveen the auxiliary and principal

verbs, be, io, have, will, and let, from the former being always

joined to a verb in it? simple form, or a participle, and froi^
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How are verbs inflectcd'2 How many numbers have verbs ?

How many persons % What do the tenses of the verb denote %

How many moods have verbs^ What do the moods of the

verb denote] When is the verb said to be in the indicative

mood] in the conditional? in the imperative? in the infini-

tive? How many paiLicipIes have vei*bs? Why are the

participles so called? What verbs are called regular ? irre-

the latter making the affirmation on which the meaning of

the sentence or clause depends.

Sentences containing the verb may be parsed in the follow-

ing manner, the particulars concerning each part of speech

being drawn from the pupil by questions, as previously

directed : ^gesilaus being asked what he thought most proper

for boys to learn, answered, What they ought to do v)hcn they

come to be men. Agesilaus, a proper noun, masculine gender,

and nominative case ; being', an auxiliary verb, joined to asked ;

asked, an active verb, passive participle, regular, present ask,

past tense asked ; what, a compound relative pronoun : he, a
personal pronoun, third person, singular number, masculine

gender,. and nominative case; thought, an active verb,.past

tense, indicative mood, third person, and singular number,
irregular, present, think, past, thought, passive participle,

thought ; 7nost, an adverb
j
proper, an adjective, when connect-

ed with most, in the superlative form ; for, a proposition ; boys,

a noun, plural numher, masculine gendfer, and objective case j

to learn, an active verb, infinitive mood ; answered, an active

transitive verb, past tense, indicative mood, third person, and
singular number, regular, governing the following clause

;

tvhat, a compound relative pronoun, used instead of that

which ; they, a personal pronoun, third person, plural num-
ber, masculine gender, and nominative case ; ought, a defec-

tive verb, past tense, indicative mood, third person, and plural

number, wanting the imperative and infinite moods, and

the participles ; to do, an active transitive verb, infinitive

mood, governed by the verb ought ; when, an adverb ; they, a
personal pronoun ; come, an intransitive verb, present tense,

indicative mood, third person, and plural number, irregular,

past tense, came, passive participle, come ; to be, an intransi-

tive verb, infinitive mood, irregular, present am, past tense,

was, passive participle been ; men, a noun^ plural number,

masculine gender, and nominative case.

E

\i

n
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giilar 1 defectiye 1 %Vhat are principal verbs 1 What ard
auxiliary verbs 1 Name the auxiliary verba 1 What aux-
iliaries are also used as principal verbs % What does the
auxiliary verb be denote 1 To what parts cf the principal

verb is it joined ? What are the uses of do, as an auxiliary

verb 1 To what part of the principal verb is it joined 1 What
does have imply ? To what is it joined 1 What is the

primary sense of shall? What is the present tense used to

express 1 and what the past tense 1 What does the present

tense of shall signify in the first person 1 and what in the

second and third '{ With what part of the principal verb is

shall inflected ? What does will denote ? What is the prc-

sf;Jit i<?nse of this verb used to express 1 and what the past

Icnsc ? What does it signify in the first person % in the

second and third ? With what part of the principal verb is

vrdl inflected % What does let denote % To what is it join-

ed '\ What does must denote % To what part of the princi-

pal verb is it joined ? What are shall) will, may, can, and
muat also joined \jq%

Distinguish Transitive from hitransiiive. Regular from
Irregular, and Principal from »duxiliary Verbs, among
the following

:

—
Love, find, perform, can serve, promise, direct, will suc-

ceed, sing, am, shalliarrive, make, say, live, sell, come, must
be, rise, ought to have, improve, stand, amuse, occupy, lose,

fall, bleed, seek, think, afflict, let us go, do you hear ? he can
ride, they may take, she has told, will they grow 1 shall I

send *? he is weeping, I have written, you must try, it must
be done.

Inflect thefollowing Verbs after the manner of ''to

learn:*'— ,,

Gain, praise, believe, defend, ask, inform, reward, destroy,

possess, admit, act, unite,agree, profess, punish, fear,prevent,

extend, pursue, employ, advance, perceive, attempt, assist.

Inflect the following Verbs after Vie manner of** to

write:*'—
Arise, take, grow, lose, bring, fall, throw, strike, work,

slay, shake, meet, knowr, seek, come, hicle, find, fig'it, give,

choose, begin, keep, isec, stand, think, make.

In w

In|

seen,

he m
saw,

obey
take

repei

woul

ness

cann
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la what numbeVf person, tensey and mood, are the Verbs in

thefullowing examples i

I move, they joined, to grieve, he is pleaseti,they are learn-r

ing, she excels, having been, let him read, we gave, you wero
seen, it is finished, they may come, you should walk, I can run

.

he must remain, let them attend. Hector fought ; Caesar came

.

saw, and conquered ; the goods were sold \ it is your duty t?-

obey ; follow me ; come then, companion of my toils, let I'tj

take fresh courage, persevere, and hope to the end ; if iio

repent, he will be forgiven ; though they were invited, thej

would not come ; were she good, she would be happy
;
gentle-

ness delights above all things to alleviate distress ; and if \,

cannot dry up the falling tear, to soothe at least the gricviiiji;

,fieart.

Correct the following errors:—
I love he ; she sits the chair ; these books is mine ; John

write a letter j thou should love thy neighbour a§ Ihcu love«

thyself; the pens which you buyest were excellent ; let hini

who stand, take heed lest befalls ; have you wrote 'I I done
as you desirest me ; he has take his hat : she beseeched him
in vain ; I seed you at church; James has went to Lcndcn

;

Mary has tore her frock, let Anne mended it ; it ought in

have be doing yesterday ; it must be do to-morrow ; I had
finish before you come; I shall not go to sea, for I will be
drowned; if it were not he, whom do you imagine it to be '\

If you doest well, shall thou not be accepted 1 and if you do
not well, sin lay at thy door.

Parse the following sentences:—
I am sincere. Thou art industrious. A letter has hccn

.written. You should learn. Let me see that book. Tem-
j)erance preserves health. She may have been deceived,

thqu wert his superior, thou shouldst not have boasted.

our desires are moderate, our wants will be few. He w;is

seen ridhig through the village. The water is frozen. Gnui-
ness may procure a man a tomb, but goodness alcne can
<leserve an epitaph. To a fond parent who would not have
his child corrected for a perverse trick, but excused it, sayir.r?;

it was a small matter ; Solon very wisely replied, " \ es, but

Jiabit is a great one." If opinion has cried yciir name up, h t

modesty cry your heart down, lest you deceive il, cr it deceive

E2

If

If

i
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you ; there is no less danger in a great name than in a bad
one ; and no less honour in deserving praise, than in endur-
i"^ it.

I would not have a slave to till my ground,
To carry me, to fan me while I sleep,

And tremble while I wake, for all the wealth
That sinews bought and sold haVc ever earned*

No ; dear as freedom is, and in my heart's

Just estimation prized above all price,

I had much rather be myself the slave,

And wear the bonds, than fasten them on him.

VI.

—

Adverb.

-^'An Adverb is a word vs^hich qualifies a Verb, an»

Adjective, or another Adverb.

Thus, in the example JEZe wiiUn well ; well, qualifies

the verb, by expressing the mannfr in which the act of
writing is performed ; in the examples, She is remarkably

diligent ; They read very correctly ; remarkably and very

qualify the adjective and adverb,by expressing the degree.

of diligence and correctness.

Adverbs are chiefly used to express in one word uhat

would otherwise require two or more words ; thus, There-

signifies in that place ; Whence, from what place ; Use-

fully, in a useful manner. They are sometimes classified

according to their sig'nification, as adverbs of timty of

jpiacc of order, of quality, of manner, £fc.

Adverbs of quality and manner are generally formed
from adjectives, by adding ly ; as, elegant, elegant/y ;-

safe, safe/y ; peaceful, peacefully. If the adjective ends,

in y, the y is clianged into i before ly ; as, happy, hap-
pily. If the adjective ends in le, the e is changed iritO'

y ; as, able^ ably.

Some words become adverbs by prefixing a ; as, njloatf.

agroundp
A sort ofcompound adverb is formed by joining several

worda together ; as, Now-ordays, by-and-^^
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Adverbs, like Adjectives, are Bomelimes varied

jn the terminations to express comparison and dif-

ferent degrees of.quality.

Some Adverbs form the comparative and super-

lative by adding er, and est; as^ soonf sooner,

soonest.

Adverbs which end in /y, are compareo by pre-

fixing TTwre and most ; as, ,Yobli^, more nobly,

most nobly.

A few Adverbs are irregular in the formation of

the comparative and superlative ; as, Wellt better^

best* X

•Directions to Teachers.—It will be observed that bolt

adjectives and adverbs express quality, and that the one class

of words is to be distinguished from the other, not by signifi-

cation or termination, but bj the words which they qualify

adjectives qualifying nouns, or words or phrases used in place

of nouns, and adverbs qualifying verbs, adjectives, or othei

adverbs. Among the compound adverbs are not to be inctudcJ

auch phrases as, in generaly at present ; for these are merely
elliptical expressions for in a general manner, at the present

time. Yesterday, to-day, and to-moirow, are sometimes
improperly classed among adverbs ; they are nouns governed
by a proposition understood.

Sentences containing adverbs may be parsed in the follow

3ng manner. We are fearfully and wonderfully made i wt
a personal pronoun, first person, plural number, and nomina>
live case ; are, an auxiliary verb, present tense, indicative

:mood, first person, and plural number, joined to made, the

'^passive participle of the verb make, thus forming the passive

•voice of that verb ; fearfully, an adverb, qualifying made,
formed from the adjective /car/w/, by adding /y ; and, a con-

junction ; wonderfully, an adverb, qualifying made, compar-
:aive, more woiiderfully, fluperlalive, most wonderfully

;

moficy an active transitive \crb, passive participle, irregular,

proscot ten&c make, past made*
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EXERCISES.

ADVERB.

What is ah adverb i What is the chief use of adverbs X
How are they sometimes classified ? Hew are atlvtrbs cf

quality &m\'manner generally forincd ? When an adjective

ends in y, how is the adverb formed from it 1 How are ad-
verbs formed from adjectives which end in k'f Hew nrc

0onie nouns changed into adverbs 1 Why are some adverbs
varied in their terminations 1 How do adjectives whicii cna
in IVf form the comparative and superlative t

IHsiinguish Adverbsfrom Jldjeciives in thefollcwirg
sentences

:

—
A sweet apple ; that bird sings sxveetly ; the virtuous are^

in general, happy ; he, who acts virtuously, may expect to live

happily
;
profitable employment ; he is profitably employed 5

we mu*t be temperate, if we would be healthy ; he lives very

temperately ; I shall be happy to see you ; they dwell toge-

ther very happily ; no person conld have acted more nobly,

yet he was sadly disappointed ; there is nothing in human
life more amiable and respectable thaik the character cf a
truly humble and benevolent man.

Correct thefollowing errors ;—

He reads distinct ; she writes neat ; they behave very pro-

per ; let us be sincerely ; a resolution calmly, nobly, and dis-

interestedly ; a cheerfully and good old man ; he spcke un-
common well ; do nothing careless ; the man who dehberat^^s

wise, and resx>lves slow, will act correct; praise no man too

liberal when he is present, nor censure him too lavish wheii

he is absent ; a just man should account nothing more pre-

ciously than his word, nothing more venerably than his faith,

and nothing more sacredly than his promise.

Parse thefollowing sentences

:

—
Hcrte they are. Have you been tliere 1 Where is my hat 1

Whither has he gone 'i Now is the accepted time. Work while

it is called to-day. I shall sec my brother soon ; I eagerly

wish I could sec him oftencr. When I say cnce, take your
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places; when I Bay twice, prepare your pencils; when 1 »ay

thrice, begin. Do not boast too much ci'your vucecss. Coiiiu

hither immediately, and 1 will decide ihe matter bitwccn

you. John reads less now than hie did fornierly. Jane went

away yesterday ; she will perhaps return to-mcrrow. ^Vho

can tell what shall be hereafter i Can you lend ine a bh.l-

ling 1 Indeed I cannot at present, but I shall be able tvj d)

so by-and-by. A true friend communicates his thoughid

freely, adrises justly, assists readily, adventures boldlj,

takes all patiently, and continues a friend unchangcubly.
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VII.

—

Preposition.

A Preposition connects words, and shows the

relation between them.

Thus Ml the sentence, " We travelled from Sj)ain

through France towards Italy," the prepcsitions //w/j,

through, towards, not only connect the nouns tjpnin,

France, Italy, but express the relation or bearin;: itity

had to each other in the travels cf tiie persons rc^ resent-

ed by the pronoun we»

Prepositions arc so called, because tlicy ire gencrallv

placed before the words whose comiesicn or relation w iih

other words they point out.

The following is a list cf the prepositions in iik st,

common use ;

—

About, above, across, after, against, along, nmid,

amidst, among, amongst, around, at,, before, behind,

below, beneath, beside, besides, between, betwixt, beyond

,

but, by, concerning, down, during, except, for, from,
in, into, near, nigh, of, off, on, over, out if, nmud,
save, through, throtighuvt, till, te, towards, undir,

undemeaihy u^iio, tt^ ujKm^ with, uUkUnt wthout.
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VIII.

—

Conjunction.

i A Conjunction joins words and sentences to-

gether. A^

Thus, in the sentence^ ** My father and mother are

come, but I have not seen them ;" the words Jather and

mother are joiner by the conjunction andy and the two
clause*) of the sentence are joined by tl^ie conjunction

but

The coi^unctions in most general ust art :

—

jindf also; either, or; neither, nor; thous^ft, yet

;

but, however ; for, that ; because, since ; therefore,

wherefore, then ; if, unless, lest.

IX.— INTERJECTION.

An Interjection is a word used to express sudden

emotion. ,

Thus, in the examples, " Ah ! there he comes ; alas !

what shall I do !" ah, expresses surprise, alas, distress.

Interjections are so called, because they are generally

thrown in between the parts of a sentence. Those which
are chiefly used are :

—

.^k, alas, fie, ha, hush, hvzzu, lo, 0, oh, pthaw.

Nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, become inter-

jections, when they are uttered as exclamations ; as,

nonsense! strange', hail! away!*

Directions to Teachers.—Prepositions and conjunc-

tions are both used to join wowls together ; but the formei

are easily distinguished from the latter by their expressing;

both connexion and relation, whereas the latter express con-

nexion only. Thus, the sentence, I have wine and a glass^

merely expresses that urine and a glass are in my posKcssic-n
;

while the scutence, / Aat>6 wine in a glass, expresses, net ciily

tingui

pressi

conne
Pre

In the

^ alas

!
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EXERCISES.
PREPOSITION, CONJUNCTION, INTERJECTION.
What is a preposition 1 Why are prepositions so called 1

What is a conjunction 'i What is an interjection ?

Distinguish Prepositionsfrom Conjunctions in thefolloxving
' sentences

:

—
A slate and a pencil ; I write on a slate with a pencil ; we

live during one half of the year in the town, and during the

other half in the country ; John and James divided the lauf

that the wine and glass arc in my possession, but that the

one contains the other. Interjections may be readily dis-

tinguished from other parts of speech, by their always ex-

pressing exclamation, and by their seldom being necessarily

connected with the other w ords in the sentence.

Prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections may be parsed

in the following manner j

—

I would willingly assist you ; but

^ alas ! Ihave not the meansyfor Imyself have been left in gnat
poverty by the death of my brother and sister, I, a personal

pronoun, first person, singular number, common gender, and
nominative case ; would, the past tense, first person singular

of the auxiliary verb will, joined to the verb assists, to form

tlie compound tense W(mld assist, to express an assertion de-

pending upon a condition, namely, my having means which
is not fulfilled, and therefore implying that I will not assist

j

willingly, an adverb, qualifying would assist ; you, a personal

pronoun, second person, plural number, common gender, and
objective case, governed by the verb assist ; but, a conjunc-

tion, connecting the two clauses of the sentence; alas, an

interjection ; J, a personal pronoun, as before : have,Bin active

verb, present tense, indicative linood, first person, singular

number ,* not, an abverb, qualifying have ; the, the definite

article, limiting the signification of means ,* means, a noun
singular or plural number, neuter gender, and objective case

j

far, a conjunction connecting the two clauses of the sentence ;

/, a personal pronoun,as before ; myself, a reciprocal pronouti,

nominative case ; have, auxiliary verb, joined to been, the

passiv^ participle of the auxiliary verb be
',
and Uft, the passive

participle of the verb /eai'e,pasi tense, left, forming the coui-

E 3
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*:

between them^ and James gave a part of his share to a poor
man on the street ; though he was rich, yet for our sakes he
became poor ; blessed are the meek, for ihey shall inherit the

earth ; I have only cal'jd twice, since I came home j since you
will not do as you are desired, you must be turned down to the

bottom of the class ; unless he come soon, I do not expect to

see him before night ; they are happy, because they are good.

Parse thefollowing sentenees:—
Charles is esteemed, because he is both discreet and benc-

velent. Hark i how sweetly the woodlark sings ! Remove far

from me vanity and lies
;
give me neither poverty nor riches

;

feed me with food convenient for me ; lest I be full and deny

thee ; or lest I be poor, and steal, and take thy name in vain.

Behold I how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together iu

unity. He can neither read nor write, yet he is not altogether

ignorant. Out of the heart proceed evil thoughts. Ah ! the

delusions of hope. We in vain look for a path between virtuo

and vice.

The lovely young Lavinia once had friends, .

And fortune smil'd deceitful on her birth

:

For, in her helpless .years, deprived of all,

Of every stay, save innocence and heaven,

She, with her widow'd mother, feeble, oW,
And poor, liv'd in a cottage far retir'd

Among the windings of a woody vale

;

By solitude and deep surrounding shades.

But more by bashful modesty^ conceard.

PAUSING.
To parse sentences etymological ly, that is, to name the class

or part of speech to which each word belongs, and to explain

pound tense Iiave been left, expressing the passive voice of the

verb /eavcjand perfect past time
;
present tense,Zc«w ; m,a pre-

position, showiiig the relation between / and 'poverty ; great,

an adjective in the positive form, qualifying jooyeWy ; poverty^

a noun,singular number,neuter gender,and objective case ; by^

a preposition, showing the relation between the state in which
Ihave been left and rfea//i,and brother and sinter ; jny^a personii I

pronoun, possessive case j brothery a noun, masculine gendcr»

and objective case ; and, a conjunction, joining brother and
sister ; sister, a noun, feminine gender, and objective case.
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its relations to the thing or things irhich it represents, and la

other words in the same sentence, it is ne pessary to Jiave im-

pressed on the memory the following general principles, ns

they have been already given in the Ibrm of rules, and illus-

trated by examples. The signification of nouns is limited to

07je, but to any one of the kind, by the indefinite article, and to

some particular one, or some particular number, by the d fi-
nite article. Nouns, in one form, represent one of a kind, and
in another, any number more than one ; they are the namesd
males, o{females, or of objects which are neither male nor

female; and they represent the subject of an alTirmaticn, a

command, or a question,—the owner cr possessor of a Ihiig—
or the object of an action, or crf'a relation, expressed by a pre-

position. Adjectives express the qualities which distinguish

one person or thing from another ; in one form, they express

quality without comparison; in another, they express compa-
rison between twoyor between one and a number taken collec-

tively,—and in a third, they express comparison between one

and A number ofothers taken separately. Pronouns are used

in place of nouns ; one class of them is used merely as tlie

substitutes of names ; the pronouns of another class have a
peculiar reference to some preceding words in the sentence, of

which they are the substitutes,—and those of a third class

point out, with great precision, the persons or things which
they represent. Some pronouns are used for both the name
and the substitute ; and several arc frequently employed in

asking questions. .Affirmations and commands are expressed by
ilie verb; and different inflections of the verb express number,
jterson, time, and manner. With regard to tinu, an aflirma-

tion may be present or pastfuture ; with regard to manner,
un affirmation may be positive or conditional, it being doubt-

ful whether the condition is fulfilled or not, or it being im-
plied tliat it is not fulfilled ;—the verb may ex[)ress com-
mand ur exhortation ; or the sense ofthe verb may be exprcssc .1

without affirmino" or commanding. The verb also expresses

that an action or state is or was going on, by a form which ia

also used sometimes as a noun, and sometimes to qualify

nouns. .Affirmations are modified by adverbs, some of which

can be inliected to express difterent degrees of inodiilcation.

Words Mc joined together by conjunctions ; and tho various

relations which one thing bears to anotlicr are expressed by

prepositions. Sudden emotions of tlic mind^ and cxclamationi>^

are expressed by interJ€ctions,
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In parsing sentences according to these general princi-

ples, it will be observed that many words, from the different

ways in which they are used, belong sometimcfl to one part of
speech, sometimes to another. Thus, in the sentence, " After

a storm comes a calniy" the word calm is a noun ; in " The
day was calMf" it is an adjective j in *' Calm your fears," it

is a verb. The words which belcmg sometimes to one class,

sometimes to another, according to their peculiar significa-

tion in the sentences in which they occur, are chiefly nouns
and adjectives, as, hard labour, labour diligently ; nouns,

adjectives, and verbs, as, humble rank, rank iceeds, you rank
high ; adjectives and adverbs, as, a little learning, speak
little i adverbs and prepositions, as, go on, on the table ;

adverbs and conjunctions, as they are yet young ; though she

is fail', yet she is not amiable; prepositions and codjunctions,

as, for your sake I urill obey, for it is my duty to do so The
simplest and uost philosophical way to find out to what part

of speech each word belongs, as well as to analyze the struc-

ture of the most complicated sentences, is to parse them ac-

cording to the following method ;

—

7%e minutest }dant o? ani-

mal, ifattentively examined, affords a thousand xcondcrs, and
obliges us to admire and adore that omnipoient hand which

created it. What word makes the principal atHrinalion in this

sentence '{ Affords* Whatpart of speech is crjforcfs, since it

affirms '{ A verb. Does it affirm of something past, or of

something going on at the present \ Of something going on
at present. In what tense is it then % In tlie present tense.

Is the affirmation positive or conditional 'i Positive, and
therefore the verb is in the indicative mood. What is the

subject of the affirmation'? Plant. May any other word in

the sentence be the subject of this affirmatiyu. Yes, aniina.

What joins these two words 1 The conjunction or. What part

of speech ia plant ? A noun, because it is the name of some-

thing. Is it the name of a male or female *? Of neither
;

hence it is ofthe neuter gender. Does it signify one, or more

than one 'i One only, and therefore it is in the singular num-
ber. In what case is plant, since it is the subject of an affir-

mation ^ In tlie*nominative case. Is the application of this

name or noun limited by any word 1 Yes, by tlie definite

urticlo the. What kind of'plant is spoken of? The minutest

plant. What part of speech is minutest, because it describes

the kind of plant % An adjective in the superlative form. Why
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do you Bay that it is in the superlative form ') Because it sup-

poses a comparison between this plant and every other plant

taken separately. What does tlie minutest plant or animal

afford 'i A thousand wonders. Which of these words is the

object of the action affirmed '? WonderStWhich is therefore in

tJie objective case. What part of speech is a 1 The indefinite

article. Does it limit the signification ofthe noun here '{ Nr,
it limits the word thousand. What part ofspeech is thousand i

An adjective of number,qualifying wonders. Does the minutesi.

plant or animal afford a thousand wonders to every one % No,
they must h^ attentively examined. What word joins this

affirmation with the other % The conjunction if. In what
way must the plant or animal be examined % Mtentively.

What part of speech is attentively 1 An adverb, because it

qualifies the verb examined. What part of the verb is fx-

amined. The pLssive participle. Docs it make a complete

affirmation by itself 1 No, the auxiliary verb be is undersiocd.

Is any other positive affirmation made concerning the plant

or animal *? Yes, it obliges. Whom does it oblige 1 Us.

What part of speech is ws ? A personal pronoun, in tlio

plural number and objective case. Wiiat does the plant or

anima! oblige us to do 'i To admire and adore. What wc:d
points out what you are obliged to do 1 Ti.e preposition to.

What parts of speech are admire and adore 2 Verbs. Do they

affirm in tliis sentence 1 Not by tliemselves, but they expre^ri

acts which we are obliged to do 1 What part cf the verb in

each of them 1 The infinitive mood, indicated by the pre-

position to ? Wiiat word cormects them 7 The conjunclioi'

and. What is the object of tlie acts of admiring and adoring ?

Hand. What kind of hand ? Omnipotent. Is the word hand
quahfied by any other word but onniipotont '? Ves, by tlic

demonstrative pronoun that. Is any thing afTTrnf-d of that

omnipotent hand 1 It created. Is the word Irc.nd it-sertho

subject of this affirmation'^ No, the wordit7'i;/i i^^ i.sed

instead of it. What part of speech is which 'i \ fivrcnn.

What kind of pronoun "? A relative pronoun, boca'iio it

refers immediately to the word hand, w?iich is its onicccdcnt.

Wiien did the act expressed by created take place i At some
former or past time, lience the verb is in the past tense.

What did the omnipotent hand create l The plant or aniniul.

Is the word plant or animal the object of thr rlfirrn^ticn, as

it is expressed in the sentence 1 No, but its substitute, lite

!.-*!J

^i
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pronoun i7. Name the articles in this sentence. The, a.
Name all the nouns. Plant, animal, wonders, hand. Name
all the adjectives ! Minulesl, thousand^oinni'potent. Name all

the pronouns i Us, that, which, it. Name all the verbs *i Exu'
mined, affords, obliges, adore, admire, created. Name the

adverb ? jlttentively. Name the preposition 1 To. Name all

the conjunctions 1 Or, if, and. Are there examples of all the

parts oi' speech in this sentence 1 Of all but the interjection.

Sentences to be parsed according to theforegoing method

:

—

Justice and bounty procure friends.

Idleness i:= th<e p.nrent of vvant and pain ; but the labour of

virtue briugodi Curth pleasure.

The faculty rX speech w.as be«toiv cd upon man, for great

and irportar: purposes; but, alas I it is too often perverted.

- Gooil ma^ibtrates, promoting Uie public interest, observing

the laws, ajid favouring virtue, are worthy of honour.

Lo ! at ihe couch where infant beauty sleeps,

Her silent watch the mournful mother keeps

:

bhe, w^hile the lovely babe unconscious lies,

Smiles on her slunib^ing child with pensive eyes.

It is reported of the ancient Persians by an eminent writer,

that the sum of their education consisted in teaching youth

to ride, to shoot with the bow, and to speak truth.

Life is a voyage, in the progress of which we are perpetu-

ally chajiging the scene : we first leave childhood behind us,

then youth, then the years of ripened manhocd, then tiie

better and mere pleasant part of old age.

Seize, mortal ! seize the transient hour ;

Improve eacli moment as it ilies

:

Life's a short summer^ n)an a ilower

;

He dies—alas ! how soon he diea !

Society, when formed, requires distinctions of property,

diversity of conditions, subordination of ranks, and a mul-

tiplicity of occupations, in order to advance the general good.
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Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark unfalhwn'd cavee of ocean bear ;

Full inajny a ilower is born to blush unaeen.

And waste its sweetncas on the desert air.

Tain and inconsistent world I O fleeting and transient

life ! When will the sons of men learn to think of thee as they
ought i When will they learn humanity from the afiiictiona

of their brethren ; or moderation and wisdom from the sense

cf their own fugitive state %

Yon cottager who weaves at her own door,

Pillow and bobbins ail her little store

;

Content, though mean, and cheerful, if not gay.
bhuiHiiig her threads about the live long day
Just earns a scanty pittance^ and at night

Lies down secure, her heart and pockei light ;

She, for her humble sphere by nature fit.

Has little understanding, and no wit.

Receives no prais«e : but though hur lot be such,

(Toilsome and indigent) she renders much
;

Just knows, and knows no more, her Bible true

—

A truth the brilliant Frenchman never knew

;

And in that charter reads with sparkling eyes,

Her title to a treasure in the skies.

happy peasant ! Oh unhappy bard !

His the mere tinsel, hers the rich reward
;

He praised perhaps for ages yet to come,
She never heard of half a mile from home

5

He lost in errors his vain heart prefers,

She safe in the simplicity of hers.

If nalure has denied to Britain the fruitful vine, the fragrant

myrtle, the spontaneous soil, and the beauiiful climate, she

has also exempted her from the parching droughts, the deadly

8iro<.!, and the frightful tornado. If our soil is poor and
churlish, and cur sides cold and frowning, the serpent never

lurks within th; one, nor the plague witliin the other. If our

m uii ains are blccik and barren, they have, at least, nursed

within thfjir bosoms a race of men, whose industry and intel-

ligence have performed greatei* wonders, and supply a morr,

incxhaus;ible fund of wealtli, than ail the mincb of Mexico
and Hindostan.

I
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Hark ! from yon etateljr ranks what laughter rings.

Mingling wild mirth with war's aturn miuhtrelsy,

Uis jest while each blithe comrade round him fluigs,

And moves to death with military glee :

.Hoast, Erin, boast them ! tameless, frank, and frec^

III kindness warm, and fierce in danger known,
Hough nature's children, humorous as site

;

And he, yon chieftain, strike the proudest tone

Of thy bold harp, green Isle ! the Hero is thine own.

Part III.—SYNTAX.

Syntax treats of the connexion and arrangement

of words in sentences.

A sentence is any number of words joined

together, so as to form a complete affirmation

or proposition.

Thus, the words, *' From virtue to vice," do not con-

tain a complete proposition : therefore, they do not form a

sentence. But the words, ** Frcm virtue lo vice the pro-

gress is gradual," form a sentence, because they contain

a distinct proposition, or because the sense is complete.

Sentences are either Simple or Compound.
A Simple sentence contains only one pro-

position.

A Compound sentence consists of two or

more simple sentences joined together.

Thus, " His talents are of a high order," His talents

excite admiration," are two pimple sentences, which are

united into a compound sentcnce,by saying," His talents,

which are of a high order, excite udmiialicn."

Every sentence or complete proposition con-

tarns

Hon,

W
a CO

objei
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tains a subject, or thing epoken of, and an affirma-

tion, or what is said of the subject.

When the affirmation is not limited to the subject,

a complete propostion or sentence also contains an
object.

Thus, in the sentence/' Birds sing/' birds is the sub-
ject, and tnng the affirmation ;—^in the sentence, •' Know-
ledge improves the mind," knowledge is the subject.

improves the affirmation, and mind the object.

The subject of a sentence is always a noun, or two or

more nouns joined together ; as, Jizm^t walks, JoAn and
Thomas run ;—a pronoun, or pronouns ; as, He reads, you
and / write ;—^the infinitive of a verb ; as, To ohey^ is ilie

duty ofchildren ;—or a part of a sentence ; as, Thai you.

cannot repeat your lesson is your owu fauli.

The affirmation in a sentence is always made by a
verb.

The object in a sentence is always a noun, or a pre-

noun ; as, Jane lost her book, and Mary found it;—the

infinitive or present participle of a verb; as, William
loves to playy Robert takes pleasure in reading and
writing

;

—or a part of a sentence ; as, I do not know
kow to perfoi-m this exercise.

The other parts of speech are employed in the struc-

ture of sentences, as follows :—The article to limit

the signification of the subject or object; the ad-
jective to qualify the subject or object ; the adverb to

qualify the affirmation, or to modify some other word cf

quality ; tke preposition to show how the object is related

to the subject, or to the affirmation, or to some other

object ; and the conjunction to join two or more subjects,

two or more affirmations, two or more objects, cr two or

more words of quality, or to unite the clauses of a com-
pound sentence, or to connect separate sentences.

The following rules exhibit the principles upcn which
the several parts of speech are connected in the con-

struction of sentences, according to the prevailing usagtt

cf the English language.

^:!

M

'1':

''t ,
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SUBJECT AND VERB.

Rule I —A verb is ofthe same number and pcr-

j^oii with lis subject ; as, I speak^ thou hcared^ tlic

iiiaster teaches^ the scholars /earn,

1. Collective nouns are followed by verbs in the sin-

gular or in the plural number, according as uii>ty ur

plurality of idea is expressed ; as, The council ts

sitting, the clergy are divided among tJicinsclved.

Party, ariky, and some other collective noun:}, arc

never fc^owed by a verb in the plural number.
2. Two or more nouns in the singular number, joiii(4

by the conjunction and, take the verb in the plural ; ua,

Justice and bounty procure friends.

3. Two or more noujis in the singular number, joinf il

by or or nor, take the verb in tlie singular \ a.**, Eitlier

Jului or James was preaent.

In liJce manner, when two nouns in tlie singular mmi-
ber axe connected by the proposition u^'M, or Vy »t cl'i

expressions as, as, well as, tiie verb is in tlie singulur ; ::.

,

The gentleman, with his sen, was here yeaierdn) j

CtL'iar, as well as Cicero, loas eloquent.

4. When two or more nominatives in different num-
bers are joined by or ot nor, *he verb iji in the plurr,' ;

as. Neither health nor rich<»s are to be dtipendcd on
j

IMeitiier you nor I are in fault.

When two or more na'niiiutivos, in the same ihii< -

ber, but of different persons, are joined by or or 7n >•,

the verb agrees wi'h the last ; as, Either Q)0*u oi' hi /.>

to bla,me.
*

U. When two or more nominatives of different '^H'rs^i is

ju-e jcinod by the conjunction aiul, the verb {,gr*cs >siiJt

tJio llrat person in preference to the second, and >\ i\h the

h(MWtjd in preference to the third ; as, Ycm and I Aava
i(Mrned our lessons; You and he tuwe receivtd yuvr
ivivvard.

7. When the infinitive mood, cr part of a sentd'Cf, is

113' d as tlic ^ubjfict cf an affirirjation, the verb k in sl.-i

l.hird rwfrijn singular ; as, To Ww, soberly, ri{i,h',ccHi»'},

i;i.4 ^ilz-dbbj-j is .hi.; dily a'ai! Uicn.
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8^ When a subject or nominative is joined to a parti-

ciple, without being connected with any other verb iu

the seritetice, it is said to be in the nominative absolute ;

as, The wind being favourable, we set sail.

The Active participle is sometimes used absolutely

without a nomniative ; as, Generally spealdngyiny pupiU
are attentive.

ARTICLE.

Rule II.—The imlefinite article is placed

before nouns in the singular number only ; as,

a pear, an apple.

The definite article is placed before noujis

in either the singular or the plural number ; as,

The garden, the trees.

1. The indefinite article is placed before nouns signi-

fying more than one, when they are used collectively

;

as, A dozen, a score.

2. The indefinite article is placed before nouns ?n the

plural number, when they are qualified by numeral* ad-

jectives used as nouns, or byfew or many ; as, Ji hundred
pounds, a thousand guineas, a few books, a great many
pens.

3. When several nouns are jjined together, some of

which take a before them, and some an, the indefiiiitb

article is repeated before each ofthem; as, j2 horse, aa
uss, an owl, and a sparrow.

4. When two or more nouns or adjectives are joined

together, the article is placed only before the fn-st of

them, if they are applied to the same person or thing
;

it is placed before each of them, if thfey al'e nippiied to

different persons or things ; as, The pious and learned

Newton ; the English and Ms Irish nation.

5. Tlie definite article and an adjective are sometimes

used instead of the adjective and a nouti ; as^ Tfie good.

the wise.

6. The definite article sometimes supplies the place of

a personal pronoun in the possessive case ; as^ lie iiu:? a
swelling ou ihe neck.

.

'»' fj
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•^r,'fr|' r, NOUN.

Rule III.—Nouns or personal pronouns, applied

to the same i)er.<ons or things, are put in the same
case ; as, John the Baptist ; Julius Ccesar^ he who
was killed in the senate-house, was a warrior and
an orator.

1. A noun and a personal pronoun, applied to the

same person or tiling, cannot be nominatives to the sa:tic

verb, thus, ''Paul the Apostle, he was very aealcus,"

ought to be, " Paul the Apostle was very zealous.^' ^

'' 2, A noun is sometimes put in apposition to a part

r of a sentence ; as. You read very indistinctly, a h(d)ii

which you should endeavour to correct.

3. A noun or pronoun which answers a question is in

the same case with the noun or pronoun which asks it

;

' as^ Who told yout He. Who» books are these t Mine.

, Rule IV.—When two nouns, or a noun and a

pronoun, denote the possessor and the possessed,

the name of the former is put in the possessive

case ; as, My fathefs servant : thine is the

kingdom.

1. The name of the thing possessed is sometimes
omitted ; as, He is at the Watdi'-makeT^i ; let us go to

St. Patrickh.

'" 2. When the possessor is described by two or more
nouns, the sign of the possessive is ganerally put after

the last ; as, Jc^ the Baptist^* head.

3. Miien the thing possessed belongs to two or more,

the sign oi the possessive is put after each ; as, It was
my fathei% mother% and wncle^s opinion.

4, The objective ease with of is frcqucirlly used

instead of the possessive ; as, A servant ofmy father.

When the thing is only one of a number belonging to

the posscfrsor^ both ttie possesiiive case and of ore uscd^

V.i,
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08, A senrant of my father^s, the word servants being
understood after father's. The full construction in such
a case is, A servant out ofmy father's servants.

ADJECTIVE, , ;

J' /

^ Rule V.—Every adjective qualifies a noun,

expressed or understood ; a^, A mse man
j

Jew were present.

1. Adjectives sometimes qualify the infinitive mood,
or a part ofa sentence ; as, To see is pleasant ; to be blind

is unfortunate,
2. Adjectives of number qualify nouns in the singular

or plural, according as they signify one or more 3 ajs One
man, nix children.

3. The adjective each, every, either, neither, qualify

nouns in the singular number ; as, fvcry boy i/> in his

place ; let each speak for himself
Every sometimes qualifies a plural noun, when the

thbigs which it denotes are spoken c^ coUectively ; as.

Every hundred years. Hundred 13 here .treated aA &
noun. ;;t;i -^

-
; - V i-/ • PRONOUN. '. < --ir.' ' ..

Rule VI.—Pronouns are of the sarate num-
ber, gender, and person, with tlie nouns which
tliey represent ; as, The master sits at his desk

;

^\^ scholars \e2iVXitheir X^moiji,

1

.

^Vhen two or more pronouns are used in place of tlie

same noun, they areput in the same number, gender,

and person ; thus, " Thoxi, hast done me a great favour,

ifor which I am much obliged to 2/ow," ought to be," You
' Ihave done me a great favour for which I am much obliged

to yow."
2. The pronoun it, when the nominative to a verb, is

applied to persons as well as to things ; to the firit and

second persons as well as to the third person ; and to the

l)lurtU number as well as to the singular a3, // \& the
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king ; it, was /; it was not you ; it was the men who
were here this morning.

3. Relative pronouns are ofthe same number, gender,

and person, with their antecedents ; as, /, who am still

your friend, will not desiert you ; let the monitors, who
are ready, begin.
'4. When the relativerefers to two antecedents of dif-

ferent persons, it agrees with tlie one or the other, ac-

cording as the meaning of the sentence requires ; as, /
am the person who make the pens ; I am the person who
has charge of the slates.

5. The relative which is generally understood of col-

lective nouns, even when they represent persons ; as. The
committee, which met to-day, was unanimous.

ir 6. The relative which has sometimes a part of a sen-

tence for its antecedent ; as, He is in great distrces,

V, which I am ^rry to hear.

,1 7. The relfitive in the objective case Ls somtimeij.

omitted ; as, This is one of the best books I ever read.

:•; i 8. The demonstrative pronouns </iis and tliat agree

witli their nouns in number ; as, Thishook, t/iese books y
that mfip, those msL^s. ., ,,.,,„ ... ^

VERB.

EuLE VII.—Active transitive verbs and tJieir

participles take after them the objective case ; a^, If

ye love me^ keep my commandments ; William is

learning his lesson.

When the active participle is used as a noun, it gene-

rally takes an article before it, and of after it ; as, Iw

^Ae /ceej^ing'q/^ thy commandments there is great reward.

When this participle is preceded by a noun or a pro-

,
noun in the possessive case, it does not take the article

before it ; as, Hi^ neglecting to study is the cause of his

ignorance.
'

^^^^ .^^^^ ^^^,

Rule VIII.—The verb to be has the same case

after it as before it ; as, It is /, be not afraid ; who
<lo men say that / am ; whpm do they represent

me to be. i.v, -,,• .f";;' V" hii H '*% *'
'<:^i>•'<•i IA> y;'

M
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Rule IX -—The Infinitive Mood follows another

verb or a participle ; as, I desire 1o learn ; he is

waiting to see you.

1

.

The Infinitive Mood sometimes follows a noun or

an adjective ; jus, Your desire to improve is commendable 5

,. it ia delightful to behold the setting sun.

2. Tlie Infinitive Mood is sometimes used absolutely;

as, To tell you the truth, I was not present.

3. Thclnfinitive Mood is preceded by the preposition

/o, except after the verbs, hid, can, dare,feeli hear, let,

\ make, may, must, need, shall, see, vmd will.
.,,

.; ly^Vi y i'K'j

ADVERr.
;»// . lit «.

i^i«'A ;iU ivC'"'i

Rule X.—Adverbs are joined to verbs, adjec-

tives, and other adverbs ; as, wiselt/ said, exceed-

ingly good^ very well.

1. The Adverbs hence, whence, and thence, do not re-

quire/rom before them, as each of them contains in itself

the power of that preposition 5 as, w/t^nce (that is,from
' whatplace) came you 7

Two negatives make an affirmation; thus, "I do

not take none,^' means '' I take some."

PREPOSITION '/>

Rule XI.—Prepositions are followed by nouns

and pronouns in the objective case , as. For

me, with uSj on the table. ^, ,,,. ,,. -,.n;.H -i

1. Prepositions are also followed by the active par-

ticiples of verbs ; as, JJy apjilying lo your studies, you
will acquire knowledge.

2. Prepositions are frequently omitted, especially bc-

f fore nouns denoting time, space, and dimension, and
* before the personal pronouns ; lus Once a day ; he ran

two niih^s ; tWs wall is six feet high ; tell me the tnitli. '
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3. The idiom of the language requires particular pre-

Sositions after certain words and phrases ; as, A preju-

ice against ; an abhorrence of; an aversion to,

CONJUNCTION.

Rule XII.—Conjunctions join the same
cases of nouns and pronouns, the same moods
and tenses of verbs, similar parts of speech,

and the clauses or members of sentences ; as,

John and James are come ; I saw him and
Jier ; they read and write well ; a wise and
virtuous man ; we • should live soberly and ho-

nestly ; keep thy tongue from evil, and tliy

lips from speaking guile. ,,%.,: --^
a -*

1. "Wlien the relative pronoun follows the conjunction

thaiXf it is put m the objective case 3 as, His father, thkax

'joiwm I never knew a better man, is dead.

2. Some coi\junctions have their correspondent con-

junctions ; thus both is followed by andf eitkei' by w,
. neithir by narfthough by yetj 8cc. ; as. Both you and I sa;v

it ; though he was rich, yet, for our sakes he became poor.

INTERJECTION. '

'

Rule XIII.—Interjections are joined to tlie

objective case of pronouns of the first person, and
the nominative of pronouns of the second ; as, J^h

xne ! thou !

In addition to the examples of ellipsis, or omission of
words, given under some of the preceding rules, the

following may be mentioned as occurring frequently in

both poetry and prose.

1. When two or more affirmations are made of the

same subject, the noun or pronoun is placed only before

the first ; as, " / love, fear, and respect the magistrate,"

instead of " / love, / fear, and / respect the magistrate."

I'-
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as,

and
and
ho-

thy

the

2. The noun is frequently omitted after an adjective

. in tlie comparative form ; as, " I vHJl pull do>vn my barns
and build greater,'* that is, " greater barmJ'*.

^
3. In poetry nouns are often omitted in interrogative

' sentences ; as, '* Lives there who loves his pain V* that

is, " Livep tliere a man, who loves his pain i"
4. When two or more adjectives qualify the same noun,

, it is placed only after the la^ of them ; as, A great, wise,

.;u and good prince.

5. When an adjective qualifies two or more nouns, it

; is placed only before the first
5
'as. Good qualities and

\ ) actions.

i-
(i. The verb infrequently omitted after a noun which

fallows the comparative degree ; as, " Only on the throne

will I be greater than thou," that is, " than thou shalt

be.''

7. In poetry, verbs which express address, or answers,

aro frequently omitted ; ais, " To whom the monarch,'*

that is, " To whom the monarch said or replied,^'

8. When an adverb qualifies two or more words, it is

,
placed only after the lastj as, "He spoke and acted

gi'ttcefully."

9. When the same preposition points out several ob-

jticts, it is placed only before the first; as, " He walked

,,; ooer the hUls and the valleys.'*

,* 10. The preposition to is omitted after like, near, ad-

joining, &c. ; as. Like three distuict powers ;
your opinio^

is nearest the truth ; a garden adjoining the river.

1 1 , When several words or clauses succeed each other,

( the conjunction is sometimes omitted ; as, " He caused

the blind to see, the lame to walk^ the deaf to hear, the

lepers to be cleansed."

, 12. In the expression of sudden emotion, all but tlio

most important words are frequently omitted ; thus, the

exclamation " Well done !" means "That is well done."*
——-- ' I I '"-—— I I

I
II! ,1 I I. —^^. ,— .1 m - * l^ • *

* Directions to Teachers.—The Rules of Syntax will

enable the pupil to understand how these words, which he

was formerly taught to classify and inflect according to the:

principles of Etymology, are combined into sentences. In

parsing, they may be applied as foUaws, :

—

Choose those /or

III

ill



EXERCISES.

What ill a sentence 1 How many kind o( sentences are

there 1 What is a simple sentence 1 What is a compound
sentence 1 What must every sentence contain t What mu^
a sentence contain when the alirmation is limited to the

your companions whom you see others re^cU Choose^ an
active verb, imperative mood, becond person singular or

plural, agreeing with its subject or nominative you under-

stood :
** A veH> is of the same number and person with its

subject." 3f%ose, a demonstrative pronoun, in the plural

number, agreeing with the noun persons understood :
** Th«

demonstrative pronoun this and that agree with their nouns
in number." For, a preposition, pointing out companions

:

Your, a personal pronoun, plural number, common gender,
and possessive case, connected with companions: *'When
two nouns, or a noun and a pronoun, denote the possessor,

and tile tiling possessed, the name of the former is put in

tlie possessive case.^' Companions, a noun, plural number,
common gender, and objective case, pointed out by the pre-

position for: ''Prepositions are followed by nouns in the

objective case." Whom, a relative pronoun, plural number,
common gender, third person, and objective case, agreeing
with its antecedent persons : " Relative pronouns are of the
same number, gender, and person with their antecedents ;"

and the object of the verb respect. You, a personal pronoun,
singular or plural number, common gender, second person,

and nominative case, subject of the verb. See, an active verb,

second person singular or plural, present tense, indicative

mood, agreeing witti its subject, you ; " A verb is of the same
number and person with its subject." Others, an adjective

with a plural termination, used to signify other persons.

JRespect, an active verb, infinitive mood, the preposition to

being understood following the verb see: f*The infinitive

mood follows another verb or a participle."

The following mode of analyzing sentences will assist the

pupil in understanding their grammatical structure. Learnr^

ing confers so much superiority on those who possess it, that

they might probably have escaped all censure, had they beef}
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infinitive

issist the

Zearfir-

t it, that

t!v3 subject "? What must the subject of a sentence always*

b? ? What 15 the affirmation in a sentence always made by 'I

What must the object in a seutenoe always be 1 Of what
use is the article in the titructure of sentences 1 the adjective 1

the adverb ? tlie preposition T the conjunction I

aJfle t) a^ree among themselifes. What is the subject ofthe first

aJiii'mation T Learning, What part of speech is learning ?

A noun, singular number, neuter gender, and nominative
case^ Is the word learning always a noun 1 No. It is some-
times the active participle of a verb. What is here affirmed

oClearning? It confers. What part of speech is con/ers ?

A verb, present tense, indicative mood, third person singular.

How do you know thait it is in the singular 1 Because it is

of the same number and person with its subject learning.

What does learning confer 1 Superwrity, In what case is

awpuriority 1 In the objective casie, " because active verbs and
their participles tak6 after them the objective case." What
qualifies superiority ? Much, wliich is therefore an adjective.

What part of speech is so 1 An adverb, joined to much

:

" Adverbs are joined to verbs, acyectivcs, &c," On whom
does learning confer superiority ? On those who possess tt»

What part of speech is on? A preposition. Of what use is

on in the sentence I It points out the objects on whom learn-

ing confers superiority. What word represents these objects 1

Persons understood. What part of speech is those i A de-

monstrative pronoun, in the plural number, agreeing ivith

pernons : " The demonstrative pronouns this and that agree

with tlieir nouns in number." WTmt part ^ C speech is who ^ A
relative pronoun, in the plural number^ conimon gender, and
third person. How do you know that who is of the plural

tiumber, &c. 1 Because it agrees w'^th its antecedent |>eno7ts

:

" Relative pronouns are of the same number, gender, and
person, ^vith their antecedents." In what case is who ? In

tiie nominative case, because it is the subject of the verb

possess. In what number and person is possess ? In the

third person plural, to agree with its subject who. What
kind of verb is possess ? An active verb. In what case is it ?

In the objective case, because " Active verbs and their parti-

ciples take after them the objective case.** What object is

represented by the pronoaii it 7 Learning, Wluit other

I

I
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aULE 1.

What determines the number and person of tJie verbl

^Vhen arc collective noiina followed by a verb in the singular,

and wlien by a verb in the plural % What collective nouns

are never followed by a verb in the plural '{ When t>vo or

more nouns in the singular number are joined by the con-

junction anti, in what number is Miya verb \ Wtkui they are

affirmation is made of those who possess learning 1 Thi\f

might probably have escaped all cemure. What joins tJie

two clauses of the sentence 1 The conjujiction that :
** Con-

junctions join the clauses or members of sentences." Might

any other conjunction have been used to connect these clauses t

No ; because in examples like the present, so must be foUowcU

by its correspondent conjunction that' Parse the other words

in the clause in their order. They, a personal pronoun,

subject to the verb might have escaptd. Might, past tense of

the auxiliary verb may, joined with the root of the auxiliarv

have and escaped, the passive participle of the active verb

cicape, forming a compound tense expressing an assertion

depending upon a condition unfulfilled, and thereio/e ia*-

pl}ing, that they did not escape. Had, the past tense, con-

ditional mood, of the auxiliary have, used with the pronoun
theyJ

following it, instead of, if they had, joined to been, the

passive participle of the auxiliary verb A'e, expressing with

tlie adjective able and the verb to agree, the condition if thty

had been able to agree, on which the assertion they might have
escaped depends, and implying, by the use of the past tense,

that they were not able to agree. Jill, an adjective qualify-

ing censure : " Every adjective qualifies a noun, expKJssed

or understood." Censure, a noun, singular number, ueultr

gender, and objective case, following might have eacapeU:
" Active transitive verbs and their participles take after them
the objective case." What word is qualiUed by the adjective

uble ? The pronoun they, or persons, the noun for which it

is used. Does the infinitive mood to agree follow a verb in

the present example 1 No ; it follows the adjective able :

*' The infinitive mood sometimes follows a noun or an adjec-
tive." In what case ia themselves? In tlie objoctive case,
after the nreposition among : " Prepositions are followed by
rujuns ottd pronoufis in the objective case,"
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joined by or or nor, in vhftt numher is tho verb '< When they

are conaected Uy mlh or at K>r!/ 05, in what number ia the

verb 1 When two or more nominatives of different numbers
ore joined by or or nor, in what number is the verb '{ When
they are in the same number but of dilBTeirent persons, with

which does the veih agree '{ When two or more nominatives

of different persons are joined by and, what persons are pre-

ferred 1 In what person and number is the verb, when the

sul^ect is the infinitive of a verb, or a part of a sentence 'i In

what is a noun said to be, when it is connecl4$d with no ofther

verb in the sentence but the active participle 1

Parse the following smtences:—
Disappointments sink the heart of a man ; bi|t the renewal

of hope gives consolation. The school of e^cperience teaches

many uroful lessons. Among the great blessings and wonders
of creation, may be classed the regularity of times and seasons

The British parliament is composed ofung, lords, and com-
mons. The multitude eagerly pursue pleasure as then* chief

good. Life and death are in the power of the tongue. Food,

clothing, and credit, are the rewards of industry. When
sickness, infirmity, or reverse of fortune a|rects|||, the sin-

cerity of friendship is proved. Neither wealth,^Dr virtue,

nor any valuable acquisition, is attainable by idle wishes.

Patience, like faith, removes mountains. To rejoice in the

welfare of our fellow-creatures is, in some degree, to partake

of their good fortune. We being ezccecUngly tossed, they

lightened the ship.

Coired the following errors

:

—
The state of his affairs are very prosperous. Their riches

makes them idle and dissipated. The mechanism of clocks

and watches were then totally unknown, "the e.vils of life

is numerous enough without being multiplied by tho^ of
choice. Not one of those whom thou seest clothed in purple,

tire completely happy. The assembly ^yere very spleJ}di,d.

Tha comniittee was divided m its sentiments, and referr^

the busmess to the general meeting. The party are broken
up. Aa army of thHy thousand were as^semVl§4 W ten d^^s*

Idleness and ignorance is the parent of many yjces. Grace

and beauty is diffused through every part of th^ work. In

imity consists the welfare and security of every society.

F3
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i

^

^1

Neither youth nor heauty arc a security against death. In

him were happily hicndcd true dignity with softness of man-
ners. Not only wealth, but honour also, have uniformly

attended him. Neither ttic father nor the children desencs
to be credited. Either thou or he deserves to be punished.

Both he and I have forgotten your books. You and he must
mind his duty. To do unto others as we would that they

should do unto us, constitutes the great principle of virtue.

To practice the virtues of meekness and charity are the sure

way to love them. Him being of the party, I shall willingly

accompany yoii. ^-r ^'t*-'*. i/ -
-

The bleating sheep with my complaints agree,

Them parched with heat, and me inflamed by thee.I'l "A

Write the following exercises, and sujyply the words which
are omitted:— ,

, ,. ,

When the morning of life over your head, every thing

around you on a smiling appearance. All nature

a face of beauty, and animated with a spirit of joy

you up and down in a new world
; you the unblown

flower, Rxd^ the untasted spring. But ah ! the flattcriYig

scene wft last. The spell quickly broken, and tl^.o

enchantment soon over. Now thou no weariness to

clog thy waking hours, and no care to thy repcsc.

But know, cliild of the earth ! that thou horn to trouble,

and that care • haunt the^ through every subsequent path

of life. Health no in thine eye, the blood pure

in thy veins, and thy spirits gay as the morning ; but,

alas! the time come, when disease assail thy life,

and when stretched on a bed of pain, tliqu will be ready

to death rather than life. You now hapi^y in your
eartlily companions. Friendship, which in the world a
feeble sentiment, with you a strong passion. Eut the

scene for a few years, and the man of thy right hand
become unto thee as an alien. Now, I cannot

.^

the evil day, but I arm you against it.
'"^ ^

your Creator

:

to him the early period of your days,

apd the light of his countenance will upon you through

life. Then let the tempest , and the floods

you safe and happy under the shelter of the Hock of

les.
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RULE IL

103

Before what number is the indefinite article placed 1 Is

the definite article ever placed before the plural number 1

Is the indefinite article ever placed before nouns that signify

more than one ? Is it evei placed before nouns in the plural

number 1 When is it necessary to repeat the indefinite articlo

before each noun? Is it necessary to repeat the definite

article before each of a number of nouns or adjecUves, when
they refer to the same person or thing '{ Wlien is it necessary

to repeat it before each of them 1 Of what other part of
s;x)ech does the article sometimes supply the place *} ' '•

H« .n.<
Parse thefolhwing sentences :-^ "'

There were prcsent,& duke, a marquis, an earl,and a riscotut.

Your son is an excellent grammarian, and a good arithmetician.

The gardener gave John a dozen (or a penny. My iUther has
a great many books in his library. The farmer still owes a
foiv pounds of his rent. We may trace the hand of tiie Al-
mighty Being in the animal, the vegetable and the mineral

world. TheJMflt shall lite by faith.

Correct \J>efollowing errors

:

— .'*..>

.

The admiral was severely wounded ; he lost an am and
leg. He is not a firmer friend than a bitter enemy. The
kiiig and beggar, the prince and peasant, are liable to the

misfortunes of life. He struck me on my head. The crimi-

nals were tied by their legs. Wisest and best men sometimes
commit errors. Purity has its seat in a heart j but it extend*

its influence so much over the outward conduct, as to form the

great and material part of a character. The profligate man
is seldom or never found to be the good husband, the goci
father, or the beneficent neighbour. . , ,^

Wnte.thefollovfingexn'cise, and supply the words which

are omitted

:

—

Purity of intention is to acts of men what soul

is to body, or form to its matter, or root to

tree, or sun to world, or pjuntain to river or

I' !l

Jl^
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baae to pillar; for, tvithout tbc^e, body is dead
trunk, matter if* sluggish, tree is block, world b
darkness, river is quickly dry, pillar rushes into flat-

ness and ruin, and action is sinful or unprofitable and
vain, poor farmer, ivho gave cup of cold water to

ancient moiiardi, was rewarded witii golden goblet y and
he that dves same to disciple, in name of disci-

ple, shall receive a crown of<giory.

RULE in.

When two or more nouns, or personal pronouns are applied

to ihe same person or thing, in what do they agree 1 Can a
noun and a personal pronoun, applied to the same person, be
nominatives to the same verb 1 To what is a noun some-
times put in appusliiuu '? What determines the case cf the

noun or pronoun which answers a question 1

Parse thtfollowing, sentences

:

—
Money, the root of ill evil, is eagerly sought after by men.

I have just returned from the country, the scene of my youth-

ful amusements. Man that is born of woman, is of few
days, and full oCtrouble. You are too humane ajid conside-

rate things few people can be charged with. To whom wero
the letters addressed I To my father and me.

This is the place, the centre of the grove.

Here stands the oak, the monarch of the wood.

Correct thefollowing errors

:

—
The cares of this world they often choke the scads o<* virtue.

. He bringeth down them that dwell on lugh ; the lofty city

he layeth it low. My banks tiiey are furnished mth bees.

Whatever is most attractive, it is sure to please best. Whose
orations are these.1 Cicero. Who were present 1 John and
me. Simple and innocent pleasures, they alone are duraUe.

Neirt these is placed

The vile blasphemer ; him whose impious wit

Profaned the sacred mysteries of faith.

Wiite thefollowing exercise, and suppbj the words which

are omitted

:

—
Labour was the of necessity, the of hope and

tke of art. He had the of his mother, the
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of his nurse, and tlie of his governess. His
was wrinkled with the , and swarthy with the . In
one he had the of husbandry with which
he turned up the ; in the other he had the tools of

, and raised walls and at his pleasure.

"Awake!" cried he, with a rough * , "and I ^vill

teach you to remedy the sterility of the , and the

severity of the ; I will compel summer to find pro-
visions for ; I will force the waters to give you
their , the air its , and the forest its ; I will

teach you to pierce the of the earth, and bring out,

from tlie of the mountains, metals ivhich shall give

strength to your , and to your bodies, by which
you may be covered from the of the fiercest ,.

and with ^vhich you may fell the and divide ^
and subject all to your and pleasure.

RULE IV.

"When the name of the postiessor and Ihing possessed come
together, ^vhich of them is put in the possessive case 1 Which
of them is sometimes omitted ? When the possessor is de-

scribed by two or more nouns, after which of them is the sign

of the po^ssessive generally put % When is the sign of the pos-

sessive put after each noun % What form of expression may
sometimes be used instead of the possessive case 'i

Parsp, the following sentences:—
The temperate man's pleasures are durable, because they

are regular ; and his life is serene, because it is innocent. I

am going to the booksellers, to purchase Pope's Homer and
Dryden's Virgil. Philippa was the name of Edward the

Third's Queen. He had the surgeon's, the ohysician's, and
tlie apothecary's advice, 'I'he precepts of wisdom form the

good man's interest and happiness.

Reason's whole pleasure, all the joy of sense,
^

Lies in three word*, health, peace, and competence.

Correct the following errors i
—

My anceftors virtue is not mine. Asa his heart was perfect

w.th tlie Lord. A man's manner's frequently influence his

fortuna. A wise man's anger i* short. The king's crown of

England. He incurred not only hia father, but also his mo-

'

. «
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mother's displcafiure. They very jiisUy condemned the prodi-

gal's, as he was called, senseless and eartravagant coitdut't*

The silk was purchaused at Brown's, the mercer's and haber-

Uiisljer's. The world's government is not left to chance. The
extent of the prerogative of the king/of England is sufficiently

ascertained. The house belongjs to Lord Hill's steward's ne-

phew. This picture of the king's doe:i not much resemble

him. These pictures dTthe king were sent to him from ItaJy.

Write the following txerdse, and suppli/ the words uk cfi

are omitted

:

—
A few ago, a:s I was waUdng along one of tlie

of this city, on a rainy morning, J waa very much struck with

the melancholy of a blind , who was endearouring

to excite by singing ballads. Mi3ery could not have

found, among the mimbers of distressed , a morn
suited to nature. Whilst I was contemplating the wretch-

edness of the , and comparing it with the which

compelled him to chaunt, a sailor, who came wlvistling

along the street, with a stick under arm, stopped, and

purchased a from him. " Heaven preserve you," cried

the blind ," for I have not tasted this blessed day."

Hearing this, the sailor looked round him for a , sprung

up four steps into a shop, near which he stood, and re-

turning immediately, thrust a small loaf quickly into the poor

hand, and went oil* wlustling ha he came.

RULE V.

^Vhat is either expressed or understood along with every

adjective 1 Do adjectives qualify noims only *? What det^r-

jrtinos wheth*;r numeral adjectives are to be joined to tb«

singular or to the plural number 1 What adjectives qualify a

plural noun 1

Parse the following sentences ;—

Atycmperate spirit and moderate expectations are excellent

scfeguards of the mind, in this uncertain and changing state.

Wisdom and virtue make the poor rich, and the rich honour-

able. To be good is to be happy. The British army con8ifltp<l

of thirty tliousand men ; the caemy hud twonty thousand foot.

jy
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and fldeen thousand horse. Eveiy person, whatever be his

station, is bound by the duties of morality and religion.

Count all tlie boys in the room, and let every ten form a
division. |lach of them has told me the same story ; but I

fear that neither of them is to be depended on. John is older'

than James, Ibrt James is the better scholar.

Correct thefollomng errors :

—

How many a sorrow should we avoid, if we were not indus-
trious to make them. The chasm made by the earthquake
was twenty feet broad, and one hundred fathom in depth. I

saw one or more persons enter the garden. Let each of them
in their turn, receive the benefits to which tljiey are entitled.

None of my hands are empty. Neither of the nations of Eu-
rope escaped the mischiefs of the French revolution. My ad-^

vice to each of you is, that you should make it your endea-
vour to come to a friendly agreement. He gained nothing
farther by his speech but to be commended for his eloquence.

He is the stronger than the two, but not the wiser.

Write the following exercises and supply the wordft which
are omitted

:

— iv

Whence arises the misery of this world ? It is not

owing to our atmosphere, or seasons, and
^ distribution of the soods of fortune. Amidst all dis-

*

advantages of this kind, a , a and an
mind, possessed of virtue, could enjoy itself in peace and
smile at the assaults offortune apd tlie elements.

It is within ourselves that misery has fixed its seat. Our

and
we endure.

hearts, our passions, our prejudices,

desires, are the instruments of the trouble whicli

RULE VI.

WTiat determine the number, gender, and person of prO'-

nouns 1 When two or more pronouns, are used in place of the

same noun, in what must they agree i Is the pronoun it ap-

plied only to the name of things in the third person singular 1

What determbie the number, gender, and person of relative

pronouns 1 ^Vhcn the relative refers to two antecedents of

i I

I if

i If
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different per3ons,'what determines with which of tliem it must

agree % AVhat relative pronoun is always used after collective

nouns % Is the antecedent to which always a noun '{ What
case of the relative pronoun is frequently omitted '\ In what

do the demonstrative pronouns agree with their nouns %

Parse the following sentences :
—

Our best friends are those who tell us of our faults, and
teach us how to correct them. Our Saviour instructed and
fed the crowds which surrounded him. I acknowledge that

I am the teacher, who adopts that sentiment, and maintains

the propriety of such measures. Choose what is most fit

;

custom will make it most agreeable. Caesar destroyed tiic

liberty of his country, which was the cause of his death. I

think it was Socrates, who, passing through the market, cried

out, ^' How much is here I do not want." The days thai are

past, are gone for ever ; those that are to come, may not come
to us ; the present time is only ours ; let us, therefore, im-
prove it as much as possible.

Correct the following errors :— /

Thou who has heard the matter, can give an account of it.

Virtue forces her way through obscurity ; and sooner or later

it is sure to be rewarded. They were they who were the real

offenders. They which seek wisdom will certainly find him.

I am the man who approves of wholesome discipline, and whr>

recommend it to others ; but I am not a person who promote
useless severity, and objects, to mild and generous treatment.

The court, who gives currency to manners, ought to be exem-
plary. He talks much of himself, who is the property of old

age. Joseph was industrious, frugal, and discreet, and by
this means obtained property and reputation. I have been
here this two hours. Those sort of things is easily understood.

Those were the kind of actions in wliich he excelled.

Thou, who hast known my services, can tell

How much this Osman owes.

Wriie the. following exercise, and supply the ivoi'ds xchich

are omitted

:

—
Go to the desert son : observe tlie young stork

the wilderness ; let speak to heart. bears on
wings aged sire ; lodges in safety, and supplies

i
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with f<:xxl. Be grateful to father, for he gave
life ; and to mother, for sustained . Hear fiie

words of mouth, for are spoken for good ;
give

car to admonition, for proceeds from love. father

has watched for welfare, has toikd for ease ; do
hotiour^ therefore, to age, and let not grey hairs be
treated with irreverence. Forget not helpless infancy
©or the frowsrdness of youth j and bear with the infir-

mities of aged parents : assist and suprport in tlie

decline of Kfe. So shall hoary heads go down to tlie

grave in peace; and children, in reverence of

^example, shall repay piety with filial love.

RULES VII., VIII., IX. r

What case do active transitive verbs and tii)eir participles

tnke^after them 1 What verb takes the samecase after it

a.s botbre it 1 What does the infinitive mood generally follow '?

What other parts of speech does the infinitive mood soinetimes

f)lbw 1 Is the infinitive mood always governed by scnne other

^v.jrd iii the sentence 1 What preposition generally precedes

1 18 infinitive mood t After what verb is ^p omitte'd before

tiic infinitive mood *{ ,'
*

-i:';

Parse thefollomng sentences

:

—
Ilim and them we knew, but who art thou 1 TTiey who

ridicule tike wise and good, are dangerous companions ; they

luin^ virtue itself into contempt. Cyrus, when young, being

asked what was the first thing which he learned, answered,
*' To spuak the truth." To maintain a steady and unbroken
spirit of mind, amidst all the shocks of the world, marks a
great and noble spirit. They who have nothing to give, can

ci'ten affjrd relief to others, by imparting what tiiey feel.

Pride (to use the emphatical words of a sacred writer) was
not made for man. To see young persons who are courted

by he.dth and plcp.su.re, resist all the allurements of vice, and

steadily pursue virtue and knoivledge, is cheering and de-

lightful to every good mind.

Gon act the following errors ,;

—

They who opvilenco has mad'e proud, and who luxury has

corruptee! cannot relish the simple pleasure of nature. Who
have I reason to bve so much as this friend of my youth %

G
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your father told him Qnd I. Let thou and I imitate his ex-*

tunple. Be not afraid^ it is me. I know not whether it were
them who conducted the pusiness ; but I am certain is was
not him. He so much reseml^Ies my brother^ that^ at first

sight, I took it to be he. We ought act justly on all occasions.

It is better to live on a little, than outlive a great deal. I dare
not to proceed so hastily, lest I should to give offence. It is a
great support to virtue,' whep we see a gobd mind to maintain
it patience and tranquility under injuries and affliction, and
to cordially forgive its oppressors.

Write thefollomng encerciseSf andstipply the words which
are omitted ;—

The trunk of an elephant, which can up n pin, or

an oak, as nothing to the i^teapi engine. It can
a seal, and masses of obdurate metal before it,

out^ without breajdng, a thread as fine as a gossamer, ap^
up a ship of war, like a bauble, in the air. It can

muslin, and' anchors— steel into ribands, and
loaded vessels against the fury of the winds and waves,

It would difficult the value of the benefits, wliSch

these inventions conferred upon the country. ' I'here

no brancli of industry that has not indebted to them
^

and, in all the most ' material, they not only most
magnificently the field of its exertions, but a thou-

sandfold ,the amount of its productions. Our improved steam-

eogine has indefinitely the mass of human comforts

and enjoyments, ana cheap and accessible, all over the

world, the* materials of wealth and prosperity. It has

the feeble hand of man, in short, with a power to which np
limits^an , tiie dominion ofmind over the

most refractory qualities of matter, and a sure founda-

tion for all those future miracles of mechanic power which
to aid 9iid the labours of future generations.

The love pf praise should undej* proper subordi-

nation to the principle of duty. Ii^ itself, it a useful motive

of action ; but when ;allowed its influence too far, it

the whole character, and ^
' guilt, disgrace,

and misery. entirely destitute of it a detect,

governed by it depravity. The proper adjustment of the

several principles of action in human nature, ft mas-
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ter which our highest attention. Foriyhen any one

,0f them ' cither too weak, or too strong, jt both

,ouf virtues and QMT happiness.

RULEX.

To what other parts of speech are adverbs joined 1 What
adverbs do not require the preposition/rom before them 7

What do two negatives make 1

Parse thefollowing ^ntences :-^

Mixed as the present state is, reason and religion pro-

nounce, that generally, if not a,\yv^ys, there is more happi<-

^ess than misery, more pleasure than pain in the coiidiliuii

.rofman. Arise, let us go hence. There cannot be anything

^more insignificant than vanity. Consult your whole nature.:

consider yourselves not only as sensitive, but as rational^

.Jbeings ; not only as social, but immprtal.

Correct thefollowing errors :-r'

He was extreme prodigal, and his property is now near

^exhausted. The conspiracy was the easier discovered, from its

ibeing known to so many. From th^se favourable beginnings^

>we may hope for a soon and prosperous issuq. From whence
^arose the inisunderstanding % From thence proceed all these

:smisfortunes* Neither riches, nor honours, nor no such

^rishing objects, can satisfy the desires qf an immortal

.spirit These people do not judge wisely, nor take no proper

jmeasures to anect their purposes.

Write the following exercise, and sujiply,thfi flvords whick

fWe omitted

:

—
youth isintroductory to manhood, to which it is

-peaking, a state of preparation. During this season, we mu4
qualify ourselves for the parts we are to act

in manhood we bear the fruit, which has been planted in

youth. if we have sauntered our youth

we must expect to be ignorant men. If indolence and

inattention have taken an early possession of us, they will

increase we advance in Ufe, andmake us

.fl, burden to ourselves, but U'wless to society. If , we
,«uff5r ourselves .to be misled by vicious inclinations, they will

gain new strength, and end in dissolute lives. But if

G 2

m

m

i

!
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we cultivate our minds in youth, attain habits

attention and industry, of virtue and tiobriety, we shall find

ourselves prepared to act our future parts in life ; and
what above ail things ought to be our care, by gaining this

commfind over ourselves, we shall be able, we go
in the world, to resist every new temptation

it appears. --;,

RULE XI. *

What case do prepositions take after them *? Are prepo-

sitions followed by nouns only 1 Are prepositions always
expressed '{ Before what sorts of nouns arc they omitted 1

What does the idom of the language require iu the use of

prepositions 'i

Parsethefollow'ng sentences:—
Temperance, by fortifying the mind and body, loads to

happiness. If we view ourselves, with all our imperfections

arid failings, in a just light, we shall rather he surpris(;d at

our enjoying so many good things, than discontented, because

there are any which we want. Be not overcome by tlic

injuries you meet with, so as to pursue revenge ; by the

disasters of life, so as to sink into despair ; by the evil

examples of the world, so as to follow them into sin. Over-r

come injuries by forgiveness; disasters, by fortitude; evil

examples, by firmness of principle.
. ,

Correctthefollowing errors :—
To who shall I give it 1 Give it to he. This is to b(j

divided between you and I. To who mnch is given, of tlicy

much shall be required. Tell to me your name. He
advanced with sword in hand. She departed from this life.

I have a great prejudice for that kind of writing. Have }-(>u

made a great alteration of the house ? There is no person
to whom you may more safely confide. He has a grcnt

resemblance of his father. There was no water, and tiity

died for thirst. Many have profited from good advice. I'hut

boy is known under tJie name of the idler. This remark is

founded in truth. W^hat went ye out for to see 1 He ^va:j

accused with acting unfairly. She has an abhorrence to

all deceitful conduct. They have just landed in Hull, and
are going for Liverpool. They intend to reside some lime iit,

Ireland.
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Wiite thefollowing exercisSf and supply tht words which
are omitted:— . - <. \ m ».,% ?

The nightingale is the most famous all the songsters

the grove, and has so long been celebrated the charms
its music, that the idea harmony seems associated

its name. It begins its song the evening, and
often continues it the whole night. Its attacliment

some particular places is remarkable. several W(i<.>.k»

together, it will, if undisturbed, perch the same tre^, a) id

every evening pour its fascinating melody. ltd lic^ul

and back are a pale and tawny colour, dashed

olive; the throat, breast, and upper part its belly are

of a light glossy jush colour, and the lower part is almoai

white; tl^ outidde webs the quills are a rcddiish

brown ; the tail U a deep ta>vny red ; and the eyes aic

remarkably large and animated. It visits the south

England the beginning April, and leaves it the

beginning August. It is totally unknown Scotland,

Ireland, and Noi^ Wales.

VI

RULE XII.

What do conjunctions join ? In what case is the^ relative

pronoun put, when it follows the conjunction thai ? What
does the idiom of the language require in tiie u;iie of many
of the conjunctions 1

Parse thefollowing sentences f—
He and I commenced our studies at the same time. If we

contend about trifles, and violently maintain our opinion,

we shall gain but few friends. ^ When blessed with health

and prosperity, cultivate an humble and a compassionati^i

disposition^ Never sport with pain in any of your amuse-

ments, nor treat even the meanest insect with wanton craeity.

If we knew how much the pleasures of thiKS life deceive and

betray their unhappy votaries, and reflected on the disap-

pointments in pursuit, the dissatisfaction in enjoyment, or

the uncertainty of possession, wliich everywhere attended Uieni,

we should cease to be enamoured of these brittle and transieiiu

joys, and should wisely fix our hearts on those virtuous attaiu-

mentd wWch the world can neither give nor take away.
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Correct th9following erron

:

—
, You and us enjoy many privileges. Professing regard, and
to act dilTorently, discover a base mind. My brother and
him arc tolerable grammarians. On that occasion, he could

not have done more, nor offer to do less. Alfred, than who
a better king never reigned, experienced the greatest changeg
of fortune. Be ready to succour such persons who need thy
assistance. He b not as diligent as his brother. It is so
dear as I need not explain«it. Ht respects none, neither

liigh nor low. His raiment was so white as snow.

Write the following exercise, and supply tlie words which
ere omitted:—

There is nothing about which you need to be more cautious,

the company you keep. you associate witli idle,

profligate, young men, your character mW suffer by it,

you will be in great danger of insensibly adopting their

maxims and practices. It often happens along

with great worthlessness, they posoess very alluring manners

;

you cannot be too much upon your guard. Be not

seduced by the appearance of good humour, by the wit,

enterti^mng, by Uie easy, careleas Oves by
the licentious heartless mirth of the dissipated. Do not

suffer yourselves to be laughed out of your virtue, do
not sacrifice the future comfort of your lives, in order to

obtain the good will of unthinking, vicious young men. Be
not afraid of their reproaches, overcome by their roillcry.

Pity their delusion, resist all their allurements with

(Tteadiness. In the company of good amiable young peo-

ple, you will find more true enjoyment, you could

possibly find in the company of the licentious, whose mirth
Irtiirl nniK l>mat«>miia ia nfit^n nine ! embittCrcd ^*loud and boisterous, is often, ajas!

remorse, and always endsTin wretchedness.

by

y*7

<'
, 1.1, i.

'"'•. <'«-s;:
'' •* -J
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Part IV,-PR0S0DY.

Prosody trcJats of the proper manner oi speak-

ing and readings attd of the different kinds of

VBrsB

SPEAKING AND READING.
The art of speaking and reading with distinctness

and taste depen4s upon the proper use of Pauses,

jJccentj EmphasiSy and Intonation,

Panses may be divided into two kinds i those

which are reipfesented by points or marks, and

those which are not represented by points or mark^^.

The Points which represent pauses are the

Comma (,), the Semicolon (;), the Colon (:), the

Period (.)j the point of Inierrogation (1), the

point of Exclamation (!), the Dash (—), and the

Parenthesis ()*

:
/ The comma denotes the most transient pause repre-

sented by points, and is used to separate simple clauses
'. of sentences and single words in an enumeration. The

semicolon denotes a more marked pause than the comma,
and is used to separate compound clauses or members d
sentences* The colon denotes a pause approaching still

^ ;; more nearly to a final pause, and is used to separate

: memb>?rs of sentences still 'less closely connected in

sense than the semicolon. The period denotes the final

pause of a sentence^ and indicates that the sense is

completed.

The pauses which are not represented by points

are sometimes called rhetorical pauses.

The position and duration of rhetorical pauses depends

in a great measure on the nature of the composition,

(lenerally, as the use of rhetorical pauses is to prevent

confusion from a reader or a speaker separating words

I
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ivhich ought to be united, or Joining words which ought
to be separated, there should be a pause before and at'ier

everj phrase in a sentence ; that is to say, before and
after every group of words which conveys an idea.

Accent is the stress of the voice laid upon a

syllable or word todistinguisb it from otlier syllables

or words.

^ Accent upon syllables gives distinctness to pronuncia-

tion ; accent upon words gives clearness to the' meaning
. of the sentence. ^

*i' Emphnm is the stress of the voice laid upon a

word to denote opposition or contrast.

Emphasis, like actent upon words, gives perspicuity

u and iorce to the meaning of the speaker or writer.-

Inionation is the change or modulation of the

v«)ice, when speafeing or reading.

The tone of tlie voice is changed chiefly at tlie accent

und emphasis. The raising of the voice at the accent

or emphasis is called the ridng inflection ; the sinking

of the voice is called the /o/^ing in^ecfioTi.

The art of making a proper use of Pauses, Accent,

Einphasi?, and Intonation, in speaking, reading, or reeit-
*

'^ ing, is called elocution* The best general rule that can
' be given for acquiring a correct and graceful elocution,

is to speak, read, and recite, so as to be reacUly and
ciearly understood.

iU
VERSE.

V^erse is of two kinds, rhyme and hlnnk verse*

In rhyme the final syllables of the lines corres-

pond in sound. ^ ^ » .}?;„;
When the final syllables of two successive lines cor-

respond in sound, the verse is called a couplet ; as,

'
- Be humble ; learn thyself to scan

:

Know, pride was never made for mam.
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>\'hcn the final syllables of three successive lines-

rhyinc, the verse is (sille** a triplet ; as,

' t/if'i, Frprdoin's battle once begun,
'»,"^ . Be<|u(':ithed by bleed injj; sire to sen, •:;;.•

^
^. , Though baffled oft, is ever won. > .

>'
.

'

(.|V

When a verse contains several lines, not arranged in

successive couplets or triplets, it is called a stanza ; us.

Ye proud, ye seliish, ye severe,

Uotv vain your mask of state !

The good alone have joy sincere,

The good alone are great

:

Great when amid the vale of peace,

They bid the plaint of sorrow cease,

And hear the voice of artless praise ,
^ As when along the trophied plain

Sublime they lead the victor train, '

While shouting nations gaze.

In blank verse, the final syllables of the lines do
not correspond in sound j as,

Procrastination is the thief cf time.

Year after year it steals, till all are fled ;

And, to the mercies of a moment, leaves

The vast concerns of aii eternal scene.

Every line of verse contains a certain number of

accented and unaccented syllables.

The number of accented syllables in a line deter-

wines the number o^poetic feet.

The principal poetic feet are the Trochee, the

Iambus, and the J3napa;st.
,

A Trochee consists of an accented and an unaccented

syllable ; as, Zove/y. »

An Iambus consists of an unaccented and accented

syllable ; as, became.

An Anapccst consists of two unaccented syllables and
an accented syllable ; as, overtake,

G3 a;

' it
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Verse is named, according to the feet that pre

vail in it, Trochaic^ Iambic^ or •dnapcesiic.

Trochaic verse consists of an accented and an

unaccented syllable in alternate succession : it may
contain any number of feet from one to six,

I. One fooU

Turning.
Burning.

2. One foot, and an accenfed syllable.

Purple scenes,

Winding greens.

3. TwofeeU

Fancy viewing,

Toys pursuing.

4. Twofeet, and an accented syllable.

Here the daisies spring,

There the linnets sing.

6. Three feet^

Now they stood confounded,

While thie battle sounded.

6. Three feet, and a long syllable.

Lovely, lasting peace of mind,

Sweet delight of human kind.

7. Four feet.

Softly blow the ev'ning breezes.

8. Five feet.

Virtue's brightening ray shall beam for ever.

9. Sixfset.

On a mountain, slr6tchM henealh a hojiry willow.

Iambic verse consists of an unaccented and an

accented syllable in alternate succession: it may
contain anv tuiinl)ci' ol'tect from one to six
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1. TviofuU

With ravish'd ears,

The monarch hears.

2. Two feet, and an unaccented iyllabki

In woods a ranger,

Tojoy a stronger.

3. Three feet,

Alofl in awful state.

The God-like h^ro sdt.

4. Three feet, and an unaccented syllable,

AUve to every fueling,

The wounds of sorrow healing.

This measure is generally called Anacreontic, being the

same as that used in the Odes of the Greek poet, Ana-
creon.

5. Four feet.

Our brdken friendships w6 deplore

And loves of youth tliat are no more*

6. Five feet.

Confused snd struck with silence at the d^ed,

Ha fl^es, but, trembling, fails to fly' with speed.

Delightful tdsk ! to rdar the the tender thought,

To t^ach the young idea how to shoot.

Tliis is the heroic measure of English poetry.

7. Six feet*

For th^e the dcean smiles, and smoothes his wdvy breast.

This is called the Mexandrine meai^'e: it is seldom
used except to complete the stanzas of an ode, or occasion-

ally to vary heroic verse.

V 8. Seven feet.

Let saints below, with sw^et accord unite with thdse above,
.

In solemn lays, to praise their king, and sing his dy'ing love.

Thb kind of verse is generally divided into four lines,

the first au^ the third containing each four fe»€t, and the

second and the fourth containing each three feet ; tlius.

i
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Let saints below, with sweet accord,

Unite with those above,

In solemn lays, to praise their king,

And sing liis dy'mg love.

JlnapcBstic verse consists of two unaccented

syllables and an accented one in alternate succes-

sion ; it may contain any number of feet from one

to four.

1. Onefoot.

'Tis in vain

They complain.

2. Two feet. '

In my rage shall be s<$en

The revdnge of a qu6en.

3. Three feet.

Who are th6y that now biii us be slaves i

They are foes to the good and the fre6.

4. Fourfeet.

'Tis the voice of the sluggard, I hear him ccnipliiin,

*' You have wak'd me too soon, I must slumber again.*'

Sometimes, as in Trochaic and Iambic verse an un-
accented syllable is added to the end of an Anapsstic
line; as,

Then his courage 'gan fail him.

For no arts could avail him.

On the warm cheek of youth smiles and roses are blending.

Trochaic, Iambic, and Anapsestic feet arc sometimes

found in the same line ; as,

Yo shepherds, so cheerful and gay,

Whose flocks never carelessly roam.

From the diiHculty of arrauging words in regular

measure, certain violations of tlie laws ol Orthography,

£tymology, and Syntax, are allowed in poetry. This is

called /voc/tca7 licence.
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1 . Some words are lenglhened^and others are shortened t

thus, dispart is used lor part ; ^gan for began,

2. Two words are sometimes contracted into one ; asy
' Tis for it is.

3^ Adjectives are frequently used for adverbs ); as.

They fall successive and successive rise.

4. A noun and its pronoun are used as nominatives
to the same verb ; as,

My banks they are furnished with trees.

5. Intransitive verbs are made transitive; as,

The lightnings yZdfA a wider curve.

6. The past tense and passive participle are used for

each other ; as^

Though parting from that mother he did shun,

Before his weary pilgrimage 6egTin.

7. The conjunction nor is used for neither, and or for

either.

Nor grief nor fear shall break my rest.

Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow.

Or by the lazy Scheldt or wandering Po.

EXERCISES.
SPEAKING AND READING.

What does the art of speaking and reading with distinct-

ness and taste depend upon 1 How many kinds of pauses are

there 1 What are the points which represent pauses 'i What
kind ofpauses do they respectively represent 1 What are the

pauses not represented by points called 'i What do the po-

sition and duration of these pauses chiefly depend upon 1

What is the use of rhetorical pauses 1 When generally should

rhetorical pauses be made ^ What is accent 1 Of what use

is accent upon syllables 'i upon words 1 What is emphasis 'i

Of what use is emphasis'? What is intonation'? When is

the tone of the voice chiefly changed 1 What is the rising

inflection 1 the falling inflection ? What is elocution 'i What
is the best general rule for acquiring a correct and graceful

elocution ?

'm
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i

VEttSE.

How many kinds of verse are there 1 What is rhyme '{

What is a couplet 1 a triplet ? a stanza % What is blank

verse % What does every line of verse contain % What de-

termines the number of poetic feet % What are the principal

poetic feet 1 Of what does a trochee consist % an iambus %

an anapaest ? How is verse named from the feet that prevail

in it 1 Of what does trochaic verse consist % How many
feet may it contain % Of what does iambic verse consist 'I

How many feet may it contain % What kind of measure is

called Anacreontic 1 Why is it so called '? What kind of

measure is the Alexandrine % When is it used *? How is

iambic verse, containing seven feet, commonly divided % Of
what does anapaestic verse consist *? How many feet may it

contain % What is sometimes added ta an anapaestic line '{

What kind of feet are sometimes found in the same line 1

What is meant by poetical license % What has given rise

to poetical license % What laws of Orthography are violated

in poetry 1 What laws of Etymology are violated ? What
laws of Syntax are violated 1*

* For practical exercises on the first part ofProsody, teach-

ers are referred to the *^' Introduction to Elocution,'* in which
the proper manner of reading and speaking, and especially

the use of pauses and accents, are very fully explained and
exemplified. The Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Books
of Lessons contain numerous passages of poetry, which may
be used as exercises on the second part of Proscdy.
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APPENDIX.

DERIVATION.

Words are either primitive or derivative.

A primitive word is not derived from any other

word 3 as, Man.

• Directions to Teachers.—Derivation is a branch of

Etymology. By therules and exercises formerly given under

that part of grammar, pupUs were taught to distinguish and
classify words according to their general use and meaning,

as expressive of names, qualities, affirmation, relation, or

connexion. By this branch of Etymology, they are taught to

trace words to their origin, for the purpose of ascertaining

both their primary and ordinary signification. Besides the

interest which derivation excites in the minds of young per-

sons, it is of great use in assisting them to classify the various

jiarts of speech,—it gives them a command of expression,

—

and it is calculated to train them to habits of analysis. That
it may promote the first of these objects, teachers are recom-

mended to make their pupils, when forming derivative words
from their roots, name first the nouns, then the adjectives

and adver!)s, and afterwards the verbs. To aid them in this

exercitfe, the affixes to these parts of speech are given sepa-

rately. In order to teach command of expression through

derivation, teachers should cause their pupils to name, along

with the derivatives, all the words which have the same signi-

fication, whether formed from the same root or not. Haliils

ofanalysis may be formed, by causing a certain number of

words, in the daily reading Icsison, to be traced to tb^ir root",

according to the directions given in the preface to the '* Fourth
BookJ*^—It can hardly be necessary to explain, that, in the

following list, one derivative is given after each root, not be-

cause it is the only one that is Ibrmcd from it, but mert ly as

an example: the pupil should I c reqnii'ed to give as niany

others as he knows or cun form.

ml
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A derivative word is tonned from some other

word or words ; as, Manhood,

When a derivative is made up of two or more entire

words, it is sometimes called a compound word ; as,

MankiufL

That part of grammar, which treats of the forma-

tion of derivative words from the primitives, is

called Derivation.

The primitive word, from which derivatives are

formed, is called the root.

The letters and syllables, which are placed before

the root in the formation of derivatives, are called

prefixes.

The letters and syllables, which are placed after

the root, are called affixes.

The roots of the English language are chiefly Saxon \

but a number of words have been adopted from other

languages, especially from the Latin and the Greek. A
few jwords have been borrowed directly from the Latin
and the Greek without any change upon their form ; as.

Stratum^ strata ; phenomenon, phenomena. Some ivords

have been introduced from the Latin and the Greek
indirectly through other Ianguages,especially the French ;

as, Rex, roi (roix), royal. But the greatest number of

Latin and Greek roots has been adopted directly, by
dropping the original terminations, and compounding
the radical part of the word with prefixes and affixes.

The prefixes are chiefly prepositions. Some of them
are used in a separate form ; the others, from iheir being
found only in derivative words, arc sometimes called'

inseparable prepositions. A few of i^a prefixes are

Saxon or English ; the greater number is of Latin and
Greek origin.

The affixes are never found but in derivative words ;

they are almost all of Saxon, Latin, or Greek origin.

The following is a list of the principal Prefixes,

Jffixes, and Latin and Greek Roots

:

—
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I.—PREFIXES.

1. ENGLISH.

as,

vords

:

;in.

rfixeSf

Ay an, as, afoot.

Be, about, before, make, as,

frespatter, 6eware, bedim,

Kn, (em, im), make, as, en-

able, embolden, embitter.

Fore, before, as foresee.

Mla,error or de/ec/,a9,mtstaker

Out, beyond, as, outlive.

Over, over or above, as, overdo.

Un, nof, as, unwilling.

With, from, again, as, with-

hold) v;i/Astand.

2. LATIN

A, ab, abs,/rom, as, overt, o6-

solvcy abstain.

Ad, (a, ae, af, ag, al, an, ap,pr,

as,at), to,u8,adhere,oscribe,

accede, «/iix, aggravate, al

lot, announce, a^jply, amve,lPer,(pcl,)i^Aro»«rA,as,j)en'ade,

ftssunie, attract. | 7>eZlucid.

Am, rounds about, as,a/nbient. Post, after, as, postpone.

Intro, with'n, as, i?ifreduce.

Juxta, nigh <o,as,jua-^aposition

Ob, (oc, of, op, OS,) in the way
of, as, o6ject, occur, ©/Ter,

(jippose, ostensible.

Ante, before, aa, antecedent.

Gircum, (circu,) about, as,

ct/'cumference, circuit.

Con, (co, cog, col, com, cor,)

together, as, rancur, cohere,

cognate, collect, conjpose,

correct.

Contrajag-ai/ts^, as, contradict.

De, d*/wn, as, rf<3ject.

Di, dis, (dif,) aaujider, as, di-

vide, dispel, difi'use,

E, ex, (cc, ef,) out of, as, emit,

extract, eccentric, c/fect.

Extra,6e2^07ic2,as,ea:traordinary

In, (ig, il, im, ir,) in, before,

Pre, before, as, ^prefix.

Preter, fceyoncZ, as, preternatu-

ral.

Pro, (i^ur,) forward, as, pro-
ceed, jTurpose.

Re, back or again, as, recall.

Retro,2>ac/cu'a7'(2,as,retro)«pect.

Se, aside or apart, as, select.

Sine, (sim,) without, as, «ne-
eure, si7nple.

Sub, (sue, suf, sug, sup, sus,)

wuier,as,SMi>3cribe,«e'Ccced

,

suffer, sifg-gest, sw/)press,

St/spend.

Subter, beneath, as, swft^erfuge

a verb—no^, before an ad-|Super, (sur,) above, as, strpet'

jective, as, include, infinite,! fluous, survive,

i^oble, i/luminate, import, jTrans, (tra,) beyond, as,i7*0fi«^

irregular. por ., /-'averse.

Inter, before, as, t7i/c7'ccdc. [Ultra, beyond, as, uUramarine

^"'l
? :i.!

m
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3. GREEK.

A, (an,) withoutf not, as, a-

thcisi, anarchy,

Atnphi, both, as, amphihlouB,

Ana, through, as, analysis.

Aiiti, (ant,) agamst,in opposi-

tion to, as, a7i/iciotc,a7t^Gcci.

ApOi (aph,)/rc>m, as, apostate.

aphtiViotii

Cata, (cat, cath,)//*o/n siVie /o

side, down, as, caitalogue^

ca/echisc, cathoVic,

Dia, through, as, cifiameter.

En,,(em.) i/i or om, as, enco-

miutn, C7/ipha»is.

Epi, upon, a<), epidemic.

Hyper, over, too, as, hypercn-
tical.

Hypo, und«r, as, Aj^pocrite.

Mela, (meih,) beyond, accord-

ing to,as, metaphor, rnethci.

Para, (par,) against, beside,

as, paradox, ^arccliial.

Peri, round, about, at., /peri-

meter.

Syii, (sy, syl, sym,) together,

as, «yAiagogue,^ sj/'^tein, «y/-

lable, $^//iputhy.

An,
ant,

ar,

ard,

ary,

ate,

ee,

eer,

cnt,

er,

ist,

ite,

ive,

or,

ster.

IL—AFFIXES.
1 TO NOUNS.

f Historian, jAcy,

assista?!^, age,

beggar, ance,

druitkarc^, ancy,

adversary, ence.

!-

one, who,

as.

advocate,

absentee,

) charijteer,

adhereTi^,

beholder,

botanist,

favourite,

captive,

actor,

»3ngskr.

ency,

hood,

ism,

ment,

mony,
Res»^

ry,

ship,

sion,

th,

Ition,

jtiMlc,

ty,

)^

stat^ of
being.

quality,

as.

' Accuracy,

vicarag'e,

vigilawce,

elegancy,

affluence,

decency,

boyAooii,

herois7«,

amaze/nv2>f/

^ acrimony,

darkness,

braver?/,

^ rectors/iip,

! dec\evsion',

warni//t,

(orm-Atha^

altitude,

novelty*

, anardiy
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ic.

ypercri-

, accord-

, beside,

lial.

at., peri-

together,

item, syl~
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.ccuracy,

icara^n;,

igilartc'f;,

legtfncy,

flluencc,

ece/icr/,

toyhoody

erois/w,

,maze/n'<2>f^

crimo/iJ/,

larknrss,

Iraver?/,

ectorsAi?7»

ieclei'«a/i',

vdrmtliy

'ormntion;

i\Xiiud£i

\o\e\tyt

m'duiUjf

Kin, littlo, as, inanniArm.

Let, little, as, rivu/£^

Ling, young, as, duck^i?}^.

Ock, /i^^/e, as, hillock.

Ary, ory, /)Zacfl, wAerc, as,

aviary, dcrmitory.

€le, little, as, partic/e.

Dom, s/a^«,ra7t/c, as, dukee{o7A.

Esccncc, f^a/e of growing, as,'Ric, state, office^ as, bishopnf.

putrescence. lUre, one who, state, art, as,

\ce,something done,xa,netyice*\ creature, culture.

Ics, science, arty as, opitrf. {

2. TO ADJECTIVES.
Ac,

"I C
Elegiac,

al, filial,

an, human,
ar, globular,

ary, tfor be- literary,

ic.

ical,

id,

ile,

ine,

ory.

tfor be-

^longing to. <

ad.

angelic^

poettca/,

splendid,

juveni/e,

feminine,

^illusory.

Aceous, of, consisting of, as,

cetaceous*

Ant, ent, (etng^, as, constant,

absent
Ate, having, being, as, private.

3. TO VERBS.

Ate,'j rAbbreviate.

5"* I to make Mengthen.

ish, ^* IdiminisA.

ile, J Lfertili2«.

Ble, may or caji be, as, visiMe.

En, made, as, wooden.
Escent, growing, as, convales-

cent
Ful, ^ fUse/u/.
ous, I I

glorious,

ose, yfull,M,'{ verbose,

some, I
i troublesome,

y, J twoody.
Ish, little, as, hhckish.

Ive, can, being, as, afflictive.

Less, without, as, useless.

Ly,
f

C Friendly,

ish, > /iA:e,as, < childisA,

like, ) (war/iAre.

Ward, ^ou;ar(2s, as, backu'arif.

4. TO ADVERBS.

Ly, like, as foolish/y.

Ward, towards, aB,northu;ar<f

.

MBMO^taMHkHl

m
I
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1 11.—LATIN ROOTS.
Acidus, sour, as, acidity.

Acris, sharp, as, acrimony.

Aclum, to do, as, action,

Acuo, I sharpen, as acule.

Adulor, \flatter, as, ocZu/ation.

jEdes, a house, as, e(iify.

^mulor, I vie mth, as, erdula-

tion.

a^quus, c^a2, as e^inox.
Aer, air, as, aeriform,

^stimojl va/ue,as,ir.csKimable

^stus, the tide, as, estuary,

^ther, the sky, as cMcriui.

^vum, an age, as, coeval.

Ager, Si field, as agriculture.

Agger, a heap, as, exaggerate.

Agilis, active, as, agility.

Agito, I drive, I stir, as, agita-

tor, cogitote.

Ago, I do, as, agent.

Ala, a vying, as, a/iped.

Alienus, another^s,foreign, as,

aZiendte.

Alo, I nourish, as, a/iment.

Alter, another, as, aZferation.

Alternusj^y ^urn$,as,a//ernate

Altus, Aig^, as, exa/^
Ambulo, I walk, as, perambu-

/ate.

Amicus, u,friend, as, amicable
Amo, I love, as, amiable.

Amplus, large, as, amplify,

Ango, I veo;, as, anguish.

Angulous, a corner, as, trian-

gti/ar.

Animus, the mind, as unani
mous.

Annus, a year, as, annual.
Antiquus, old, as, antiquarian.

Anxius, uneasy, as, ana;iety.

Aperlo, I open, as, aperient.

Apertum, toopcYi, as, aji^er^ure

Apis, a bee, as, apiary. .
«

Aptus,^^, as, aci(«j9/ation.

Aqua, water, as, a^iieduct.

Aquila, an eagle, as, cquiliiie.

Arbiter, an umpire or judi^e,

as, arfti/rate.

Arbor, a i^ree, as, arftoreous.

Arceo, I drive, as, coercion.

Arcus, a bow, as, arch, archtry

Ardeo, I burn, as, ardent.

Arduus, steep, difficult, as, ar-

duous.

Areo, I am parched, as, arid.

Argilla, potter's clay, as, ar-

gi/Zaceous.

Arma, arms, as, armipqtient.

Aro, \ plough, as, crablfe.

P.rn, artis, a?'Z, as, artificial.

Artusy a. joint, as, ar/iculate.

Asinus, an ass, as, asinine.

Asper, rough, as exasperate

Atrox, ^erce, as, aZrocious.

Auctum, to increase^ as, auc-

tion.

Audax, bold, as, audacity.

Audio, I hear, as, audible.

Auditum, to hear, as, auditor,

Augeo, I increase,as,augment.

Augur, a diviner or soothsayer,

as, inaugurate.

Auris, the ear, as, auricular.

Aurum, gold, as, auriferous.

Auspex, a sootlisayer, as, aus'

picioxis.

Auxilium, help, as, auxiliary.

Avarus, covetous, as, avarice.

Avidus, greedy, as, avidity.

Avis, a 6ird, as, aviary.
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B.

Bacchus, //2£ gt)tf 0/ wine, as,

Barba, a beard, as, 6ar&.

Barbarus,savag'e, ^s,barbaria.n

Beatus, blessed, as, 6ea<itude.

Bellurn, war, as, 6eZ/igerent.

Bene, well, as, benevolent.

Benignus, /cin(2, as, benignity.

Bibo, I drink, as, im6i6e.

Bmi, /u;o 61/ two, as, combine.
Bis, <ti;tce, as, 6iped.

Blandus, kind, soothing, as,

blandishment.

Bonus, good, as, bounty.

Brevis, short, as, brevity.

.Bulla, a bubble of water, as,

c&u/2ition.

c: ;,

/Cadaver, a dead body, as, coda-

verous.

^Cado (cido) Ifall, as, cadence,

incident.

^Cado, (ci^o) I cut or kill, as,

hoimcidie.

^Caelum, heavpi, as, celestitd.

«Cae$um, I cut, as, inq^sion.

Calx, Zi'me, as, CfiZcareous.

Calculus, a. pebble, as,C(Ji,lcid&Xe

Capio, (cipio,) I /tf&e, as, cap^

able, priiidpal.

Captuni, (ceptum) U>lake, as,

cajUiye, reception.

Caput, the h£ad, as, eapit&l,

pred/n^ate.

Carbo, coal, as, carbonic,

Carcer,a ^nson,as,inca/Terate

Caries, rottenness, as, carious.

Caro,,(carnis,)^esA, as, carni-

vorous* ' ...

Carus, deal', as, caress.

Castigo,IjjMms/i,as,casZi'gation

Castus, pure, as, chastity.

Casum, to fall, as, occasional.

Catena, a chain, as, concaten-

ation.

Cavus, hollow, as, excavate.

Cautus, wary, prudent, as, inr

cauZiouH.

Cedo, I go, as, intercede.

Celebris, /awiows, as, celebrity.

Celer, swift, as, acceZcrate.

Celsus, high, as, excel.

Censeo, I judge or blame, as,

ccTiSorious.

Centrum, the centre, as, eccen-

tric.

Centum, aAuncZrerfjas, century

Cera, t(;ax,as, cerement,sincere

Cerno,I see orjudgc,n,sAiscern

Certo, I strive, as, disconco'Z.

Caleo, I am hot, as, caZo?*ic. Certus, sure, as, certify.

Callus, hardness, ba, callous.

Calumnia, slander, as, calum-
niate.

Campus, a plain, as, encamp.
Candeo, I burn, as, incentZfary

Canis, a dog, as, canine.

Cano, I sing, as caiZicle, pre-

ce7tZor.

Capillus^ a hair, 9s, capillary.

CestK), I cease, as, incessant.

Ces$um, to go, to give up, as,

predecessor, concession.

Cetus, a wH^lej as, ceZaceous.

Chorus, a band of singers, as,

cAoral.

Cinctus, girt, as sucdMt.
Circus, a ring ty ci>;cZe, as,

ct9'Ct^late.

\
)l
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I

Cito, I call, 1 roMse, as, ci^a-!

tion, exct^emeiit. I

01vis,a<;i/i2;en,a8,cti;ic, ctvt/ize

Clamo, I cry ou^, as, &Lclaim,

Clam, Hcretly, as, clandestine.

Clarus,c/ear,a8,c/anfy,dectore.

Olaudo, (cludo,) I shut, as, in-

c/im/c.

Clausus, (clusus,) shut, as;

clauae, exclusion,

Clemens, merqful,asycle7nency

CUno, I bend, as, recline.

Clhrus, a slope, as, dec/ivity.

Coetum^ to boil, as, decoction

Coepio, I begin, as, incipient.

Colo, J iultivcUe, as, colony.

Cognitum, to know, to, recog-

nitioQ.

Comes, a eompanian, aa, con-

cami/ant.

Copia, plenty, as, copious.

CQr,(eordi8,^the hsart,w, con-

cord[.

Corium, s^n, as, excomte.
Cornu, a Aom, as, unicorn.

Corpus, (corporis,) the body,

as, oo;^pulent, corporeal.

Cortex, bark, as, cor/ical.

Cras, to-mjorrow, as, proo'os-
s tiaate.

Cjreditum, to trust, as, creditor

C^edo, I believe or /rus^, as,

credible.

Cremo, 1 6ttrn, as, incrcmable.

Crepo, I mo/ce a rwise, as, dis-

crepant.

Cresco, I grow, as,excrescence.

Creturn, to grow, as, concrete.

Cretum, to see or judge, as,

discretion.

Crimen,a cnmc,aa,r6crimtnate
Crux, a cross, as, crucify.

Cubo, (cumbo,) I lie, as, inct«-

Nation, recu7A6ent.

Culina;, a kitchen, as, culinary

Culpa, a fault, as, excuZpate.

Cultum, to tUl, as,agricu/<ure.

Cumulus^ a heap, as, acccumu*
/ate.

Cupio, I desire or cove^, as>

cupuiity.

Cura, a cure, as, sinecure, pro-*

cure.

Curro, I run, as, concur.

Cursus,arunning,as,excur<ioik

Curtus, short, as, curtail.

Curvus, crooked, as, ciiti;a/ur&

Cutis, the skin, as, cutaneous.

Damnum, hss, as, damage,

indemnify.

Damno, I condemn, as, cZam-

nation

Datum, (ditum,) to give, na^

dative, addli^ion.

Debilis,/ee6/e, as, debilitate,

Dcbitum, to owe, as, debtor.

Decens, becoming, as, decency^
Decor, grace, beauty, as, deco'»

rous.
,

Delicis, delight, as, delicious^

Dens, a tooth, as, dentiaL

Densus, thick, as, conif€n«e.

Deterioi, worse, as, e2s<erioratQ

Deus, a god, as, (ieify.

Dexter, right-handed, as, de^ -

Serous.

Dicatum, to set apart, as, de**

dicate.

Dictum, to say, as, ^redfi. .
<=

Dies, a day, as, tZinry, uiu?-*

nal, meridian.
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Oigniis, worthy, as, dipdCy,

lYiHco, I learn, as, (iisdple.

Divus, a god, as, d!ivine.

])()cr' ), I teach, as, docile.

Docium, to teach, as, doc/rine.

Doleo, I grieve, as, condo^.
Dominus, a matter, as, pre

'io7/itnant.

Dr>mo, I subdue, as^ indomi/a
ble.

DomuM, a house, tuf, domestic.

i)orium, a gift, as, donor.

Dormio, I sleep, as, dormiXpry.

l^crsuni, the back, as, dorsal.

Dubito,! doubt, as, mdubitaXAe

Duco, I lead, as, deduce,

Ductum, to lead., as, conduct.

Duo, two, as, duel, dT^plicity.

Diirus, hard, as, endure, ob
durate.

E.

Ebrius, drunken, t}9, inebriate.

Pido, I cat, as, edible.

Egeo, I want, as, indigence.

Ego, /, as, egfotist.

Emo, I buy, as, redeem.

Kmptum, to l»iy, ls, exemption

Ens, (entis,) 6eMig:,a8,nonenity

Equus, a horse, as, e^strian.
Efro, I wander, as, aber/-a<ion

Esc'd., food, as, esculent.

Esse, to be, as, essential.

Experior, I try, as, exjoen'ment

Exter, outward, as, external.

F.

Faber,a «Jor/fmanj,as,/Yz6rtcate

Facies, /orm, the face, as, ef-

/ace, super^ciat.
\

Facilis, easy, as, facilitaie,

difficulty.

Facio, (ficio,) I make, I do, as,

arti^ial, beneficent.

Factum, (fectum,) to make, to

do, as, manu/ac/ure, per/ec^

Fallo, I deceive, as, in/a//ible.

Fames, Aun^er, as, /amish.
Fanum, temple, as, pro/ane.

Fari, to speak, as, inef/able.

Farina, weaZ orJUmr, ^s,fari'

Tioceous.

Fastidium, seorn,Vi9,fastidious

Fatigo, 1 yoeary, as, inde/a/ig-

able.

Factuus^os/M, as,in/a/ttation

Felis, a cat, as, feline.

Felix, happy, sA, felicity.

Femina,a u;oma7i,as, feminine
Fera, a wild beast,&s,ferocious

Ferio, I strike, as,*inter/ere.

Fermentum,leaven,&aj'ermen-'
/ation.

Fero, I can'y, as, infer, /erry.

Perrum, i7'o/i, as,/erruginous.

Fertilis, fruitful, as,fertilize.

Fervep, I boil, as/ervid.

Fibra, a thread, ats, fibrous.

Fictum, to feign, as, fiction.

Fides, faith, as, fidelity.

Fido, I /rus^, as, confide.

FiUa, a daug-A/er, >
^^ ^^.^,^

Films, a son, )
' *'

Finis, an end, as, in^rttYe.

Firmus, strong, as, conyt»7W.

Fiscus,a treasury,as, cot)fiscate

Fissum, to cleave, as, fissure.

Fixum, to stick, as, tran^j^a:.

Flagitium, a whip, Sk9,fiagel-

/ation.

Flagitium, wickedness, as, ^a-
gitiouB.

^^

•;»<»
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Flagro, I burn, as, conflagra-

tion.

Flatus, ^pvffof wind, as, in-

Jlatc*

Flecto, I bend, as, rtfiect.

Flexum, to bend, as,^ea;ible.

Jb'llclum, to itrike or dash, as,

iafiicU

;F'los, floris, 0. flower, SiS,floral.

Fiuctus, a wave, mSffluctuoXe

Fluo, 1^0?^, as,^Mid.

Fluxus, a flowing, as, reflux.

Fcedus, foederis, a treaty, as,

confederate. ,

Folium, a leaf, as,/oZiage.

Formido,/ear, as,/armi£/able.

Foro, I fiore, as, per/o?ate.

Fnrs, chance, as,/ortuitous.

Fortis, strong, asj/w^ify.

Fossum, to dig, as,/ossil.

Fractum, to breakyos,fracture

Frango, I break, as,fragment,
infringe.

Frater, a brother, os,fraternal

Fraus, fraudis, deceit, &»,frau-
dulent.

Frico, I rub, as, friction.

Frigeo, I am cold, as, frigid.

Frio, I crumble f as, /riable.

Frivolus, trifling, as, frivolity

Frons, frontis, tiie foreheadj^

as, frontlet.

Fructus, fruit, as, fructify,

Fruor, I enjoy, as,/ruition.

Frustra, in vain, as, frustrate.

Fugio, I fly, aL3,fugiti\e.

Fulgeo, I shine, as, refulgepi.

Fulmeii, lightning, &3,ful7nv
7iate.

Futiius, smoke, as, fumigate.
Functum, to perform,as,Jmic

tion.

Fundo, I pcur, as, confotmd.

Fur, a thief, as, furtive,

Fusum, topowr, as,/M6ible.

Futilis, silly, a,3, futility,

Futo, I disprove, as, refutation

G.

Gallina, a hen, a.s,gallinaceous

Garrio, I tattle, as, garrulous.

Gelu, frost, as, congeal.

Genitum, to beget, as, progeui-

tor.

Gens, a nation, as, gentile.

Genu, the /cnee,as,g€n«'flection

Genus, generis, a kind, as, de-

generate.

Germen, a branch, as, germi-

7tation.

Gero, I caiYy, as, belligerent.

Gestum, to cari'y, as, dig(!s/ion

Glacies, ice, as, glacidl.

GladiiLs, a sword, as, gladiaior.

Glomus, glomeris, a clue, iis,

glomerate.

Gluten, glue, as, glutinous.

Gradior, I go, as, retrograde.

Gradus, a step, as, gradual.

Gramen, grass, as, gramini'

vorous.

Grandis, great, as, aggrandize

Gratiai, favour, tkanks,as, in-

gratiate, gratitude.

Gravis, heavy, as, gravity.

GrCf^us, a going, as, \)rogr€fs

Grex, grci^is, a flock, as, gre-

garioiw.

Gusk), I tasle, as disgU6'^

H.

Hablto, I dwell, as, cohabit*
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onfmind.

ive.
•

fusible.

Mty,

•e/wiation

Uinaceoua

a^arrwlous.

]$eal.

s, progcfti-

gentile.

enW'fiectlon

ind, as, dc-

as, germi-

belligerent.

IS, digc^/ion

cial.

a clue, iis,

IwHnous.

rctrograrie.

gradual'

,
gj-a/uini-

agg/fl«t/i7-f'

ankSf us, in-

ide.

gravity,

as, \)Togr€fs

ock, us, grti-

,s, cohabit*

A-»v^./vA r.r ^.•^."j^^.'^'k.'^-^^j' ./\^i/\jyj*

4

\.^f' ^ r^ r- f* f*^ s," v-v/-/^/

J.fiabitum, to ibW, aa, exAifci-

Haereo, I stick, as, ad/itre. 'jaceo, I Zw, as, chrumjacent.

Hsres, hseredis, an Aeir, as,'Jactum, (jeclum,) to ihroic

heraiitary, . i U3» ejaculated, ly'or/.

Hsesum, to stick, as, common. ;Janua, a gate, as, jawitor.

Halo, I breathe, as, exhale, IJocus, njest, as, jocose.

Uaustum, to drotc, as, inex- Judex, judicis, tijudge, m, ju
haustible. dictal.

Uerba, an herb, as, herbaceous Jugum, a yoke, as, conjugate.

Hilaris, cheerful, as, /ttZarity. 'Junctum, to join, as, conjuric-

Histrio, a player, as, Atstnomc
j

ifion.

Homo, a man, aa homicide, Juro,-I swear, as, pcrjwn/.

Horreo, I dread, as, Aorrible. 'Jus, juris, rigAi, /ait', as, in-

Hortor, I encourage, as, ex-j jury, juridicaj.

Aor/tttion. jjutum, to help, as, coadjwfor.

Hortus,agor(icn, asj^/ior/icul- Juvcnis, a youth, as, juvenile.

ture.

Hospcs, hospitis, ,» guest, as, L.
hospit-diJKe.

Hostis, Qix.enemy, as, /tosfAe. [Lac, mtVfc, as, /acteaJ.

Humeo, I am u)et, as, Atimid. JLaceratum, to ^ej<r,a^, /flCfi7'ate

Humus, the ground, as, post- Lado, (lido,) I Awr/, as, elide.

jLeePum, (lisum,) to /mri, as,

coUision.

humx)'d3, Ati/niliatc.

I.

Idem, the same, as, fdfcntify.

I(;ns, going, as, transient.

Ignis,^7C, as, tgneous.

Lapis, lapidis, ViStoiie, as, lapi-

dary. .

*

Lapsum, to fall, as, relapse,

Lassus, weary, as, /c'».^itude.

Lateo, I lie hid, as, Ztrfcnt.

Impero, I co^nmand, as, iwrpcr- Latum, to carry, as, transZa^e.

ative. Lactus,lateris,a sidle, as. laierdl

Inferus, bel/)w, as, i'n/e?'i07'ity.

Insula, an island, as, peninsu/a

Intt^ger, entire, upright, as, in-

tegrity.

Intra, within, as, iwlfenial.

Ira, anger, as, irri/ate.

Iter, itincf'is, a journey, as,

itinerant.

Itcrum, again, as, re/^ierate.

Itum, to go, as^ exi/l^ sedition.

Laus, laudifi, praise, iis, /aii-

datory.

Lavo,J U'flsA, as, Zat'C.

LaxuA, i^ose, as, ra'ax.

Lectum, to gather w choop.e,

to rea^i, as, coUect, mtel/e(<

Legatus, an ambasMilor, as,

dc/c^ate.

Lego, I choose, I ^:fi«£i, as, eit-

gible, legible,.

U
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Lenis, gintle, as, lenity,

Leo, a lion, as, Conine.

Lethum, deafhy as, lethsl,

Levis^ light, as, Mty.
Levo, I raise, as, eZevate.

Lex, legis, a law, as^ il^gal,.

Liber, free, as, 2ii>erate.

Liber, a Ifook, as, librarian.

Libo, I pour out, as^ Zi6ation

Libra, a balance, as, equi/i-

5/*iuin.

Licit, t^ t$ lawful, as, iUipi/.

Lignum, t&oo<i, as, ligneous.

Ligo, I bine?, as, /ig^saent, ob-

Limen, a threshold, as, preZim-

inary.

Limes, limitis, a boundary, as,

ZimiZation.

Linea, a Zine, as, delineate.

Lingua, a. tongue, as, linguiat.

Linquo, I leave, as, reZingv^^^

Liqueo, I melt, as, /iomifaction

Lis, litis, strife, as, fi/igious.

Litera, a letter, as, il/tZerate.

Locus, B. place, as, dis/ocate.

Locutum, to speak, as, cir-

cumZocuZion.

Longus, long, as^ eZongate.

Loquor, I speak, as, soliZoguy

Lotum, to wash, as, Zo^ion.

Lubricus, slippery, as, Zu6ric

ate.

Lucrum, gam, as, Zwcrative.

Luctor, I struggle, as, reZucZr

ant.

Ludo, I pluy, I deceive, as,

preZi^tZe, deZueZe^

Lugeo, I mourn, as, Zttgubri

0U8.

Ijuoen, Zt^/» as, ,ilZv;nmate.

LuHa, the moim, fks, 8Ub^na*7

Luo, I wash away, as, abZution

Lustro, I purify, I shine, as,

Ztis^ration, ilZus^rate.

Lusum^ to deceive, na, ilZusion.

Lux, lucis, light, as, eZuddate.

M. i»:

Macer, lean, as, rnac^rate.

Macies, Zeanness, as, e7?maate

Macula, a spot, as im»iacu-

Zate.

Magister, a master, as, magis'

/erial.

Magnus, greaZ, as, magnify.

Magus, a sorcerer, as, ?nrtgic.

Major, greater, as, wajority.

Male, iZ/, as, TwaZevolent.

Malleus, a hammer, as, maZZe-

able.

Mamma, a breast, as, mammi'
ferous.

]\|ando, I cqj^mit, I bid, as,

maWate.
Mando, I chew, as, mandMe.
Maneo, I stay, as, per?/ianent.

Mano, I flow, as, emanate.

Manus, the hand, as, manu-
script.

Mere, the sea, as> marijie.

Mars, the god ofwar, a?, mar-
tial.

Mater, matfis, a mother, as,

maZernal, maZricide.

Maturus, ripe, as, maZurity.

Medius, middle, as, inedisitor.

Medeor, I heal, as remedy.

Mel, honey, as mcZZifluous.

Melior, 6^ZZer, as, ameZtorate.

Menda, a blemish, as, amend.

Me^daXj/a^iJ, as, mendacity*

Mendico^ I beg, txs, 7nendicjBint.
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blution

ne, as,

lusion,

Mrtdate*

,.<>:
'

ate.

maciate

mnacur

niagM-

ignify.

mrtgic.

ijoriiy.

jnt.

5, malle-

mammi-

hidy as,

landible.

•jfianeiii.

[znate.

jnonu-

?i)ie.

a^, mav'

iher, as,

aftfrity.

mediaior,

medy.
luous.

neliornUi,

, amend.

^ndaciiy.

endic^nU

Mens, mentis, the mhidf as,

7/i'ental.

Mensiim, to meamrtlf af;, iin>-

7n«7we.

Meo, I go, as, Tneander.

Mergo, Ipluiigef as, sub;nerge.

Mefiium, to plunge, as, ii»-

Meritum, to deserve, as, merit-

orious.

Merx, mercis, mercliandizc,

as, commerte.
Metior, I jncasure, as, we/e.

Migro, I re/noye, as, emigfu-te.

Miles, militis, a toldieVf as,

7niUt^ry.

Milie, a thousand, as, millen-

nium.

Mineo, I hang, as, prominent.

Minister, a servant, as, ad//i«7t-

is/er.

Minor, less, as, mitionty.

Minuo, I lessen, as, di^ninish^

diminution.

Mirus, wonderful, 9La, admire.

Misceo, I mingle, as, promtf-

CUOUiK.

Miser, wretched, as, commi-
serate.

Missum, to send, as, mission-

ary.

MitU, m;M, a3, 7ni/tgate.

Mitto, I sejvi, as, commit
Mixtum, to mingie, as, admio;-

^ure.

Modus, to measure, as, modify.

Mola, a millstone, Jloui, as,

e7no/ument, immio/ate.

Moles, a ^ea/>, difficulty, as,

de?no/ish, mo/est.

Mollis, soft, as, iHoUify.

Vlo4»6o, I wrWft, ft.*, admonish.

Monitum, to warn,a8,fnonifor.

Monstro, i show, as, demon-
strate.

Morbus, a diiease, as, morbid.
Mors, mortis, death, as, im-

mortal.

Morsum, to bite, as, remorse.

Mos, moris, a 7?wnner, a?, im-
Tnoral.

Motum, to move, as, remote.

Moveo, I move, as, moveable.

Mulgo, I publish, as, promu2-

g'ate.

Multus, iricmy, aa multiply,

Munio, I fortify, as, Tnunition

Munus, muneris^ a gift, as,

remuneriate.

Mums, a wall, a«, immure.
Mutilo, I maim, as, mutUsMon,
Muto, I change, as, mtufable.

' N.

Nafro, I telli as, narrative.

Nasus, the nose, as, ncual.

Natus, 6orn, as, native,

Nauta, a sailor, as, nauficaL

Navis, a ship, as, fiavigate.

Ne, nee, no4, as, npglect.

Necto, I tie, as, connecf.

Nextum, to tie, as, annex.

Nefas, wickedness, as, ne/ari-

ous.

Nego, I deny, as, rie^ative.

Nervus, a sinew, as, €ne7*vate.

Neuter, neither, as, neutral.

Nex, iidcis, death, as, pernici-

ous.

Nihil, nothing, as, anniAi/ate.

Niveo, I iinn^, as, connive.

Noceo, I hurt, as, innocuous.

NomeD, a name, as, nominal.

U
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E! .»

Non, no<, as, nonsense.

Norma; a ) u/e, as, cfionnousu

Nota, a mar/c, us, deuoie.

Nfjtum, to /;nwy, as, noti^!^,

N0VU8, ncxOy as, rc7M)yate.

Nox, noctis, n»g'/i/,us,eiyiinox,

7todurnai.

Noxius, kurtful, as, obrjoxtous

Nubo, I marry, as, connubial.

Nudiis, naked, as, deaa^ie.

Nuga;, trijia, as, nwg-atory.

NuUus, ?i(>7te, OS, aii/iu/.

Numerous, a number, as, nw-
rneration.

Nuncio, I tell, as, annotince.

Nuptum, to marn/y as,nTip/ials

Nutrio, I nourish, aa, nutn
ment.

.a.
Obliquus, crooked, as, o&/t(7ui-

ty.

Oblivio, forgetfulness, as, 06

Zivious.

Obscurus, darA:, as, obscurity.

Occulo, I hide, as, occult,

Octo, etgA^, as, octagon.

0culu3, the eye, as, ocu/i«t.

Odium, hatred, as, o(2ious.

Odor, smell, aa, odoriferous.

Oleo, I smell, as, o/fuctory.

Omen, a sign or /o/cen, aa, owi-1

Ordo, ordlnki, ordi:r, ay, o;-..!i-

nary.

Oriens, vMng, as, o?WM/al.

Origo, originis, Uw 6egfinnwiij,

as, ongino-L

Orno, 1 decA;, as, ornament.

Oro, I beg, I speak, as, inexor-

able, orator.

Os, ossis, a 6onc, as, o«.sify.

Otinm, ease, as, nego/iate.

Ovum, an egg, as, oval.

P.

Factum>y to bargain, as, pac-
tion,

Pagus, a village, as, pagan.

Pallium, a cloak, as, pailiaie,

jPalpo, I touch, as, palpahlt^

Pando, I spread, as, expand.

PapiliOy a butterfly, sspapili-

onaceous.

Par, e^«Z^ as> parity.

Pereo, I appear, as, apparent.

Pario, I beget, I bring forth,

BMf viviparous.

Paro, I prepare, as, repair.

Pars, partis, a partf as parti-

ciple.

Passer, a sparrow, as, passer-

ine.

'Passum, or pansum, to«p>*fad,

as, encompass, cxprm^e*

itH)us» jPassum,. to suffer, as, passive.

Omiiis, all, ua, omnipotent, Pustum, to feed, as, p(u/or.

Onus, oneris, a burthen, as, ex- Pater, patris, a father, as, pa-
oneruie,

Opacus, d(trk, as, opacity,

Opto, I ivish, I choose, as, adopt

Opus, oiwrLj,^, a work, as, co-

operate.

Orbia, u circk, eL% orbicular.

terii'dl, patriiwmy,

Patior, I suffer, as, pa/ient.

Patria, one*s country, as, p'Jr

triot

Pauci, fim, as, pituciiy,

Pauper, poor, us, pauperujm^

Plac

Plac

bl

Plau

pi
Plebi

pi
Pleni

Pleo,

Pleti

Plico

Plorc
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only

/til. .

neut.

uvexor-

{.sify.

ate.

l1.

as, pac'

pagan.

p(t/(iaie.

dkspapili'

apparent.

7»g foriky

repair,

as parfi-

as, patscr-

to spread,

.8,
jMWsive.

,
piutqr.

ier, as, pa-

pattent.

ry, tts, ?><^

letty.

Pax, pacis, peacQ, as, pacific.

Pecco, I siiii OS, impeccable.

Pectus, pectoris, the breait, as,

expectorate.

Peculium, money, private prch

perty, as, peculation, pecu-

Ziar.

Fecunia, money, as, pecuniarj

Pello, I (irtve, as, compel.

Pendeo, I hang, as, suspend.

Pendo, I weigh, I ^AtnA:, I pa^,

as, comperiofious, uxpendi-

ture.

Pene, almost, as, peninsula,

Penetro, I pierce, as, impene-

trable.

Pensum, to weigh, to think, to

pay, as, dispense, pensive,

recompense.

Penuria, want, as, jicnurtous.

Perpes, continual, tLS,perpetur

ate.

Pes, pedis, the foot, as, biped.

Pestis, a plague, as, pestilence

Peto, I seeA;, as, appetite.

Petulans, saucy, as, petulant,

Pictum, to paint, as, depict

Pilo, I rob, as, pi/lage.

Pio, I atone, as, expiate.

Piscis, Sifish, as, jsiscatory.

Placeo, I please, as, pZacid.

Placo, I appease, as, implaca-

ble.

Plaudo, I make a noise, as, ap

plaud, explode.

Plumbum, had, as, pZum&cr.
Plus, pluris, more, as, plurals

Posna, punishment, as, penal.

Poenitet, to repent, as, impen-
itent.

Pondus, ponderis, weight, as,

ponderous.

Pono, I place, as, component.
Pons, pontis, abridge, as, por*-

/iiicate.

Populus, thepeopZc,a8, popwZar

Porto, I carry, as, export.

Positum, to place, as, exposi-

tion.

Posse, to be able, as, possible.

Posterus, next, after, as, pos-

terity.

Postulo, I demand, as, expos-

tuhte.

Vetens, powerful, as, potentate

Poto, I drinn\ as, ^ofation.

Proeda, j^Zwnder, oa, depreda-

tion.

Pravus, wicked, Jh, deprapity.

Precor, I pray, as, deprecate.

Prehendo.I take, as, apprehend

Prehensum, to take, as, com-
^rf^cjision.

Piessum, to^ress, as, oppres-

sion.

Pretum, a price, as, ap^;7 eciate

Primus, first, as, primeval.

Privus, one*s own. peculiar, as,

private, privilege.

ProbOi I prove, as, pro&able.

Plebs, the common people, as, Probrum, disgrace, as, oppro-

pZe6eian.

Plenus, full, as, replenish.

Pleo, I fill, as, suppZj/.

Pletum, to fill, as, complete.

Plico, I foldf as, comp/icatc.

Ploro, I wail, as, dep/ore.

6rious.

Prodigium, an ome«,a wonder,

as, prodigious.

Proles, an offspring,d.s, proMe
Proprius, one'* own, as, appro-

priate.

H3

I
i.Pi

f'.:

:'ii1^

^^:1

M
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Proximu9, nearest^ as, jjroxi-

wity.

Pudeiut, bttshfui, as, im)nu2en/.

Puer, a 6oy, as, j^uenle.

Pugna, & fight, as, repugnant.

Pulsum, to drive, as, expulsion

Pulvis, pulverb, dust, a», pul-
verize,

Punctum, to priek, as, com
punetion,

Pungo, I prick, ax expunge,
Purgo, I cleanse, as, expurga-

tion.

Pusa, a lUtlegirl, as, jmsUlan-

imous.

1 uto, I prune, I think, as, am-
jDt/iate, dispute.

Putris, ro^/en, as, putrifj.

Q.

Quoero, (quiro,) I ask, as, in-

Qusesitum, (qidsitum,) to seek

as, rc^msi^on.
QuaUs, of what kind, as, ^ua-

/rfy.

Quantus, haw great, us, ^ian-

Quartus, tlie/our/A, as, ^mo?-
^er.

QuatUor, four, as, qrwarfrangle

Quassum, (cussum,) to shake,

as, quash, discuss,

Queror, I complain, as, queru
lous.

Quinque, ^ve, as, quinquen.

nial.
' R.

Rabiea, ma^Jncss, as, ra6id.

Radius, a ray, as, ratftste.
,

Radix, radicls, a roo/, as, trd-

dicate.

Ramus, a branch, as, ramiij,

Rapio, I carry off, as, rapine.

Raptum, to cany off, as, rap-
ture.

Rarus, tkin^ as, rarefy,

Rasum, to scrape, as, erase

Ratum, to judge, to fix, as,

undenate. rarity.

Rectus, straight, ruled, as,

redtlineal, director.

Rego, I rule, as, regent.

Relictum, to leave, as, re/tc/.

Repo, I aeep, as, rephle.

Rete, a ne/, as, reh'culate.

Rex, regis, a king, as, regal.

Rideo, 1 laugh, as, deride,

Rigeo, I am stiff, as, rigid.

Rigo, I water, as, irrigate.

Risiim, to laugh, as, derision.

Robur, roboris, strength, as,

corro6orate.

Rodo, I gnaw, as, corrodfe.

Rogo, I ask, as interrogate.

Rosum, to gnaw, as, corrosion.

Rota, a wheel, as, rotation.

Ructo, I belch, as, eructate.

Rumen, the cud, as, rumin&ie
Ruptum, to break, as, irrup-

/ion.

Rus, ruris, the country, as,

rusticate, rural*

Sacer, sacred, as, S£;c);iiice,

consecrate.

Sagus, wisi', as, sagacity, pre-

sage.

Sal, salt, as, £a/inc,

Salio, I lean, as assai/.

Sei

Ser

/I

Sec

<i



mtfy.

opine.

J, rop-

rase

IXf as,

;c2, as,

it.

relict*

He.

L-dte.

, regal.

ride.

rigid.

igate.

derision.

igth, as,

rogUfte.

Eorrosion.

•Nation.

ruminate

as, irrup-

\mtry, as.
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sacrifice,

;acity, pre-

;ail.

Saltum,^ to leapy as, aaiouli, Serenus, calm, as, «er<nity.

in«*W. |Serpo, I creep, as, ierpent.

Salus, saultisy safety, as, sahi- Serra, a <au), as, serrate.

iary<

Salvus, sa/e, as <a2vation.

Sanctus, Ao^y, as, sanc/ify.

Sanguis, sanguinis, bloody as,

sanguinary.

Sanus, sound, as, insanity.

Sapio, I taste, as, insipid.

Satis, enough, os, satisfy.

Satur,/u//, as, stf^urate.

Saxtum> a rock, as, saxifrage.

Scando, I climb, as, as'^nei.

Scindo^ I cut, as, rescind,

Scio, I /enow, as, omniscience.

Scissumj to c^ii, as, scissors.

Scribo^ i write, as, subscribe.

Seriptum, to wrUe, as, inscrip-

tion.

Scnitor, I search, as, inscrut-

able.

Sculptunij to carve,aa, sculptor

Scurra, a scoffer, as, scurrilous

Scrtum, to knit, to join, as,

insert,

Sessum, to sit, as, cMcion, iti-

sess.

Sidus, sideris, a star, as, sid^-

real.

Signuin,> dsinark, as^ signiCf,

design,

Silex, ^fiint, as, si^icious.

Silva, a u;oo<i, as, silvan,

Siiniiis, like, a.s, dissimiZar, re-

sembUi,

Simul, at the same time, a9,

simuZtaneous.

Simulo, I feign, as, discimuZa-

tion.

Sinus, the &oso7n, as, insinuate

Sisto, I stop, as, desist

Socius; a companion, as. asso-

ciate.

Sol, the sun, sls, sol&r.

Sectum, to cut, as, bisect . Solidus, firm,, as, consoZidfate.

Seculum, the world, as, sccuZar Solor, I comfort, as, consoZa-
/*•. A y* 1

1

A.*

Seoutum, to follow, as, persc-

cute,

Sedeo, I sit, as, sc^Zentary.

Semen, seed, as, disseminate.

Semi,(Fr.demi,) halfaa, semi-

circle, (Zemi-god.

Senex, sanis, old, as, senator,

senior.

Sensum, to feel, as, sensation.

Sentio, I feel, I think, as, dis-

sent,

Scptem, soven, m, septennisd.

Sepultum, to bury, as, sepul-

ture,

Sequor, I follow, as, conse-

quence. >^^

tion.

Solus, alone^ as, soZitudc.

Solutum, to loose, as, soZtiZion.

Solvo, I loose, us, dis-s-oZve.

Somnus, sleep, as, somnambu-
list.

Sono, I sound, as, consonant.

Sopor, sleep, us, soporific.

Sorbeo, 1 sink in, as, absorbent

Sors, sortis, a lot, as, consort.

Sparsum,(spersum,) to scatter,

as, disperse.

Species, /orm, appearance, as,

specious.

Specio, 1 see, I look, na, con-

spicuous, despiij.

i4n

'*»

*;'*

Ik*

i ''3
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8|>cctiim, U) look, a.s, insjt;i'c/. Suavis, tweets as, tttfirvhy.

Sporo, I hope, as, iXasperwi^.

iSpiro, i breathe, as, coii5/>i/'c.

Spondeo, 1 promise, ixa, re

Sponsum, to promise, as, spon-

aor.

Spontc, of one's own accord,

as, spoH^aiieous.

Stans, standing., as, dis/ari^.

Statuiii, to stand, as, s^xture.

Stattio, [ set up, I ordain, as,

status, constitute.

Stella, a &iar, as, cons^eZ/ation.

Sterilis, barren, as, sk/'i/ity. Taceo, I am silent, aa, tacitur

Sterno, I cast down, as, con-l nity.

sternaiion. ITactum, to touch, as^ coti^ad.

Stilo, 1 drop, as, distil. iTalis, such, lilce, as, rctaliaXa.

Stimulus, a spur, as, stimulate Tango, I touch, as, tangibla.

Sudo, I sweut, as, exu'f<'.

8ui, o/one^sadf, as, suicide.

Sumnius, the highest, aa,sium'

mit.

Sumo, I take, as, restrmc.

Sumptum, to ttf/ce, as, pre-

sumption.

Surgo, I rise, as, insurgent.

Siirrectum, to nse, as, restfr-

rec/ion.

T.

Stingo, i put out, as, extin

guiih.

Stips, a jpiece of money, wages,

as, s/t/>cuds.

Stipula, a straw, as, sh'/)tt/ate.

Tardus, slow, as, retard.

Tectum, to cover, as, pro^cc/.

Tego, I cover, as, <flguim;ut.

Temere, rashly, as, ifi7«.crity.

Temno, I despise, as, con/e7ftrt.

Stirps, the root, as, ex^^'pateii coii^i'7/i/j^ible.

Sto, I stand, as, contrast. iTcmpero, I restrain, as, in-

Stratum, to cast down, as, pro-; temperuie.

strale. iTcmptus, tomporis, time, as,

Strepo, I make a noise, as, ob-| tejnpornl.

streperous. Tendo, I stretch, as, extend,

Strictum, to hold fast, as, re- Teneo, I hold, as, regain.

strict. Tento, I try, as, temptaiion.

Stringo, I holdfast, as, aa/ri/i- Tcntum, to stretch, as, extmt.

gent. [Teiituni, to hold, as, deten-

Structum, to build, as, con-^ ^ion.

struct. jl'ejmis, thin, as, nitenun.te.

Struo, I build, as, con«/rtte,!Tepeo» I air warm, as, ^c/^c*

destroy.
j

lacti(;n.

Stultus, ^fool, as, shdtiCy. iTergum, the back, as, ter-

Suadeo, I advise, as, diasuade.\ giversation.

Suasum, to advise^ as, persua- Terminus, a boundary, as, de-

«ion. 1 termiTie,
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i:idc.

,
pre-

cnt.

rtsar

tacituT'

xnitad,

igtblu.

rd,

myted*
iineiit.

oiitemn.

us, in-

iTMC, as,

ixtendf

ain*

)^ation.

8, e\Unt,

s, Aeten-

nuate.

as, tepc*

as, tci"

m

•y, as, de-

Terra, .the earUi, us, uul/trnj-

ncoi).

Tcrrco, IfrighUn, as, deter.

I'eata, u s/tc//, as, teituceoua.

Tcstiii, a witneUf as, /^s^ify.

Tcxtum, to u'cave, as, ^cx^urc.

Tiinco, I feaVy as, in/t7/it<iate.

'I'iiigo, I iitain, I dip, us, <ingc.

Tinctum, to dip, as, <i/idurc.

Tolcro, I bear, as, in/o/erant.

ToUo, I lift w;», as, cxfo/.

Torpeo, I benumb, as, ^OTT^id.

Tortuni, tu /u'is/, as, dis^or^

Traeto, I }umdle, as, /roc/ablc.

Tractum, to draw, as, ex^'oc^

Trado, I hand down, 1 deliver,

as, traditionary.

Traho, I draw, as, sub/ro^^cnd.

Tremo, I shake, as, tremul-

ous.

Trepidufl,/ear/*M/, as, intrepid.

Tribuo, I give, as, distribute.

Tricoe, a hindrance, as, extric-

ate.

Tritus, rubbed, as, attntion.

Trudo, I thruit, as, ^protrude.

Trusum, to thrust, as, intru

sioii.

Tuber, a swelling, as, protu-

berant.

Tuitum, to tee, to proied, as,

intuition, tutelage.

Tumeo, 1 swell, as, tumid.

Turba, a crowd, as, turbulent.

Turgeo, I swell, as, turo'id.

Turpis, base, as, turpitude.

U. •

'

Uber, fruitful, as, cxubwant.
Umbra, a shadou^ uh, umbrtt-

g^ous.

Unclum, to anoint, as, uuciti'

ofiity.

Undu, au^ve, as, unJulate.
*

Ungco, I anoint, as, t(»£^ent.

Unus, orio, as, unity.

Urbs, a city, as, urbane.

Ustuni, to burn, ay, coinb^a-

tible. ,> , jji '

Ut(jr, I use, as, utility.

Uftum, to use, as, abuse.

Uxor, a wife, as, uxorious.

..v.-

Vacca, a com?, qs, rafcinatc.

Vaco, I am empty, as, racanry,

Vacuus, empty, as, erttcuatc.

Vado, I go, as, pervcute.

Vagor, I t^uucte?', as, extrarn-

^^ant.

Valeo, I am strong, as, prcra-

/ent.

Vallnm, a rampart, as, cir-

cumvat/ation.

Vanus, vain, as, vr/nish.

Vapor, steam, as, evtt/)orate.

Vosto, I lay waste, as, dcrci-
tation.

Vesum, to go, as, erasioir.

Vcctum, to carry, as< invective

Veho, I carry, as, veAiele.

Velo, I cover, as, dorc/ope.

Velox, «u>//t, as, ve/ocity.

Vendo, I sell, os, rcnrfible.

Venio, I come, as, covvene.

Venter, the be%, as, re?itra!.

Ventum, to come, as, adre/</.

Ventus, tcind, as, ven/ilato.

Ver, the spring, as, rernal.

Verbcr, a stroke, as, reverber-

ate.

;VcrbuRi, a uordi r^. vc?bose.

t !!'.

id
\1

m
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Vergo, 1 bend
J
or /ie, as, con-jVisum, to ^ee, as, u/aible.

Vitjfc, life, us, V iai.i'<?r;^<r.

'Vermis, a womi, as, vermicu-

lar.

Versum, to turtiy as, averse.

V'erto, 1 turn, as, convert.

Verus^ truey as, verify*

Vestigium, a track, as, inves-

tigate.

Vestis, a garment, as, dives/.

Vetus, veteris, old, as, inve/e-l

rate.

Via, a way, as, deviate.

Victum, to conquer, as, victor*

Video, I see, as, proiride.'

Vigil, watchful, as, vigilant.

Vigor, strength, as, invigorate.

Vinco, I conquer, as, invincible

Vindex, a defender, as, vindi-

cate.

Vir, a ni0n, as^ triumvirate. !

Vito, I shun, as, inevitable.-

Vitrurti, glass, as, vi<?cou8.

Vivo, I live, as, reVVve.

Voco, I call, as, cotivoke.

yo\of I Jly, as, voZatiie.

Volo, I totll, I wish, as, vo/im-

tary, benevo/ent.

Volutum, to ro//, as, tonvolu-

/ion.

J
Volvo, I roll, as, revoltfi.

iVorOjI devour, as,camivo?ous.

Votum, a votv, as, devote.

Vox, vocis, the voica, as, vocal.

Vulgus, the common peo2)le,

as, divulge. '

Vulnus, vulneris, a wound, as,

invDc/nerable.

Vulsum, to pull^ to tear up, as,

convulsion.

I K:i

IV-—GREEK ROOTS.

A. ., i

Ago, I lead, as, demffgogue.

Agon, a combat, as, antagonist

Adelphos, a brother, as, Phila-

delphia,,

Aethlos, a combat, as, athleiie

Akouo, I hear, as, acoustics.

Akron, o. summit, as, acropolis

Alleiol, one another, as, par

allel.

Alios, another, as, aZZegory.

Aner, andros, a man, as, dian-*

dria.

Angello, I bring tidings, as,

ev</7ige/i5tr

Anthos, a fUmer, as, anth(Ao%y

Anthropos, a man^ as, philan-

thropy,

Arche, government, as, ino"

narcAy. ,: .i ,.-.

Ares, Mars, as wi^/eopagus.

Argos, inactive, as, lethargy.

Aristos, 5es/, as, aris/ocra'cy.

Arithmos, number, as, arith-

metic. !

Arktos, a bear, the norM, as,

antarc/ic.

Aroma, odour, as, aro?natic.

Artos, bread, as, ^cr/ocarpus.

Asphaltos, 6i/ume)», as, asphal-

tic.

dia<



fable,

'eous.

B.

oke.

e.

toxivolu-

•nircwous.

as, vocal.

)i peojile,

oound, as,

eor «!>,&«>

,
anthology

as, philan-

f, as, ino-

>opagus.

, lethcrgry.

rwfocraey.

> as, ari^A-

j norfA, as,

arcwnfttic.

rfocarpus.

, as, asphal-
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Asthma, breath, as, a«//tinatic. Gymnos, naked, as, g^mna«»
Astron, a </ar, as, as/rononiy. tic.

Atmos, t;a;your, as, a^;n(%5phere Gyne, tLfemale, as, monog'^nia

Aulos, a ;npe, as, hydraWjcs. Gyros, a circ/e, as, gyration*

Autos, one*8 self, as, au/ocrat.

D.

Bapto, I wanh, as, ftopfism.

Baroa, yietght, as, fcarome^r.

Biblos, a book, as, 6t6/tcal.

Bios, life, as, 6fography.

Blema, a throw, as, pro6te.
Boibos, an onion, as, 6u/6ous.

Boleo, I shoot, I throw, as, hy-

perftoZe.

Botane, ^planjt, as, 6o/anist.

Bryo, I 6uc{, as, em6ryo.

G.

Gamps, a marriage, as, biga-

wy.
Gaster, the 6f/Zy, as, gastric.

Ge, the ear/A, as, geography.

Geno, J produce, as, hydro
gen,

Genos, a kind, as, lietroge-

n^ous.

Glostta, glotta, the tongue, as,

glossary, polyglot.

Glypho, I carve, as, hyrogZy-

phica,

Gnostos, known, as, prognos-

ticate.

Gonia, a corner or angle, as,

tpig-ofimetry.

Gramma,, Q, letter, writing, as,

diag?'awi.

Graphe, a description^ as, bio-

grayhij.

Grapho, I torite, as, autogrflpA

Daktylos, &fijiger, as dactyl,

Deka, ^en, as, £(ecalogue.

Demos, the joeop/e, as, epi(£«7nic

Dendron, a tree, as, dendrctic,

Dis, /v^tce, as, dissyllable.

Dogm?,, an opinion, as, </og-

wo/ic.

Doxa, an opinion, as, ortho^/ox

Dotos, given, as, anti(io^e.

Dromos, a course, as, hippo-

rfroTne.

Drus, an oak, as, (fruid.

Dynamis, power, as, dynamics

E.

Eidos, Kform, as, kaktWoseope

Epos, a word, as, ortho<;/w/.

Eremos, a desert, as, erc/wite,

{hermit.')

Ergon, a won'k, as, energy,

inetallwrgy.

Ethos, manners, customs, aj,

e</iical.

Ethnos, a nation, as, e^/tntcal.

Eu, well, as, cwlogy,

Z-

Zoon, an animal, as, zoology.

(H. Greek E )

Hagios, AoZy, as, Aagiography.

Haima, blood, as, hemQ^rhn^e,

\H

\-i
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Il&rmonia, ng'*a'ine»<, aa^ liar

mony,
Hcbdomae, a wnek, as, li^hdo*

lleiceton, a hundred, ja, Jieca-

tomb,

lielois, the sun, as, ^eriheUon.

Hcmera, a day, as^tepAcnifra}^

llcmi, half, as, hemisylhcre.

Hepta, seven, us, Iieptarcl^iy,

Heteros, dissimilar, as, heiere-

dox.

Hex, six, asi, /te^cagon.

nieros, /wZy, as, Aitrarchy.

Hippos, a Aorse, as, Aip^upo

tamus.

llolos, the wliole, allp holo

graph, catAo^ic.

Hodos, a way, as, meihod*

Homos, like, as, Ao/nogeneous.

Hydor, water, as, Ai/drostatics.

Hygros, ?ftois^, as, hy^roiaeier

TH.
, -t

'
V

\
1 .

* -

Theos, god, as, a^/icist.

Therrne, heat, as, fAcrmomcter
Thesis, m placing, as, anti^Aesi«

I

Kanon, u rule, af*, canonical.

Kardia, the /learl, as, perica^-

dium*
Karpos,/rMiY, as, nriocarjms.

Kephale, the head, us, hyUro-

cephaiiis.

Konche, a shell, as, cotw'iology

¥osmo8,order, i\\cworld,beau-

ty, as, cosmogony, ccsmctic.

Kratos, power, government,
as, aristocracy.

Krites, a judge, as, cn^erion.

Krypto, 1 hide, as, crypt, ajx)-

crypha^

Kyklos, a circle, as, c}/c/ope«

dia.

'- '

1. '

'/'"

Laos, the people, as, Zaity.

Lcihe, forgetfulness, as, /ei/i"

argy. ;, .

Lcipo, I leave, as, eUipsis.

Lithos, a atone, as /i^/iography.

Logos, a word, a descriptian,

as, /ogomachy, geoZog-y.

Lysis, a loosening, as, analysts,

paraZv-e« .., ...».,

Mache, a battle, as, naumarAy.

Ichthys,a^4,as,irAMT;ologyJ^^"!?' "*«^"''7 f' ^f"^''^*
Idios, peculiar, as, i(2u)matic.

Isos, c(^«Z, as, isosceles.

Kakos, bad, as, cr^eophoTiy.

as, necrowfljicy.

Martyr, a witness, as, martyr'
ology.

Mathcma, Imrning, science^

as, 7/ifr^/tcmatics.

Melan, black, as, ;/i^Z«7icholy*

Kalos, becnUiful,ii!i, ca/igraphy Meter, metros, a mother, as.,

Kalypto, I cot'<??-,as, apoca/t/;)se' ??ie^"opoUs. \" * , ,.

Or

Or]

Osj

Osj

OxI



nonical.

perica<-

I

x)car]ms.

8, hyilro-

wu-'iology

yrldjbeaw

cosmetic.

venvnent,

criter'um,

rypt, aiK)-

I, cyc/ope-

Zaitv.

lUipjiis. >

ii/iography.

i€sc7ip/ionj

;cology.

as, anaij/sis,

i, nauwirtf/iy-

Ls, mauMc.
:, a (iiyiner,

•

,
as, martyr'

agf science^

mHancholy*

. mother, as.,

^. >,'%.*»/^v^,/
GREEK ROOTS. n5
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Mctron, a tnco^ure, as, ther- Pais, paidos, a boy, u, pedii->

mometer. gogue.

Micros, lUtle, as, tntcroscope jPaideia, inslruciion, as, cycio"

TVlisos, hatnd, a.s, misanthropyj pedia.

Mouos, alone, as, ?nonosyllable Pas, pan, all, as, j)anihcon.

JMorphe, a shape, as, meta/nor- Pateo, I ^ya//c, as, peripa/ctic.

phose. Pathos, /ec/Mig, as, sympathy
Mythos, feeble, as, mythology. Pente, ^ve, as, penivLgon.{'_ Petros, a itone, as, petrify.

N.

Naus, a ship, as, nautfiaclay.

Plane, wanderingy as, plantt.

Polcmos, war, as, p^/ewiical.

Polco, I sell, as, inouopoly.

ISckros, dead, as, nccromancyjPolis, a cuj/, aa, metrojyo/t's.

Nogs, ncu), as, ?t«ology.

Neros, an island, as, pelopon-

Polys, many, as, ;;o/j/theist.

Potamos, a river, as, iiippojao-

tamus.

Nomas, nomados, feeding on Pous, podos,the/oo/, asjpoly^

pasture, as, 7ip7na£tic. pus, antipocZes.

Nomos, a law, as, astronomy.

Moaos, dm(ijse, fis, no«plogy»

0. ./, .

Praktos, done, as, im^jradica-

ble.

Presbyteres, an elder, dLa,pres-'

byter'mn.

Pteron, a wing, as, Siptera.

Pyr, pyros, five, as, jji/romc

ter.

iiheo, I Jlow, as, hemorr/iage.

Ode, a song, as, monorfy.

Oligos, few, as, oZigarchy.

Oikeo, I dwell, as, parocMal.

Osoma, a name, as, anony-

7/lOUS.

Ophis, a serpent, as, ophiology.

Opto, I see, as, ojv^ics.

Orama, a i/aig seen, a specta-

cle, as, p^iorama.
Ornis, ornithos, a Mrd, as, or- Sarks. sarkos, ^^sA, as, sarco-

nithology.
|

phagus.

Orthos, right, OS, orthogr&phy, Skelos, the leg, as, isosceles.

Osteon, a 6o7ie, as, osteology. Skepiomai,ldcliberate,l doubt,

Ostrakon, Q. shell, a.s, ostracism as, scep/ical.

Oxys, acid, as, oxygen. iSkopeo, I look, as, telescope.

ISepo, I putrify, as, antiseptic.

P. Sitos, corn, 'as, parasite.

I

Sophia, msdom, as, philoso-

fafiOSt a. hUlf^jSseopagns. phy.

1!
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Stello, I s«n<2} &8) apos/Z€. PMebs, phlebos, a vein, as,

atereos, solid, firm, Mf stereo- phlebotomy,

type.
,
Phobos, fear, as, hydrophobia.

Stoa, Si perch, as, s^oic. I Phone, the voice, as, eupAony.
Stratos, an army, as,$^ra^agem Phos, photos, light, as, photo-

Strepho, I /tirn, asjperis^repAic meter.

Strophe, a twrn}ng, as, apos-Phrasis,a5aytng,an e^rpresnon,

trophe. tia, phraseology,

T^ Phren, themin^, as, phreno-
'

*

logy*

Tautos^tbe «ame, as, ^fltt/ology jPh^ongo*^ » 'ound, as, dipA-

Techne, ar^ as, technicuL ''^ thong.

Telos, the end, distance, as, Physis, n(rfttre, as, physiology.

telescope,
' ^Phyion, a plant, m, zoophyte,

Tetras,/our, as, /«/rarchy. u v \
Teuchos,a6ooA:,as,pentaif€McAj CH. (Greek X.)

Tithemi, I put, I suppose, as,- , „ ,

hypo/Ae^ical. jChalkos, brass, as, cAaZcogra-

Tomos, a sertion, a rwWing, as,' P^J*

anatomy.
'

,Chalyps, s/€c#, as, cAatyoeate.

T6nos,the*«ounrfo//Aevpicc,Charis, charitos, grace, love,

as, monotony. '

! ^> charity,

Topos, ay/ac«, as, /opog^phy Cheir,the Aawd, as,cAirography

trope, a turning, as, *rope,l^ «^.»»;ufgeon, (jwrgcoJi-O

tropic. Ciuhoi, Si thousand, &8,chtltm,

Cho\e,bile, 'as, ^elanc/io/y.

PH. Chrono8,^ime, as, c/tronometer

Crysos, gold, as, c/trysolite.

J*Hago, I c^, aSjanthropppAag-i'l

Phainomai, 1 appear, as, phe-l PS.

^lotnenon. |

Pharmakon, a drug, as, phar- Pseudos, afalsehood, as, ;)»gt4;

?nqcy, .1 rforapostle.

n Philos, SL friend^ as, jpAtZan- Psjrche, irca^A, the soul, as,

4 thropj.
I

metem/JsycAosis.

I
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ophobisL.

uphony.

If photO'

oretsion,

phreno'

us, diph'

ys^tology*

oophyte,

ialcogtt,'

lybeaU,

ice, love,

rographj

yii.)

I, chili&d,

icholy*

mometer
solite.

9M, pirn-

soul, M,

V;\;

COMPOSITION.

Composition is the art of expressing thought in written

language;

To compose correctly, it is necessary to have a knowledgd
ofthe rules of Orthography, or the spelling ofwords ; Etymolo"

,<ry, or the uses and inflections of the various parts of speech 5

and Syntax, or the connexion of words in sentences.

To compose correctly and perspicuously, it is further ne-?

cessary to have a knowledge of the rules of Punctuation,

.i)ra'ig€jnentfa,nd Style, and of the use of l^igwrafire Lan"
guage.

The rules of Orthography, Etymology, and Syntax have

been already given, together with the mode of applying

them in analyzing the writings of others. The object

of Composition is to teach the pupil to apply them in

• giving written expression to his own sentiments. The
following rules, observations, and exercises on punctua-^

tion, arrangement, sfyle smd figurative language, will

enable him to express his thoughts, not only with accu-

racy, but with perspicuity and taste.

I -PUNCTUATION. .

Tlie points us*>d to mark the grammatical structure of
sentences, are the bame as those which are used to denote the

principal pauses ; namely the comina (,), the semicolon (;),
the colon (:), the period (.), ihe point of interrogation (?),
the point of exclaniation{\), the daah (—), and the paren-
thesis ().

COMMA. * «'

I.
—

"WTien the subject ofa sentence consists of several words,

^ comma may sometimes, for the sake of distinctness, be12

1

,1

M
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placed immediately before the verb ; as To take sincere

]»leas.ure in the blessings and excelienciei^ of others, is a suro

mark of a good heart.

In general, a simple sentence requires only the period

at the end
ti^fiod.

as^ The real wants of nature are soon sa-

il.—When several words of the «ame class follow one
another, without conjunctions, commas are placed between
them ; as Reputation, virtue, happiness greatly depend on
the choice of companions. John is a plain, honest, indus-

trious man. It is the duty of a frieikd to advise, comfort,

«xhort. Success dependit on actiiig prudently, steadily,,

igorouflly.

1 . When several words of a class follow each other,

.a comma is placed between the last two, although the

.coivjurction is e](pre8sed'; as, Alfred was a brave, pious,

and patriotic prince. ,, ,

' 2. ^Vhen words of the same class follow each other in

pairs, a comma b placed between each pair ; as, Truth
is fair and artless, simple and sincere, unilbrm and
<;on$tant.

3. When two words of the same class are joined by a
conjunction,they do not require a comma between themj
as, Religion purifies aud ennobles the mind.

III.—The members or clauses of a compound sentence are

generally separated by commas ; as. He studies diligexttiy,,

and makes great progress. Peace of mind being secured,

we may smile at misfortune. To confess the truth, I was
greatly to blame. ...

When the relative immediately follows the antecedent,

or when the sentence is short, the comma may be

omitted ; as. He who eares only for himself, has but

few pleasures. Candour is a quality which all admire.

IV.—^Words denoting tJie person or object addressed, and

words placed in apposition, are separated by commas ; as.

My son, give me thy heart. The butterfly, child of tlie sum-

, mer, fl titters in the suu.

#
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' V.—Words wluch express oppositi(> ' or contrast, are se-

parated by a comma ; as. He was learned, but not pedantic.

Though deep, yet clear ; though gentle, yet not dull.

VI.—^AVhen a verb, or any other important word is omitted,

its place is sometimes supplied by a comma ; as. From law
arises security ; from security, inquiry j from inquiry, know-
ledge.

VII.—Adverbial and modifying words and phrases are

sometimes separated by commas ; as, Finally, let me repeat

what I stated before. His work is, in many respects, su-

])erior to mine. A kind word, nay, even a kind look, often

atlords comfort to the afflicted.

VIH.—An expression, sup|K>8ed to he spoken, or taken

from another writer, but not formally quoted, is preceded by

a comma; as 1 say unto all, Watch. Plutarch calls lying,

the vice of slaves. ^ >• <

\X.—A word or phrase emphatically repeated, is separated

hy a comma j as, Turn ye, turn ye, why will ye die 1

X.—Words directly spoken or quoted, are marked by in-

verted coiniujis above Uieline; as, " Come," said he, "let

us try tills bow."

SEMICOLON.

I.—When a sentence consists of two parts, the one com-
(Jl(ite in ilsolf, and the other added as an inference, or to give

£(>uie explanation, they are separated by a semicolon ; as,

Koon(Muy is no disgrace ; for it is better live on a little, than

to outlive a great deal.

1. When the preceding clause depends on the follow-

ing, a semicolon is someliniesused ; as, As coals are to

burning coals, and woml to Are ; so is a contentious man
to kin<llc strife.

2. A semicdion is sometinics put between two clauses

;

, which have no necess'iry dependence upon each otlier,

as, Straws swim at the surface ; but |)earls lie at the

bottom.

m

.»,
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II.—When a sentence contains an enumeration of several

parliculars, the clau3es are generally separated by semico-

lons ; as, Philosophers assert that Nature is unlimited in her

operations ; that she has inexhaustible treasui'es in reserve

;

tliat knowledge will always be progressive ; aud that all fu-

ture generations will continue to make discoveries, of wliich

we have not the slightest idea.

COLON,

I.—^When a sentence consists of two parts, the one com-
plete in itself, and the other containing aii additional remark,

thtt sense but not the syntax of which depends on the foriijcr

they are separated by a colon ; as. Study to acquire tlic

habit of thinking : no study is more important.

Whether a colon or semicolon should be used some-
times depends on the insertion or omission of a con-
junction ; as, Do not flatter yourself with the hope of
perfect happiness : tliere is no such thing in the world.

Do not flatter yourselves with the hope of perfect hap-
piness ; for there is no such thing in the world.

il.—When the sense of several members of a sentence^

which are separated from each other by semicolons, depends,

on the last clause, that clause is generally separated from the

others by a colon ; as, A divine legislator, uttering his voice,,

from heaven ; an almighty governor, stretching forth his arm
to reward or punish : these are considerations which over-

awe the world, support integrity, and check guilt.

III.—When an example or quotation is introduced, it is

sometimes separated from tlie rest of the sentence by a colon ;

as, I'he Scriptures give us an amiable reproi>entation of the

Deity in these words :
" God is love."

PERIOD, &c.

The Period is used at the end of all sentences, unless they

are interrogative or cxclajnatory ; as. Cultivate the love of
truth.
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The period is also' used after abbreviations ; as, K.C.B.
for Knight Commander of the Bath. < > ;,> •»

The />oj/i^ of interrogatio'ii is used after sentences which
ask questions ; as, Whence comest thou 1

The point ofexclamation is used after words or sentences

which express emotion ; as, peace ! how desirable thou

art*

The dath is usi^ed to ntark vL break or abrupt turn in a

sentence ; as, "^

Here lies the great—^False marble, where 1

Nothing but sordid dust lies here.

The parenthetis is used to enclose an ^x]|)1anatory clause

or member of a sentence, not absolutely necessary to the

sense i
as.

Know then this truth (enough for man to know,)

Virtue alone is happiness beloiw^

;.;i

EXERCISES.

Write thefolldwirig exercises^ and supply the poifits which

are omitted

:

—
The intiermixture of evil in human society serves to exer-

cise the suifering graces aud virtues of the good. Deliberate

slowly ttxecute promptly. The great business of life is to be

employed in doing justly loving mercy and walking humbly

with o\ir Creator. The young and the old the rich and

the poor the learned and the ignorant must all go down
to the grave. Charity like the sun brightens all its ob-

jects. Trials in this stage of being are the lot of man. I'hc

patli of piety and virtue pursued with a firm and constant

spirit Will assuredly lead to happiness. What can be said

to alarm those of their danger who intoxicated with plea-

sures become giddy and insolent; who flattered. by the illu-

sions of prosperity make light of every serious admcjnition

which Uicir friends aud the changes of the world give them J

To enjoy prcuont pleasure he sacrificed his future case and

111 ?<^

U
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rcputoti'^n. Continue my dear child to make \irtue thy prin-

cipal study. Content the ofl*spring of religion dwells both

in retirement and in the active scenes k f life. He who is a
stranger to mdustry may possess but he cannot erjoy. It is

the province of superiors to direct of inferiors to obey ; of

the learned to be instructive of the ignorant to be docile ; o.

the old to be communicative of the young to be attentive and
diligent. Gentleness is in truth the great avenue to mutual
enjoyment. Be assured therefore that order frugality anil

economy are the necessary suppf)rts of every personal and
private virtue. One of the noblest of Christian virtues is to

love our enemies. Against thee thee only have I siimed. All

our conduct towards men should be influenced by this im-

portant precept : Do unto otliers as you would that others

should do unto vou.

The passions are tlie chief destroyers of our peace the

storms and tempests of the moral world. As the earth

moves round the sun it receives som[etimes more and some-
times less of his light and heat and thus are produced the

long warm days of summer and the long cold nights of

winter. The path of truth is a plain and safe path that of

falsehood is a perplexmg maze. To give an early preference

to honour above gain when they stand in competition to

despise every advantage which cannot be attained witliout

dishonest arts to brook no meanness and stoop to no dis-

simulation are the indications of a great mind the presages

of future eminence and usefulness in life.

Do not flatter yourself with the hope of perfect happiness

there is no such thing in the world. There is no mortal truly

wise and restless attonce wisdom is the cepose of minds. If

he has not been unfaithful to his king if he has not proved
a traitor to his country if'he has never given cause for such

charges as have'been preferred against him why then is he

ufraid to confront his accusers'? The three great enemies
to tranquillity are vice superstition and* idleness vice which
poisons and disturbs the mind with bad passions superstition

'vhich fdls it with imaginary terrors idleness which loads it

witli tediousness and disgust. When Socrates was asked

what man approached the nearest to perfect hapiness he

answered " That man who ban the fewest wants."
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Worldly happiness ever tends to destroy itself by corrupt-

ing the heart It fosters the loose and the violent passions

It engenders noxious habits and taints the mind with false

delicacy which makes it feel a thousand unreal evils Con-
stantine the Great was advanced to the sole dominion of the

R^man Empire A D 325 and soon after openly professed the

Christian faith We wait till to-morrow to be happy alas

why not to-day Shall we be younger Are we sure we shall

be healt^iier Will our passions become feebler and our love

of the world less Beauty and strength combined with virtue

and piety how lovely in the sight of men how pleasing to

heaven peculiarly pleasing because with every temptation to

deviate they voluntarily walk in the path of duty On the

one hand are the Divine approbation and immortal honour on
the other remember and beware are the stings of conscience

and endless infamy.

The eagle may be considered among birds what the lion is

among quadrupeds and in many respects they have a strong

similitude to each other Thsy are both possesse'd of force

and an empire over their fellows of the forest Equally mag'>

nanimous they disdain small plunder and only pursue ani-

mals worthy of conquest It is not till after having been long

provoked by the cries of the rook or the magpie that this ge-

nerous bird thinks fit to punish it with death The eagle

also disdains to share the plunder of another bird and will

devour no other prey than that which he has acquired by his

own pursuit How hungry soever he may be lie stoops not to

carrion and when satiated never returns to the same carcase

but leaves *it for other animals more rapacious and less de-

licate than himself Solitary like the lion he keeps the de-

sert to himself alone it is as extraordinary to see two pair of

eagles in the same mountain as two lions in the same forest

They keep separate to find a more ample supply and consider

the quantity of their game as the best proof of their dominion

Nor does t'ue similitude of these animals stop here they have

bDfh sparkling eyes and are nearly of the same colour their

claws are of the same form their breath is equally sliong and

their cry equally loud and terrifying Bred both for war they

are the enemies ofall society alike fierce proud and nc.ipabiti

of being easily tamed.

13
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Sir Isaac Ne\rton possessed a remarkably miM ond eTcii

temper This ^reat man on a particular occasion was called

out of his study to an adjoining apartment A little dog
named Diamond the constant but incurious attendant of hb
master's researches happened to he left among the papers

and threw down a lighted candle which consumed the almost

finished labours of some years Sir Isaac soon returned and
had the mortification to behold his irreparable 1cm But with

his usual self-possession he only exclaimed Oh Diamond Dia*

mond thou little knowest the mischief thou hast done*

By the unlmppy excesses of irregular plcftmires in youth

how many amiable dispositions arc corrupted arid destroyed

How many rising capacities and powers are suppressed tlow
many flattering hopes of parents and friends are totally ex--

tinguished Who but must drop a tear over human nature

when he beholds that morning which arose so bright over-

cast with such untmiely darkness that sweetnet>s oi' temper

which once engaged many hearts that mcdcsty which was
ao prepossessing those abilities which promised extensive

useiulness all sacrificed at the shrine of low sensuality and
one who was formed for passing through life in the midst cf

public esteem cut off by his vices at the beginning of his

course or sunk for the whole of k into insignificance and
contempt These O sinful Pleasure are thy trophies It is

thus that co-operating with the foe of God and man thou dc-

gradest human honour and blastcst the opening prospects of

human felicity.

lI.~ARRANGEMExNT.

Thk arrangement of words in sentences is cither gram-
matical or rhetorical.

Grammatical arrangement is the order in which words arc

generally placed in speaking nnd writing.

Rhetorical arrangcm ml is that order cf the words, in which
the ctnphatical parts ol' the seutcn jc arc placed first.
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For this reason,^ the rhetorical arrangement h also

called the emphatkal. It is used chiefly in poetry and
impfissioncd prose.

The following rules teach the grammatical arrange-

, ment: the rhetorical arrangement is explained in the

notes which follow each rule.

I.—The subject or nominative generally precedes the TCrb

ac William reads; vot write ; to obny hit teacher b the duty

of a good scholar.

1

.

The nominative comes ailer the verb in the follow-
' iiig instances :•-*•

When the sentence is interrogative; as. Heard you
that peal of thunder 1

When the sentence h imperative ; a6> Go thou, come
ye.

When a supposition is expressed by an ellipsis; as.

Were I in your situation, I should not hesitate a mo-
ment.

When the sentence begins with the words there, here,
'' &.C. ; as, tiiere was a great commotion among the people

;

here are the rioters.

When the verb is preceded by neither or nor; as,

Neither were his services of small importance, mor was
his country unmindful of Uiem.

2. The nominative is also placed after the verb, to give

spirit and emphasis to the sentence ; as, Fallen is thy

throne, Israel. Great is Diana of the Ephesians.

II.—The article always precedes the noun, whose significa- p

tion it limits , as, jl house, an inkstand, the dog. t.

1. When the noun is qualified by an adjective, the

article is generally placed before the adjective ; as. »,i

good man, the wisest king.

2. The indefinite article is placed between the noun
and the adjectives -many and such ; and alsK) between Uie

noun and ail adjectives which are preceded by a«, so,

. toOg and how; as, many a Icaniod man has been Ue-

ii
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ccivcU ; such an occurrence ii not likely to tako place

;

' m) great a multitude ; how mighty a prince.

The dufinito article is placed between the noun and
'the adjective all ; m. All Vie books on tlie table.

III.—The adjective gt nerally precedes the noun which it

4uulitius ; as, u swift liursc, au honest man.

1. The ac^ctive is placed after Uio noun in the fol*

lowhig iiistuiures :

—

When it is used as a title ; as, Alexander the Great.

Wlien other words depend upon it j as, a man eminent
iu his (n'ofession.

When it expresses dimension; as^ A wall ten feet

high.

When it expresses the cficct of an active verb *, ws,

Vice renders men miserable.

When an intransitive verb comes lietwecn it and tho

noun or pronoun ; as^ it seems strange,

2, The adj' «:tive when it is emphatic, is sometimes

I placed at the beginning of a sentence, and at a distance

from the noun ; as, Just and true are aU thy ways.

IV .—The pronoun of the thinl person is placed ader that

of the second ; and the pronoun of the Arst person after those

of the second and third ; as, You and / will go, if they will

accompany us ; shall it be given to you, to him, or to me 7

V.—Active verba generally precede the words which they

govern ; as, I wrote a letter ; learn your lesson.

1

.

The relative pronoun is placed before active verbs }

a9, he is a man whom I greatly esteem.

2. When the objective case is emphatic, it sometimes

precedes the verb ; as. Silver and gold have 1 none.

' VI.—The infinitive mood generally follows the word which

govsms it ; as, He loves to learn ; I shall go.

When the infinitive is the emphatic word, it sometimes

precedes the verb which governs it 3 as, Jo it you must.
F
m
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' Vn.—Adverbs are generally placed immediately before or
immediately after the words which they qualify ; as, Ferif

good
*f
he acted wisely.

Adverbf., when emphatical, arc sometimes placed at

I
the beginning of a sentence, and at a distance from the

words which they qualify ; as. How graecfuUy that young
gentleman rides his horse.

VIII.—Prepositions are generally placed before the words
which they govern ; as, From him, to them. , ^,

Preposilions are sometimes placed after the words
which thoy govern, and at a distance from tlicmj as,

Sdch conduct I am at a loss to account/or.

IX.—Conjunctions are placed between the words or

clauses which they connect; as, Come aruiseejbe cau*

tious, bat spcuk the truth.

1. Conjunctions of one syllabic, with the exception

^
of then, are always placed first in the clauses or sen-

tences which they connect; as. Virtue is praised by
many, and doubtless she would be desired also, if her

worth were really known ; see, then, that you do as she
requires.

2. Conjunctions of more than one syllable (with the

exception of whereas, which must al«vays be the first

word in the sentence or clause,) may be transferred to

the place wticre it is most agreeable to the ear in read-

ing ; as, Piety and holiness will make our whole life

happy, whereas, sinful pursuits will yield only to a few
scattered pleasures ; let us diligently cultivate the for-

mer, therefore, ivhile we carefully abstain from the

latter.

EXERCISES.

Write the following sentences, and correct the nrrangnnent.

Is known to Him who made us, every desire cf the heart.

Fall heavily upon the envious, conunon calamities, and com-

mon blessings. Neither gross, nor ei&ccssively refined should

;j
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be our manners. How we can apcnd our time fooHahly,

when we know that hereafler we muat give an account of our

thoughts, words, and actions ? Thou boast not ot* the faroura

bestowest Uiou. He were ever so great and opulent, this

conduct would debase him. Nothing is there on earth so

stable, as to assure us of undisturbed rest. These fires shall

glow still redder.

Man is noblest the work of the creation. He is much a
])etter writer than reader. A many a man has attained inde-

pendence by industry and perseverance. Do not entertain a
too high opinion of yourself. I am ashamed to tell how u

great mistake I have committed. Greater the part of the

furniture is removed, but the all servants remain.

Youth virtuous gradually brings forward manhood ac-

complished and flourishing. A spirit temperate, and ex-

pectation moderate, are safeguards excellent of the mind,

in this state uncertain and changing. The Great Peter ol

Kunsia, wrought in the dock-yards, as a ship-carpenter. He
is a good, and respectful scholar to his teacher. This long

room is twenty feet^ and wide sixteen feet. Your bounty

has rendered tiiat old quite comfortable man. They that

mourn are blessed ; for they shall be comforted. I and you
will remain. If TuUia and you are well, I and Ciccra are

well.

Patience^ by composure preservmg within, the impression

resists trouble makes which from without. No opportunity

of doing good neglect. They opulence has made proud

whom, and luxury has corrupted whom, cannot the simple

pleasures of nature relish. 1 defy thy threats, thy mercy. To
walk too hastily you ought not. To do a kmd action I need

not solicit him. I must go whatever may ensue.

She properly reads, very neatly writes, and accurately

composes. He agreeably came to his promise, and suitably

conducted himself to the occasion. The blow came down.
How do the kind "offices of a dutiful and affectionate child

greatly gladden the heart of a parent, when sinking under

age or iniirmities especially ! I hope it is not 1 whom he is

displeased with. Do you know whom you speak to f Whom
do you offer such language to 1 It was not him that they
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were so angry with him.*' Him between and me there is some
disparity of years ; none j but him between and her. Then,
come, let us go home.

Fancifully have of a river, the orighi and progress been
compared to of man the life. Insignificant are its beginnings,

and frivolous is its infancy ; of a meadow among the flowers,

it plays ; a garden it waters, or a little mill turns. In its

youth strefigth gathering, wild and impetuous it becomes.
Of the restraints impatient which it still meets with in the

hollows among the mountains, restless and fretful it is ; in

its turning quick, and in* its course unsteady. It is a roaring

cataract now, whatever opposes its progress, terring up and
overturning, and from a rock down it shoots headlong ; it

becomes a sullen and ^oomy pool then, in the bottom of a

glen buried. Breath recovering by, repose, along it dashes

again till, of uproar and mischief tired, - .U that ft has .wept

along, it quits, and of the valley the opening lew v<^s with the

rejected waste strewed. Now, its retirement qut ting, abroad

into the world it comes, with more pnidonce and discr ' ion,

journeying through cultivated fields, to circuiistances yielding,

and winding round to overwhelm or remove what would

trouble it. Through the populous cities it passes, and of

men all the busy haunts, its services on ei'ery side tendering,

and of the country becomes the support and ornament. By
numerous alliances increased, and in '\\& course advanced,

grave and stately it becomes in its motions, peace and quiet

loves ; and in silence majestic rolls on its waters mighty till

to rest it is laid in the vast abyss.

Indeed, you have been justly informed, with regard to my
poverty. In a house but of mean appearance, and of ground

a little spot, my whole est5!l> consists ; 1 draw my support

from which, by my own labour. By any means, but if

you have tNcen persuaded to think, that in any degree un-

happy this poverty renders me, greatly you are deceived. Of
Providence I have r.» reason to complain ; with all that na-

ture requires it supplies me ; and if without superfluities I

am, from the desire of them 1 am also free. I confess, with

these I should be more able the necessitous to succour, the

only advantage for which to be envied are the wealthy : but

as my small possessions are still to the ' assistance of my
frien^j, I can contribute sometliing.

Mi
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Change the following passages ofpoetry into prote

:

—

>

If good we plant not, vice will fill the place

;

And rankest weeds the richest soils deiace.

A solitary blessing few can find
j ^ ,^ , .

Ourjoys with those we love are intertwin'd
j i ,

And he whose wakeful tenderness removes
Th' obstructing thorn which wounds the friend he loves,

Smooths not another's rugged path alone,

But scatters rose^ to adorn his own.

Thou holy harp of Judah*s land,

That hung thy willow bows upon,

leave the bowers on Judah's strand.

And cedar groves of Lebanon

;

That I may sound thy sacred string.

Those chords of mystery sublime,

That chimed the songs of Israel's king

:

Songs that shall triumph over mine.

Is there a son of generous England here,

Or fervid Erin 1—he wth us shall join.

To pray that in eternal union dear,

The rose, the shamrock, and the thistle twine

Types of a race who shall to time unborn

Their country leave unconquered as ofyore !

youth is like the spring-tide morn.
When roses bloom on Jordan's strand.

And far the turtle's voice is borne

Through all Judea's echoing land I

When the delighted wanderer roves

Through cedar woods, and olive groves,

That spread their blossoms to the day :

And climbs the hill, and fords the stream.

And basks him in the noontide beam, '

:

'

.,

And cries, 'mid his delicious dream,
** I would live alway !"

But age is like the winter's night,

When Hermon wears his mantle-cloud,

When moon and stars withdraw their light,

And Hinnom's blast is long and loud.

mei

call
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"When the dejected pilgrim strays

Along the desert's trackless maze,
Forsaken by each friendly ray

;

And feels no vigour in his limb,

And finds no home on earth for Yarn,

And cries, amid the shadows dim,
" I would not live alway.'5>

161
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When Israel, of the Lord beloved,

Out from the land of bondage came.
Her father's God before her moved.
An awful guide in smoke and flame.

By day along the astonished lands.

The cloudy pillar glided slow
;

By night Arabia's crimson'd sands

Hoturn'd the fiery pillar's glow.

Then rose the choral hymn of praise,

And trump and timbrel answered keen

;

And Z ion's daughters poured their lays.

With priests' and warriors' voice between.

Nq portents now our foes amaze.
Forsaken Israel wanders lone

;

Our fathers would not know thy ways, ,

And thou hast left them to their own.

t,

Ta.iNSPOaiTION AND VaRISTT OF EXPRESSION.

Sentences often admit of a considerable variety of arrange-

ments

The changing of one mode of arrangement for another is

called transposition.

The fallowing example will show how the members of

as entence may hie transposed. TIip, Roman ntate evidcnibj

declined, in -pro-portion to the increase, of luxury:. T/ie

Roman state, i(i proportion to the t/itf/'case of luxury,

evidently declined. In proportion to the. increase of lux-

ury, the Rojnm slate evidently declined.

4
m
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The ideas in a ebntenbe may also be expressed in various

forms.

Thus, The brother deserved censure more than hU
sister. The sUter was less rep^rehensible than her

brother. The sister did not deserve rejtrehensioii so inuch

as her brother. Meproofwas due to the brother, father

than to the sister.

Change the follotcing sentences, by transposing theiUeni-

bci's, or by varying the form of expression

:

—
I

I am willing to remit all that is past, provided it may be
done with salety. lie who made light to spring from pri-

meval darkness, will make Order, at least, to arise from the

seeming confusion of the world. The man who can make
light of the sufferings of 6thers, is himself entitled to no
fcompassiOrj. Whoever considers the uncertainty of human
affairs, and how frequently the greatest hopes are frustrated,

will see just reason to be always on his ^uard, and not place

too much dependence on things so precarious. Let us not

conclude, While dangers are at a distance, and do not imme-
diately appro'ach us, that we are securft, unless we use ih&

necessary precautions to prevent them. Thoise things whichr ap-

])ear great to one who knows nothing greater, will sink into a
diminutive size, when he becomes acquainted with objects of

u liigher nature.

He who improves in mode^y, as he improves in knowledge,
hiis an undoubted claim to greatness of mind. I will attend

the conference, if 1 can do so conveniently. He who lives

always in the bustle of the world, lives in a perpetual war-
i'arc. The spirit of true religion breathtes gentleness and
all ability. Industry is not only the instrument of improve-

m(;nt, but the f(jundati61» of pleasure. The advantages of

this world, even when innocently gained, are uncertahi bles-

sings. When you behold wicked men multiplying in I'lumber,

and increasing in powei^, imagine not that Providence par-

ticularly favours tlient A wolf let into a sheepfoMy will de-

vour the sheep.

To pass our time in the study of the scicfice^ frtis, in all

ages, been reckoned one of the most dignified arid happy of
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human o-cupations j and the name of Philosophers, or Lovers

of VVii'Jom, is given to tliose who lead such a life. But it is

by no means necessary that men should do nothing else than

study known truths and explore new, in order to earn this

title. Some vC the greatest philosophers in all Ages have:

been engaged in the pursuits of active life : and he who, iit

whatever station, his lot may be cast, prefers the retired and
elevating pleasures of knowledge to the low gratification of

the senses, richly deserves the name of Philosopher.

By science we are raised tO an understanding of the in-

finite wisdom and goodness, which the Creator has displayed,

in all his works. Not a step can we take in any direction,

without perceiving the most extraordinary traces of design
;

and the skill every tvhere conspicuous^ is calculated, in so

vast a proportion of instances, to promote the happiness of

living creatures, and especially of ourselves, that we can feel

no h'^sitation in concluding, that if we knew the whole

scheme of Providence, every part would appear to be in har-

mony with a plan of absolute benevolence. Independently,

however, of tfiis most consoling inference, the delight is in-

expressible of being able to follow, as it were with our eyes,

the marvellous works of the great Architect of Nature, and

to trace the unbounded power and exquisite skill, which are

exhibited in th6 most minute^ as well as in the mightiest parts

of hissystem^

IIL—STYLE.

Style id the peculiar manner of exprtisshig thoughts in

language.

The most important qUtility of a good style \ii perspicuity.

Perspicuity of style depends upon the choice of words and
phxrases, and on the structure of sentences.

Perspicuity in the use of words and phrases requires ;)m-

ri.ti/> propridy, nnd precision.

perspicuity in the structure of sentences requires clearness,

unity, and strength.

If
ill

i
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WORDS AND PHRASES.
.

I.

—

Purity of style consists in the use of such words and
phrases as belong to the idion of the language ; in opposition

to words and phrases, which are foreign, obsolete, or used
without proper authority. .

11.—Propriety of style consists in the use of such words
and phrases as are best adapted to express our meaning ; in

opposition to low expressions, and to words and phrases less

significant of the ideas which we mean to convey.

III.

—

Precision of style consists in the use of such expres-

sions as convey simply the idea which we have in view, and
in the rejection of all superfluous words and phrases ; in op-

position to a loose and diffuse mode of expression.

To write with precision, it is necessary to attend to tho

exact significations of words. The following examples

show the difference in meaning between words which are

commonly reckoned synonymous.

Abhor, detest,—To abhor, imports strong dislike ; to

detest, strong dbapprobation. A man abhors being in

debt; he detests treachery.

jivow, acknowledge, confess,—To avow, supposes the

person to glory in what he declares ; to acknowledge,

supposes a small degree of delinquency, which the

acknowledgment compensates; to confess, supposes a

higher degree of criminality. A patriot avows his op-

position to a corrupt ministry, and is applauded ; a gen-

tleman acknowledges his mistake, and is forgiven ; a

prisoner confesses the crime of which he stands accused,

and is punished.

,dusterity, severity, rigour.—Austerity relates tf)

modes of livhig or behaviour ; severity, of thinking

;

rigour, of puiushing. A hermit is austere in his life ; a

casuist, is severe in his application of religion or law ; a

judge, rigorous in his sentences.

f jluthentic, gcnttinc.—Authentic refers to the character

of a document
;
genuine, to the connexion between any

production and its reputed author. We speak of the

authenticity of Buchanan's history, that is, of its au-
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thority as a record of facts ; and of the genuineness of
Osaian's ponw?, that is, ^vhe^ier or not they were com-i

posed by the per^oji to whom they are ascribed.

Cus/om,^a6lis.—Custom respects the action, habit the

actor. By the custom of walkinp often in the streets,

one acquires a habit of idleness.

Dijffieulty, obstacle.—A difficulty embarrasses us, an
oibstacle stops us. Philip found diljiculty in managifig

the Athenians, on account of their natural di!:»po»ition!!>

;

but the eloquence of Demosthenes was the great ub-

staele to his designs.

Enhref complete.—A thing is entire by wanting none
of its parts ; complete by wanting none of its appen-

dages. A man may be master of an entire house, which
has not one complete apartment.

Equivocal, ambis;uous.—An equivocal expression has

one sense open, and designed to be understood ; another

sense concealed, and understood only by the person who
uses the expression. An ambiguous expression has, ap-

parently, two senses, and leaves us at a loss wliich of

them to prefer. An honest man will refrain from em-
ploying an equivocal expression ; a confused man may
often utter ambiguous terms without any design.

HaughtmesSy disdain.—Haughtiness is founded on the

nigh opinion which we entertain of ourselves : disdain,

on the mean opinion which we entertain of others.

Invent, discover,—To invent,signifies to produce some-

thing totally new ; to discover, to lind out something

which was before hidden. Galileo invented the telescope
}

Harvey discovered the circulation of the blood.

Only, alone.—Only imports that there is no other ob-

ject of the same kind ; alone imports being unaccom-

panied by any other object. An only child, is one that

has neithei brother nor sister ; a child alone, is one tliut

is left by itself.

Pride, vanity.—Pride makes us esteem ourselves ; va-

nity makes us desire the esteem of otheri. A man may
be too proud to be vain.

'r
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Remark, observe,—^We remark,in the way ofattentioiu

in order to remember ; we observe, in the way o£ exa-
mination, in order to.jidge. A traveller remarks the

most interesting objects he sees ; a general observes all

the motions of ti^e enemy.

Surprised, astonishedfamazedfConfounded,—I am sur^
prised at what is new or unexpected ; I am astonished

at what is vast or great ; I am amazed at what is in-

comprehensible ; I am confouuded by what is shocking^

or terrible.

Tranquillity, peace, calm,—Tranquillity imports a
situation free from trouble, considered in itself ; peace

the same situation with respect to any causes that

might interrupt it; calm, a situation with regard to

disturbances going before or following it. A good man
enjoys tranquillity in himself, peace with others, and
,calm after a storm.

Wisdom, prudence.—^Wisdom leads us to speak and
act with propriety

;
prudence prevents our speaking or

acting improperly. A wise man employs tlie most pro-

per means for success ; a prudent man the safest means
to avoid being brought into danger.

With, fcy.—With, expresses a more close and imme-
diate connexion between the agent and the instrument ;.

by, a more remote connexion. The bird was killed with

a stone by Peter.

,

STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES.

IV.

—

Clearness of ntyle consists in a perspicuous arrange-

ment of the words and members of sentences ; in opposition

to ambiguity, arising from an improper collocation of them.

1. Words expressing things connected in thouglit,

should be placed as near to each other as possible.

2. Ambiguitieti are frequently occasioned by the im-

proper position of relative pronouns, adverbs, connecting

particles, and explanatory phrases.
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3. Ambiguities are also occasioned by the too frequent

repetition of pronouns, when reference is made to differ-

ent persons.

V.

—

Unity in the structure of a sentence consists in making
,qne leading thought connect its different parts.

1. Objects that haTc no intimattt connection should
never be crowded into one sentence.

2. jparentheses ought never to be introduced in tlie

fiddle of sentences.

3. Sentences ought never to be extended beyond what
seems their natural close.

VL—-Strength in the structure of a sentence consists in

Auch a disposition of its several words and members, as may
give each of them its due weight and force.

1. A sentence ought to ^e divested of all redundant

words aiid members.

2. Attention should be paid to the use of copulatives^

relatives, and all the particles employed in transition and
connexion.

3. The mifst irnportant words o.ught to be placed in

the situation, in ^hich they wijtl make the strongest

impression.

4. A weaker assertion or proposition should never

come after a stronger one.

* 5. A sentence ought never to be concluded with an
inconsiderable word.

6. In the members of a sentence, where two objects

are either coinpared or contrasted, some resemblance in

the language and construction should be preserved.

7. Attention should be paid to the harmony and easy

flow of the words and members of a so itence.

.vl
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EXERCISES.

Hi

TFn7c thefulluvfiiig sentences, and correct the errors in style.

I.—The king .»oon found reason to repent him of his pro-

voking 8U(;h dangerous enemies. The popular lords did not

fail to enlarge them^^lves on tlie subject. Removing the

term from Westminster, sitting the parliament, was illegal.

He had heen perplexed with a long compliance to foreign

manners. The discovery he made and communicated with

his friends. The wisest princes need not think it any dimi-

nution to their greatness, or derogation to their sufiiciency

to rely upon counsel. He found the greatest difficulty of

writing. You know the esteem I have of his philosophy.

He is resolved of going to the Persian Court. Neither tlie

one nor the other shall make me swerve out of the path

wliich I .have traced for myself. A great quantity may be

taken from the heap, without making any sensible altc ration

upon it. AH these things required abundanpe of finersc a ml
delicatasse to manage it with advantage, as well as a strut

observance sifter times and fashions. The hauteur of Florio

was very disgracious, and disgusted both his friends and

strangers.

It irks me to see so perverse a disposition. I wot not who
has done this thing. Methinks I am not mistaken in an
opinion which I have so well considered. Ppradventure

he will call again to-morrow. They have manifested great

candidness in all the transaction, Jt is difficult to discover

the spirit and intendment of some laws. His natural severity

reijdered him a very impopular speaker, The disquietncss

of his mind made his situation and wealth far from being

unviable. The naturalness of the thought greatly reconi-

inended it. Thipgc ?ire things highliest important to the growing
age.

II.—For want of employment, he roamed idly about the

fields. They thought it an important subject, and the -ques-

tion was strenuously debated pro and con. He was long

indisposed, at length died of tlie hyp. I had as lief do it

myself, as persuade another to do it. lie is not a whit better

than those; he so liberally condemns. He stands upon se

fj

point

that ivj

be traj

Thi«

designi

approi

He wi

II*
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curity, and will not liberate him till It be obtained. He
might have perceived, with half an eye, the ditficuities to

which his conduct exposed Mm. This performance is much
at one with the other. The two nations worried each other
for aljove two hundred years. Every year a new flower in

his judgment beats all the old ones, though it is much inferi-

or to them both in colour and shape. His name shall go
down to posterity with distingubhed honours. Learning and
arts were but then getting up. It fell out unfortunately that

two of the principal persons fell out, and had a fatal quarrel.

Do not reject by the lump, but endeavour patiently to gather
the plain meaning. He made rhyming tragedies till he grew
ashamed of making them any longer. An eloquent speaker
may give more, but he cannot give more convincing acgu-
)ncnts than tliis plain man offered. He is engaged in a ^a-
tisc on the interests of the soul and body. The Latin tongue,
ill its purity, was never in this island. It may be justly said

that no laws are better than the English. The Divine Being
heapeth favours on his servants, ever liberal and faithful. He
>v'as willing to spend a hundred or two pounds rather than be
enslaved.

III.—Vivacity is often promoted, by presenting a sensible

object to the mind, instead of an intelligible one. The propo*

sition for each of us to relinquish something was comf^ed
ivith, and produced a cordial reconcilement It is difiicult for

liim to speak three sentences together. He is our mutual be-

nefactor, an^, deserves our respect and obedience. The negli-

gence of timely precaution was the cause of his great loss.

Disputing should always be so managed, as to remember that

the only end of it is truth. They shall flee as the eagle that

hiistetii to eat. The wicked fly when no man pursued. He
died wi£h violence ; for he was killed by a sword. We have

enlarged our family and expenses ; and increased our garden
and fruit orchard. The good man is not overcome by disap-

pointment, when that wWch is mortal pas^s away ; when
that which is mutable dies ; and when th^t which he knows to

be transient, begins to change.

This great politician desisted from, and renounced his

designs, when he found them impracticable. His end soon

approached, and he died with great courage and. fortitude.

He was a man of so much pride and vanity, that he de^»
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\)L«ed Iho sentinicnta of others. This man, on all occasions,

trontcd his uiferiora with great haughtiness and disdain.

There can be \\o regularity or order in the life and conduct
of tiiat man, Avho does not give and allot a due share of his

time to retirement and reflection. Such equivocal and am-
ia;ucKLs expressions mark a formed intention to deceive and
ribu?c us. His cheerful happy temper, remote from discon-

tent, keeps up a kind of delight in his mind, excludes every

f;loomy prospect, and tills it with ft steady and perpetual

tcrenity.

IV.—They are now engagrd in a study, of which they have
long wished to know the usefulness. The miserable remains

were, in the night, taken down. I have settled the meaning
of those pleasures of the imagination, which are tlie subject

of my present undertaking, by way of introduction, in this

paper; and endeavoured to recommend the pursuit of thoge

lileasures to my readers by, several considerations ; I shall

•examine the several sources from which these pelasurcs are

derived in my next paper. This morning, when one of the

gay fenialee was looking over some hoods and ribands, brouglit

by her tirewoman, with great care and diligence, I employed
no leds in examining the box whith contained them. As the

g'ljit of an officer will be greater than that of a common
.'^eivant, if he prove negligent; so the reward of his fidelity

ivUl proportionably be greater. Though energetic brevity is

not adapted to every subject, we ought to avoid its contrary

on every occasion, a languid redundancy of words^: it is proper

to be copious sometime?, but never to be verbose. Fields of

corn form a pleasapt prospect ; and if the walks were a little

taken care of that lie between tliem, they would display neat-

ness, regularity, and elegance.

By greatness I do not only mean the bulk of any single

object, but the largeness of a whole view. Sixtus the Fourth
was, if I mistake not, a great collector of books at the least.

We do tJiosc things frequently, which we repent of aftcnvards.

By doing the same thing it often becomes habitual. Raised

to greatness without merit, he employed liis power for the

gratification of his passions. These are tlie master's rules,

who mwA be obeyed. It is true what he sr.vs, but it is not

applicabLc to the point. We no where meet with a more
h'pJ'jndid or pleasing show in nature, than what appears in

sei

all
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, appears in

tlic rising and setting of the sun, which is wholly made up

of those diiit^rent stains of light that show themselves in

cioudi of a cUlfercnt situation. Many act so directly contrary

to this method, tiiat, from a habit of saving tijne and paper,

which they acquired at the university, they writer in so dimi-

nutive a manner, that they can hardly read wliat tliey have

written. Thui> I have fairly given my own opinion, as

well as tJiat of i- great majority of both hcxisea here, relating

to this weighty ailair, upon which I am'confident you may
securely retjicon. Tlie witness was ordered to withdraw from
the bar, in consequence of being intoxicated, by tlio motion

of an honourabie member.

The eagle Idllod the hen, and eat her in her own nost.

Lysias promised to his father never to abandon his friendu.

They were summoned occasionally by their kings, when com-
pelled by tiieir wants and by tiieir fears to have recourse to

their aid* Men look with an evil eye upon the good that is in

others, and think that tlicir reputation obscures them, and
that their commendable qualities do stand in their light ; and
therefore tliey do what they can to cast a cloud over them,

that the bright shining of their virtues may not obscure them.

V.—Cdto died in full vigour of life, under fifty ; he

WHS naturally warm and aifectionate in liis temper. In
this uneasy state, both of his public and private life,

Cicero was oppressed by a new and cruel aaliction, the

death of liis beloved daughter, TuUia, wliich happened soon
after her divorce from Dolabclla, whose manners aiid humours
were entirely disagreeable to her. The Britons, daily ha-

rassed by cruel inroads from the Picts, were forced to cull in

the Saxons for their defence, who, consequently reduced thti

greater part of the island to their own power ; drove the

Jiritons to tlie most remote and mountainous parts ; and tlic

rest of the countiy in custom, religion, and language, be-

came wholly Saxons. Th& sun, approacliing,melts the snow,

and breaks the icy fetters of the main,where vast sea-monsters

pitsrce through iloaxing islands, with arms which can with-

stand the crysiai rock ; whilat otliers, that of themselves

seem great a*; islands, arc, by tiieir bulk alono, armed against

all but man, whoae superiority over creatures of such stu-

pendous size and iktrce, should make him inindrLd of his

K 2
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privilege of his reason ; and force him humbly to adore the

great composer of their wondrous frames, and the author of
his own superior wisdom.

Disappointments will often happen to the best and wisest

r»f men, (not through any imprudence of theirs, nor even

through the mahce or ill-design of others ; but merely in

consequence of tiome of those cross incidents of life which
could not be foreseen,) and sometimes to the wisest and best

concerted plans* Without some degree of patience exercised

under injuries, (as offences and retaliations would succeed

to one another in endless train,) human life would be rendered

a state of perpetual hostility. Never delay till to-morrow,

(for to-morrow is not yours ; and though you should live to

enjoy it, you must not overload it with a burden not its own,)
ivhat reason and conscience tell you ought to be performed

tO'day.

The first could not end his learned treatise without a
panegyric of modern learning and knowledge in comparison

of the aneient ; and the others fall so grossly into the censure

ofthe old poetry, and the preference of the new, that I could

not read either of these strains without indignation, which
no quality among men is so apt to raise m me as sufficiency,

the worst composition out of the pride and ignoraince of man,
kind* All the world acknowledges the JEneid to be perfect

in Its kind ; and considering the disadvantage of the language
and the severity of the Roman Muse, the poem is still more
wonderful ; since, without the liberty of the Grecian poets,

the diction is so great and noble, so clear, so forcible and
expressive, so chaste and pure, that even all the strength and
compass of the Greek tongue, joined in Homer's fire, cannot
give us stronger and clearer ideas, than the great Virgil has

»:et before our eyes ; some few instances excepted, in which
Homer, through the force of genius, hath excelled.

VI.—Although the effect fell short of what is ascribed to

fabulous legislators and founders of states yet to none ever

v\ cre«ascribed more tokens of magnanimity aud greatness of
mind. I look upon it as my duty, so long as I keep within

the bounds of truth, of duty, and of decency. How many are

there by whom these tidings of good news were never heard I

Hu aays noUiing of it himself, and I am not disposed to travel

oJ

aJ
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into the regions fjf conjecture, but to relate a narrative of

facts. Never did Atticus succeed better in gaining the uni>

versal love and e^iteein of all men. This is so clear a propo-

oition, that I might rest the whole argument entirely upon it.

1 went home, full of a great many serious reflections. The
very first dbcovcry of it strikes the mind with inward joy,

and spreads delight through ail its faculties. It is impossible

for us to behold the divine works with coldness or indifference,

or to survey so many beauties without a secret satiafaction

and complacency.

The enemy said, I will pursue, and I will overtake, and I

will divide the spoil. While the earth rem&ineth, seed time

and harvest, coid , heat ; summer, winter ; day and night,

shall not cease. As the strength of our cause docs not de-

pend upon, so neither is it to be decided by, any critical pointi

of liiatory, chronology, or language. The faith he professed,

aud which he became an apostle of, was not his invention.

Their idleness, ajid their luxury and pleasures, their criminal

deeds and their immoderate passions, and their timidity aud
baseness of nund, have dejected them to such a degree, as to

make tliem weary of life. He had made considerable ad-

van(;es in knowledge : but he was very young, and laboured

under several disadvantages.
•

I have eonsidered the subject with a good deal of attention,

upon which I was desired to communicate my thoughts.

Whctlier a choice altogether unexceptionable, has, in any
country, been made, seems doubtful. It appears that there

are, by the last census, upwards of fifteen millions of inhabit-

ants in Great Britain and Ireland. Every one who puts on
the appearance of goodness is not good. Although persons

of a virtuous and learned education may be, and too oft«n

are, drawn by the temptations of youth, and the opportuni-

ties of a large fortune, into some irregularities, when they

come forward into the great world, it is ever with reluctance

and compunction of mind, because their bias to virtue still

continues.

Gentleness ought to diffuse itself over our whole behaviour,

to form oiu" address, and regulate our speech. Ambition

creates seditions, wars, discords, hatred, and shyness. The
ancient laws of Rome, were so far from suffering a Roman

K 3
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citizen to be put to death, that they would not allow him to

be bound, or even to be whipped. The scribes made it their

profession to teach and to study the law of Moses. The
regular tenor of a virtuous and pious life will prove the best

preparation for immortality, old age, and death.

By what I have already expressed, the reader will perceive

the business which I am to proceed upon. This agreement
of mankind is not confined to the taste solely. May the happy
message be applied tons, in all the virtue, strength, and
comfort of it ! These arguments were, without hesitation,

and with great eagerness, laid hold of. The other kinds of
motion are incidentally blended also.

I. have observed of late the style erf* some great ministers,

very much to exceed that of any other productions. The
old may inform the young ; and the young may animate

those who are advanced in life. I cannot but fancy, how-
ever, that this imitation, which passes so currently with

other judgments, must, at some time or other, have stuck a

little with your lordship. The account is generally balanced j

for what we are losers of on the one hand, we gain on the

other. He can bribe, but he is not able to seduce : he can
buy, but he haa not the power of gaining : he can lie, but

no one is deceived by him. He embraced the cause of liberty

faintly, and pursued it without resolution ; he grew tired o£

it, when he had much to hope ; and gave it up, when there

was no ground for apprehension.

To use the Divine name customarily, and without senous
consideration, is highly irreverent. They conducted themselves

wilily, and ensnared us before we had time to esuipc

.

Tranquillity, regularity, and magnanimity, reside with re-

ligious and resigned man. By a cheerful, even, and open
temper, he conciliated general favour. *We reached the man-
sion before noon : it was a strong, grand, gothic house. By
means of society, our wants come to be supplied, nnd our

lives are rendered comfortable, as well as our capaciti(;i

•enlarged, and our virtuous affections called forth into their

proper exercise.

Cf
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IV. FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE.

The Figures of Speech most frequently used in Composi-
tion,are PersonificationyApostrophe, HyperbokfCcm/iarisonf
Metaphor, and Allegory,

Personification ascribes life and action to inanimate ob-
jects ; as, The sea saw it, and fled 5 the deep uttered his Toice,

and lifted his hands on high, *

Apostrophe turns from the regular object of address^ ancB

speaks to the absent or the dead, as if tney were present

as, Death is swallowed up in victory. Death ! where is-

thy sting.

Hyperbole consist^ in magnifying or diminishing an objeet

beyond reality 3 as, They were swifter than eagles ; it is* less

than nothing.

Comparison or Simile expresses the resemblance whiclv one
thing bears to another ; as, He shall be like a tree planted by
the rivers of water*

Metaphor expresses resemblance without the sign of com-
parison ; as, Thy word is a lamp to my feet, and a light to

my path.

Allegory represents one subject by another, witnout for-

mally mentioning the subject represented; as, Thou hast

brought a vine out of Egypt; thou hast cast out the Heathen

and planted it. Thou preparedst room before it, and didst

cause it to take deep root, and it filled the land. The hills

were covered with the shadow of it, and the boughs thereof

were like the goodly cedars, &c.

The figures of speech are frequently used even in or-

dinary conversation, as when we say of the sun, he rises,

of the moon, she sets, of a river, it runs. By some they

have been called the language of nature ; by others, the

language of fancy and passion. They are introduced

into prose composition chiefly ff>r ornament. The fol-

lowing rules should be carefully observed in the use of

the figures of speech ;

—
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I.—Figurative language should olily be employed, when it

is calcuiuted to maku a stronger iii|pre:jsion than the ordinary

Ibrm '^f speech. T
%.J

\

\.
-;V

^V

II.—A hyperbole should never ©e used in the description of

any thing ordinary or familiar. /

I
III.—A comparison oiilglit i»t to be founded on a resem-

blance which is too near iand obvious; nor on such as. is too

faint and remote. ,1 | I

IV.—Ametajihor sh6uld:nearer be drawn from any object

which iflr^toea^.i dr disagreeable!

^ i ^"^^ ' - 5

^^j^-Dperenf metapHorsI saould never be composed toge-

>^i th^ ammfmentence. |

al ittid brt^nary expressions ought never

iven together, |that part of the sentence must
ativdy^ fiA paxt literally.

'J. " -..

"•l

>'

N.
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^\^
• ^RiSCTitfNTO TEA(JHiiRS.—When the preceding rules

have b^n| learnedVand ti^B eiercises carefully written out,

pupils niay' procecu to the i)r4:tice of Original Composition.

The first exercise of this ki^d piay be to give them a number
of wordi, leach of which \& ] t.oj3e made Hie subject of a sen-

tence. The sentences wfllj offcourse, be unconnected. The
next exercise in Original jpc>m|Osition may bo, to Jnention to

a class a subject on vvhici eacl pupil, in succe.ss,ion, may be

made to suggest his idcas| vifhimi all may write down, to be

afterwards correctly expijcsi||ed| and aiTanged. When the

K pupils are sufficiently expert at these exercises, they may
then be made to write exp^aifctions of the diliicult words
and phrases in the lessons, an^ |of tlie allusions in the pas-

sages of poetry to be turned i|^o prose. In this way tliey

will be prepared for the writing of letters, and nairative,

descriptive, and didactic essays. Letters may be written on
personal adventures, business, real or imaginary, or any oilier

subject suitable for epistolary correspondence. Anecdotes,

abstracts of the history which they reaci, allegories, and
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EXERCISES.

Wfite the following sentences, and correct the errors in

tht me of the figures of speech:—

No human happiness is &o serene as not to contain any
alloy. Hope, the balm of life, darts a ray of light through

the thickest gloom. Let us be at'ientive to keep our mouths
as wiUi a bridle ; and to steer our tessel aright, that we
may avoid the rocks and shoals, which lie every where
around us«

Shice the time that reason began to bud, and put forth her

shoots, thought during our waking hours, has been active in

every breast, without a moment's suspension or pause. The
current of ideas has been always moving. The wheels of
the spiritual engine have exerted themselves ivith perpetuai

motion.

The man "vvho has no rule over his own spirit, possesses no
antidote against poisons of any sort. He lies open to every

insurrection of ill-humour, and every gale of distress*

Whereas, he who Is employed in regulating his mind, is

moral tales will furnish appropriate subjects for narrative

essays ; and descriptive essays may be written on the seasons,

animals, public buildings, remarkable scenery, or any other

natural, or artificial objects with which they are acquainted,

or which they have an opportunity of seeing. When the

pupils have a sufficient knowledge of geography, narraticiD

and description may be coirbined by making tJiem write

imaginary travels. Didactic essays may be written on savh
subjects as friendship, gratitude, &c. ; and then they should

be made to illustrate by all the examples which they can

collect from history, biography, or their own observation.

Teachers will take care that in all these exereises their pupils

le made to attend to the principles taught in the preceding

rules ; and they will, at the same time, encourage those who
[ ave opportunity, to form and improve their ftyle, by care**

liJIy att;i ding to the best English authors.

/.,'»*»>.
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making m-ovislon aj?:a-inst all the accidents of lifo. Ho is

*3rccting I? fortress into which, in the day oi sorrow, he caa

-etreut with satisfaction.

In this our day of proof, our hind of hopo,

. The o-ood man has his clouds that intervene ; ? ^
Clouds tiiat may dim his sublunary day,

But cannot conquer : even the best must own,

. Patience and resisnation are the columns

Of human peace on earth.
.

• . .,

t •.

il

THE END.

m
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BRITISH AMERICAN SCHOOL BOOKS.

le in

The Subscribers, early last season, published by spexial permis-

sion of the Commissioners of National Education, large editions

of their valuable Schojl Books. So favourably have they been

received, that already second editions are called for, and these,

are now on sale. The Commissioners have given an uncondi-

tional authority to the Subscribers to make use of their copy-

rights in Canada, and it will be their care by keeping large stocks

on hand, and producing the books at the same moderate prices

and in the same superior style as heretofore, to merit a continu-

ance of the patronage which they have received.

The Scries consists of the following Books :—

An English Grammar. 9d.General Lesson, to be hung up
in Schools, id.

The B'irst Book of Lessons,

The t^econd Book of Lessons,
9d,

The Third Book of Lessons,
is Cd.

The Fourth Book of Lessons.
IS JOd.

Tile First Book of Arithmetic.
JOd.

Key to ditto. lOd.

Key to ditto, 4d,

A Treatise on Book-Keeping.
Is :^d.

Key to ditto. Is 2d,
Elements of Geometry, lod.

A Treatise on Mensuration.
Is «d.

Appendix to ti.e Mensuration,
for tlie use ofTeachers, is :^d.

An Introduction to Geography
and History, by Piofessor
Sullivan, lod.

The Books are all printed on substantial paper, in a clear type,

and are strongly bound in linen for use in the School Room.
They are employed in the tuition of nearly half a million of

children in Irelau'l, and many of the principal Seminaries in

Great Britain now use them exclusively, lii Canada the Series

of National Schod Cocks has met with the approbation of

His Excellency thi^ Govetior General, of ttie Bishops of the

Roman Catliolic ChiiViiij o." )nany iniiiiential Clergymen of the

Church of England, of the S;.'iiod of the Chu'-:'' of Scotland, of

Clergymen in connection With the Mct'iodist, Congregational,

Baptist, and other Churches, of mai.y Teaoliers, and of the Super-

intendunts of Education for Canada East and West.

ARMOUR & RAMSAY.
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